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Abstract

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is a recommender systems technique that generates

personalized recommendations for users based on user preferences. Such pref-

erences are usually expressed in the form of numerical ratings, or binary votes

such as purchase data. Despite its considerable success and popularity in both

research and practice, CF suffers from the problems of data sparseness and cold-

start recommendation, which is an extreme form of data sparseness. Specifically,

CF algorithms have difficulty with generating reliable recommendations when

data are sparse, and they cannot recommend items that have not received any

ratings from users.

This thesis addresses the problems of data sparseness and cold-start rec-

ommendation of CF along two dimensions. Firstly, we developed two novel

recommendation algorithms based on association rule mining techniques. The

proposed algorithms, namely FARAMS and CLARE, exploit the relationships be-

tween items that are encoded in the concept hierarchies of the items when users’

preference data are too limited for generating recommendations. Specifically,

FARAMS makes use of interesting associations between item categories to find

recommendable items for users having limited known preferences, while CLARE

generates recommendations for a given cold-start item by finding other items in

the system that are highly correlated with the attributes of the cold-start item.

We evaluated both algorithms based on widely adopted benchmarking datasets

of CF. Results show that both algorithms outperform related algorithms in

addressing data sparseness and the cold-start problem under similar experimental

settings.
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Secondly, we investigated the use of user-generated reviews for generating

personalized recommendations. We made three major contributions in this

area. First, we collected and analyzed a set of movie reviews to understand

how user opinions are expressed in user-generated reviews, which are free-

form texts written in natural language. Based on the results of our analysis,

we proposed a novel method for determining the sentimental orientations and

strength of user opinions. Second, we proposed a rating inference framework,

namely PREF, for augmenting ratings for CF. PREF aims at determining and

representing the overall sentiments expressed in reviews as numerical ratings

that can readily be used by existing CF algorithms. In other words, PREF enables

existing CF algorithms to utilize textual reviews as an additional source of user

preferences, thereby lessens the problem of data sparseness. Third, we found

that user-generated reviews contain valuable information for constructing the

interest profiles of users and domain items based on a real-world dataset of

tourist attraction reviews. Using such information for generating personalized

recommendations significantly improve the prediction quality and coverage of

traditional CF algorithms. While existing CF algorithms operate on numerical

ratings or binary votes of items, our research represents an important pioneering

step towards a novel CF paradigm based on user-generated reviews.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Recommender Systems and Collaborative Fil-

tering (CF)

Recommender systems are automated recommendation engines designed to help

users in alleviating the well-known problem of information overload. They

intend to efficiently and automatically search through vast information spaces,

and then recommend to users only information that are relevant to their interests

[18, 139, 4, 63]. Recommender systems are also valuable tools that help e-

commerce applications engage visitors and enhance online sales. For instances,

they have the potential to turn browsers into customers, and may improve cross

sales by suggesting additional products that are of interest to customers [139].

One of the most well-known and successful e-commerce applications employing

recommender system technologies is Amazon.com1, which has the following

long-term vision according to Jeff Bezos:

“... if we have 25 million customers, we should have 25 million

stores ... building a place where people can find anything they might

want to buy online.”

– Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon.com [169]

Amazon.com has been fulfilling its mission by providing personalized rec-

ommendations to its users and customers. One of the most noticeable recom-

mendation features Amazon.com provides might be that when a user browses the
1Amazon.com: http://www.amazon.com

1



Figure 1.1: Recommendation list associated with a book title on Amazon.com.

information page of a book title, (s)he is presented with a recommendation list

showing what other book titles have been bought with the selected book title as

Figure 1.1 shows. The underlying technique for generating this recommendation

list is known as Collaborative Filtering (CF).

CF has been well-acknowledged to be the most promising recommender sys-

tems technique. It has achieved great success in both research and practice since

its introduction in the early 90’s [42, 127, 144, 97]. CF provides personalized

recommendations to users based on user preferences, usually in the form of

user-specified ratings or previous interactions between the users and the system

(e.g. purchase or browsing histories). Traditionally, CF exploits the similarities

between users for generating recommendations. Such user-based CF systems

compare the known preferences of a given user, known as the active user, with

the known preferences of other users to find the k most similar users, known

as the k-nearest neighbors (k-nn), of the active user. They then predict the

preference of the active user for a particular item based on the preferences of

his/her neighbors for that item. Alternatively, CF-based systems may suggest to

the active user a list of N items that were of interest to his/her neighbors.

As CF-based systems make recommendations based on user preferences,

they are particularly useful for recommending taste-based items. For examples,

2



they have been successfully applied to the recommendation of books [90],

movies (e.g. MovieLens2), jokes [43], music [144, 7] and television programs

[148].

1.2 Research Challenges

CF-based systems suffer from several challenges despite their success and pop-

ularity. In what follows, we describe, among others, the three most well-known

challenges of CF. They include scalability, data sparseness and the cold-start

problem. We also outline general approaches for addressing each of those

challenges.

1.2.1 Scalability

Traditional user-based CF lacks scalability due to its memory-based nature. It

determines the k-nn of the active user by making statistical computations over the

entire database of user preferences. Such a similarity computation step is done

in an online phase before recommendations can be made [136]. This leads to

severe latency for generating recommendations, and the problem may get worse

as the number of users in the system grows over time.

Researchers have proposed a class of model-based CF algorithms in view

of the poor scalability of user-based CF. Model-based CF algorithms construct

compact models about users or items using various data mining techniques. They

then generate recommendations based on the compact models rather than the

entire database. Note that such models are constructed offline to ensure the

scalability of model-based algorithms, and they serve as a reduced information

space for generating recommendations. For instance, Ungar and Foster [158]

proposed to group similar users or items into clusters based on training data, and

generate recommendations for an active user or a given item from the cluster to

which the user or item belongs.

The item-based CF model proposed by Sarwar et al. [136] can be considered

a model-based variant of user-based CF. Item-based CF exploits the similarities

between items, and recommends to the active user items that are similar to those

that the user has previously shown a preference for. Sarwar et al. observed

2MovieLens: http://movielens.umn.edu
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that neighbors of items in a recommender system are relatively more static than

those of users. Similarities between items can therefore be pre-computed offline

to reduce the online computations required for generating recommendations.

1.2.2 Data Sparseness

Data sparseness poses a challenge to CF because the set of items examined by

a particular user is usually very small in a given system (imagine the number

of book titles available on Amazon.com and the number of books that an active

user could have purchased from it). CF generates recommendations based on

similarities between users or items as noted. Such similarities are derived from

overlapping items, or co-rated items, in users’ known preferences. In a system

with large user and item spaces, the number of co-rated items between an active

user and his/her neighbors might be very limited. This may result in less reliable

computations of similarity or correlation between users, which may in turn result

in less accurate recommendations [14, 138, 109].

There are three major strategies for addressing data sparseness in CF. The

first strategy attempts to improve the density of a ratings dataset by injecting

ratings into it. Breese et al. [14] described a simple default voting scheme that

assigns a default vote to items that have neither been rated by the active user nor

by his/her neighbors. Some researchers made use of rating robots that rate new

items based on their quality as reflected by their content-based information, such

as the number of misspelled words in an article [137, 44]. The second strategy is

to apply dimensionality reduction methods to sparse datasets, thereby increases

the density of the datasets and improves the results of similarity computations

between users [135, 138]. The third strategy is to incorporate content-related

features about domain items into collaborative filters, resulting in hybrid content-

and CF-based recommendations.

There exist various methods for generating hybrid recommendations. A

typical method is to combine content- and CF-based methods sequentially by

computing similarities between users or items based on content analysis first, and

then generating collaborative recommendations using the resulting similarities

(e.g. [9]). Another method computes content-based and CF-based recommen-

dations simultaneously. It then determines the final recommendation results by

combing both types of recommendations based on some weighting schemes (e.g.
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[23, 103]). A similar method described in [109] computes similarities between

items based on their semantic attributes, which are content-based information, as

defined in an domain-specified ontology. It then uses such semantic similarities

along with item similarities computed from ratings data for performing item-

based CF.

1.2.3 Cold-start Problem

The cold-start problem, also known as the early-rater problem and the ramp-up

problem [137], is a crucial shortcoming of CF. As pure CF generates recommen-

dations solely based on user preferences, it cannot recommend new items that

have not yet been observed or rated by users in the system. Similarly, CF cannot

provide personalized recommendations to new users who have not yet expressed

any preferences. Note that the cold-start problem does not only apply to new

items and users. It also happens when no neighbor can be found for items or

users due to the lack of overlapping preferences.

The cold-start problem is an extreme form of data sparseness. Thus, it has

been addressed using methods similar to those for addressing data sparseness.

For examples, several researchers explored the use of aspect models for gener-

ating cold-start recommendations [121, 140]. Such models are actually hybrid

content- and CF-based recommendation models. They generate recommenda-

tions for a given cold-start item by estimating the probability that an active user

would like the attributes it possesses. Park et al. [117] described the use of the

naive filterbot algorithm for addressing the cold-start problem. The algorithm

injects pseudo users, or bots, into a recommender system. The bots then generate

user ratings according to the attributes of the items or the users in the system as

an attempt to increase the density of the ratings matrix.

Solutions for the cold-start problem in the literature mostly focus on the

new item problem. As Schein et al. [140] suggest, however, the new user

problem is actually symmetric if user attributes (demographic data) are available.

There are also studies on acquiring preferences of new users and on generating

recommendations for new users [105, 125, 76]. For example, Middleton et al.

[105] made use of an ontology to construct interest profiles of new users for

research article recommendation. They defined an ontology that models people,

projects, papers (articles), events and research interests, which are considered
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important concepts related to research articles. They then populated such an

ontology from a personnel database and a publication database as initial user

profiles. Specifically, their work makes use of the research publication list of a

new user, who has not interacted with their system before, to establish his/her

initial interest profile, based on which recommendations are generated.

1.3 Objectives

The primary objectives of this thesis is to alleviate two crucial challenges of CF,

namely data sparseness and the recommendations of cold-start items. Pure CF

algorithms that operate solely on user preferences cannot recommend cold-start

items as noted. In order to solve the cold-start problem, the proposed methods

are hybrid methods that exploit information sources other than user preferences

for enriching the interest profiles of users and items. Further, the proposed

methods are model-based due to the scalability issue of memory-based (user-

based) CF, although we do not explicitly discuss the scalability issue of CF in

this thesis. For the proposed methods to be meaningful, we base our studies on

real world datasets that can simulate the problems of data sparseness and cold-

start recommendations in CF.

1.4 Contributions

We address the problem of data sparseness and cold-start recommendations

along two dimensions. Firstly, we proposed novel methods for generating hybrid

recommendations based on concept hierarchies of items. This area of work

focuses on how recommendations are generated. Secondly, we proposed and

investigated into the use of user-generated reviews for generating personalized

recommendations. From a CF perspective, our work in this area is concerned

with what information about user preferences and domain items to consider in

the recommendation process. However, our work is not only related to CF, but

also to text mining and computational linguistics. This is because our work

involves understanding user preferences expressed in user-generated reviews,

which are free-form texts written in natural language.

The major technical contributions made in this thesis are summarized as

follows:
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Hybrid recommendation techniques: We proposed in Chapters 3 and

4 two hybrid recommendation techniques based on Association Rule Mining

(ARM). ARM allows for the flexibility to integrate concept hierarchies into the

rule mining process. By taking advantage of this, and by utilizing taxonomies as

well as attributes of domain items, we addressed the problems of data sparseness

and cold-start recommendations in CF. We validated our proposed techniques

against related techniques based on standard benchmarking datasets for CF.

Understanding user preferences in user-generated reviews: In Chapter 5,

we presented an experimental study on the use of opinion words in a real world

dataset of movie reviews. Based on the results of the study, we identified

a shortcoming of a class of existing methods that estimates the sentimental

orientation of opinion words based on the semantic similarity between the words,

and proposed a novel method for determining the sentimental orientation and

strength of opinion words.

Using user-generated reviews for personalized recommendations: In

Chapter 5, we proposed a probabilistic rating inference approach for estimating

the overall sentiments expressed in reviews and representing those sentiments

as numerical ratings. Such ratings can be fed into existing CF algorithms for

generating personalized recommendations. We demonstrated experimentally the

benefit of using the rating inference approach for augmenting ratings for CF.

In Chapter 6, we investigated further into the use of user-generated reviews

for generating personalized recommendations. Our work attempts to construct

user profiles based on their preferences expressed in reviews, and makes use

of review contents to derive similarities between items and those between item

categories. We performed an experimental evaluation of eight prediction models,

including rating-based, review-based and non-personalized prediction models.

Results suggest that user-generated reviews contain valuable user preferences

that can be utilized for making personalized recommendations. Further, review-

based models improve greatly the coverage of traditional rating-based CF mod-

els, with comparable or significantly better prediction accuracies. This indicates

that deriving similarities between items and those between item categories based

on feature terms extracted from reviews effectively addresses data sparseness

and the cold-start problem with no loss of accuracy.

A recent survey of the state-of-the-art and possible extensions of recom-

mender systems suggests that recommender systems that utilize textual reviews
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by text mining techniques are yet to be developed [4]. However, we report the

use of sentiment analysis, which is a text mining task, for understanding and

extracting user sentiments in textual reviews. We also studied two different

approaches for using such sentiments for generating personalized recommen-

dations. As aforementioned, the rating inference approach we proposed allows

existing CF algorithms to utilize user-generated reviews as an additional source

of user preferences. The review-based prediction models we presented in

Chapter 6 are developed along the idea of item-based CF, which is a classical

CF model that is generally acknowledged to be promising in the literature.

More importantly, we demonstrated the utilization of user-generated reviews

for generating personalized recommendations in the tourist attraction domain, in

which tremendous collections of textual reviews are available but most existing

recommender systems are built upon knowledge-based techniques. The signifi-

cance of what we discussed in this paragraph is that our research represents an

important pioneering step on review-based recommendations. Further, our work

opens up interesting opportunities for researchers to extend CF to domains where

rating-based recommendations are not common.

We noticed that some researchers have previously raised the possibility of

using user opinions in reviews for generating personalized recommendations.

Pang and Lee [114] mentioned that inferring fine-grained ratings from reviews

would be helpful for performing CF. Several researchers confirmed, by means of

user studies, the usefulness of user-generated reviews in helping users making

decisions about online purchases [131, 78, 46]. Further, there exist e-commerce

websites that provide recommendations to users based on user-generated re-

views. For instance, BooRah3 provides restaurant recommendations using their

patent-pending technologies. Unfortunately, such technologies are not known

to the public. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first on reporting

empirical research that systematically studies the use of user-generated reviews

for generating personalized recommendations. We hope our work can compel

further research into this area of work, which we believe is very interesting and

useful given the current developments and popularity of Web 2.0 technologies.

3BooRah restaurant search: http://www.boorah.com/restaurants/
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1.5 Organization of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 is a literature review that provides background information for

our discussions in later chapters. It also reviews previous and related studies on

CF and sentiment analysis.

Chapter 3 presents a CF framework that addresses the problem of data

sparseness by the use of fuzzy association rule mining and item taxonomies.

Chapter 4 discusses our effort on addressing the problem of cold-start rec-

ommendations in CF. Our approach is based on a preference model comprising

user-item and item-item relationships, as well as the cross-level association

mining technique.

Chapter 5 investigates the use of sentiment analysis for eliciting user pref-

erences from user-generated reviews. It describes our experimental study on the

use of opinion words in a movie reviews dataset. It also presents our initial

effort on integrating sentiment analysis and CF by rating inference, which aims

at mapping the overall sentiments expressed in textual reviews onto a numerical

rating scale.

Chapter 6 looks further into the use of user-generated reviews for modeling

user preferences in CF, and for deriving similarities between domain items and

their categories. It presents an experimental evaluation of prediction models

that make predictions for users based on different forms of user preference

information.

Chapter 7 concludes with a summary of our research findings and sugges-

tions for future research.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Recommender Systems Overview

Recommender systems are automated recommendation engines designed to

address the well-known problem of information overload [18, 139, 4, 63].

Specifically, they receive information from users about their needs, and then

help users navigate through a large information space by recommending to them

information that they may be interested in. Such recommended information may

be of different forms, such as books to purchase, movies to watch, and articles to

read. All recommender systems make use of information about users to generate

recommendations. Such information about users are usually referred to as user

profiles, user models, or user preferences. Recommender systems that exploit

content information about domain items also maintain item profiles, which are

content descriptors of items. Examples include the topics of books [178] and the

cast of movies [103].

Recommender systems can be classified into three major types based on the

underlying recommendation techniques they employ: social-filtering- or CF-

based, content-based, and knowledge-based [18, 4]. Moreover, there are hybrid

systems that combine some of these recommendation techniques to avoid the

pitfalls of individual techniques [9, 10, 19, 103]. The following subsections

introduce the three major types of recommender systems and comment on their

strengths and weaknesses.
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2.1.1 CF-based Recommender Systems

The term “Collaborative Filtering” (CF) was coined by Goldberg et al. [42],

for an information filtering technology in which “people collaborate to help one

another perform filtering by recording their reactions...”. CF-based recommender

systems are sometimes referred to as social-filtering-based recommender sys-

tems in the literature. Pure CF-based systems generate personalized recommen-

dations solely based on user preferences, which are subjective evaluations of

users [42, 127, 144, 97]. As such, they are particularly useful for recommending

taste-based items, such as movies, audio CDs, and jokes [139, 43]. The

underlying philosophy of CF is that each individual user belongs to a larger

group of like-minded users. CF-based systems therefore maintain preference

data about users’ purchasing habits or interests, and use such data to identify

groups of similar users. They then recommend to a given active user items liked

by other, similar users.

Tapestry [42] is the first CF-based system. It allows users to annotate

electronic documents they have read, for example, as “interesting” or “uninter-

esting”. Such annotations can be accessed by other users, to help them decide

which documents to (or not to) read. CF-based systems have later become

fully automated by tracking user preferences through users’ interactions with the

systems. GroupLens [127, 75], a CF-based system of Usenet articles, gathers

ratings on articles from users. It then makes numerical predictions about how

much a user would like an article that (s)he has not read before, based on

the ratings given by similar users who have read that article. Most other CF-

based systems work in a similar way. Examples are MovieLens, which gathers

user ratings on movies for performing CF, and Amazon.com, which generates

recommendations based on the purchase histories of previous customers.

2.1.2 Content-based Recommender Systems

Content-based recommender systems have their roots in Information Retrieval

(IR) and Information Filtering (IF) systems [35, 11, 8]. They model information

needs of users and generate recommendations based on the contents or semantic

knowledge, such as keywords, taxonomies and ontologies, of domain items [110,

104, 4]. Specifically, a content-based recommender system analyzes the features

of items preferred by the active user. It then compares the features of those items
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to the features of other items that have not been observed by the active user in

the system. Finally, it recommends the more relevant items, as defined by some

similarity measures, to the active user.

Content-based techniques are more commonly used in textual application

domains, such as books [110] and research articles [104, 105], in which content

information about domain items is rich and easy-to-obtain. The Quickstep

system proposed by Middleton et al. [104], for example, is a research article

recommender system. It uses an ontology that captures the is-a hierarchy of

research article topics to represent domain knowledge and users’ interest profiles.

Specifically, it monitors the research articles browsed by a certain active user, and

classifies those articles based on the ontology to determine the topics that the

user is interested in. It then recommends to the user other articles whose topics

are related to his/her interests. While Middleton et al. considered Quickstep

to be a hybrid content- and CF-based recommender system, we point out that

the recommendation technique Quickstep employs is actually content-based. It

is a collaborative system in the sense that it allows an active user to provide

feedbacks, which are then made available to other users of the system. Such

feedbacks include the suggestion of new research articles, and the correct topics

of the recommended research articles that the user deemed to be wrong. In

this light, the way that the Quickstep system supports CF is different from the

automated CF process this thesis and most recent studies on CF are concerned

with.

Hybrid content- and CF-based recommender systems

Content-based techniques are commonly combined with CF techniques to build

hybrid recommender systems, because these two kinds of techniques comple-

ment the shortcomings of each other in general. For instance, content-based

techniques are able to generate recommendations for all domain items, including

new or cold-start items, as long as content information about the items are

available. In contrast, CF can generate recommendations for items only if they

have been rated by users.

The Fab system [9], for example, combines both content- and CF-based tech-

niques for web page recommendation. Fab employs content-based techniques

to analyze important keywords of web pages and to build interest profiles of

users. At the same time, it collects users’ ratings on web pages in order to
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identify users with similar interests, so that collaborative recommendations can

be provided to users. Another example is the naive filterbot algorithm described

in [117], which injects pseudo users, or bots, into a movie recommender system.

The bots augment user ratings for CF based on the attributes of movies, such

as movie genres and cast. Such ratings are then combined with user-specified

ratings to generate collaborative recommendations. The work of Mobasher et

al. [109] exploits semantic similarities, which are content-based, between items

with the aid of an ontology of domain items. Specifically, it computes semantic

similarities between items based on the semantic attributes their share. It then

uses such similarities along with the similarities between user ratings received

by the items for performing CF.

As noted, content- and hybrid content- and CF-based recommender sys-

tems exploit semantic knowledge, such as ontologies or is-a hierarchies, about

domain items for generating recommendations. Empirical studies in the area

of recommender systems, including ours, often make use of existing semantic

knowledge collected from prominent information sources of the domains con-

cerned. For examples, our work and several others on movie recommendation

(e.g. [103, 109, 141]) collect semantic knowledge about movies from MovieLens

and the Internet Movie Database (IMDb)4, while the work of Mooney [110]

on book recommendation extracts information about books from Amazon.com.

We nonetheless point out that there exist studies that employ sophisticated In-

formation Extraction (IE), Natural Language Processing (NLP) and/or machine

learning techniques for the acquisition and learning of such semantic knowledge.

Examples include [96, 160, 22].

2.1.3 Knowledge-based Recommender Systems

Knowledge-based systems are complex systems that make use of functional

knowledge about users and domain items to generate recommendations [18].

They maintain knowledge about how a particular item meets a particular user

need, and based on which they use a reasoning process to generate possible

recommendations that best fit a given user need. Entree [19], for example, is

a knowledge-based restaurant recommender system. It generates recommen-

dations to users by Case-based Reasoning (CBR), a problem solving skill that

4The Internet Movie Database (IMDb): http://www.imdb.com
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attempts to solve the current problems by adapting solutions for previous, similar

problems [1, 163]. Entree models each restaurant and its attributes, such as its

type of cuisine, as a case. It also maintains similarity relationships between

the cases, for example, whether one case is more expensive than the other,

determined based on users’ perception on the cases. As such, when the active

user suggests that the current recommended case (restaurant) is too expensive,

Entree is able to retrieve less expensive cases from its knowledge base.

While content-based and CF-based techniques are popular in textual do-

mains and taste-based domains respectively, knowledge-based techniques are

commonly used in domains where the decision making process of users is more

complicated and constrained. A typical example of such domains is travel and

tourism, in which most recommender systems are built with extensive knowledge

contributed by domain experts [128, 94, 129]. DieToRecs [33] and NutKing

[130] are examples of knowledge-based travel recommender systems. They

maintain a knowledge base of travel products, including tourist spots, events,

activities, and accommodations. These products are recommended by domain

experts with respect to different travel settings, such as the time of travel and

duration of a trip. Given the travel needs of an active user, both DieToRecs

and NutKing use the CBR technology to match the specified needs with the

knowledge base they maintain to generate recommendations.

A complete review of knowledge-based recommender systems and the CBR

technology is beyond the scope of this thesis. Related discussions and surveys

can be found in [18, 19, 95].

2.1.4 Strengths and Weaknesses of Recommender Systems

Each of the three major types of recommender systems has its strengths and

weaknesses, as summarized below.

CF-based recommender systems

CF-based recommender systems are best known for their ability to make taste-

based, personalized recommendations. They offer three major advantages over

the other two types of recommender systems [42, 127, 97, 144]. Firstly, as

they do not take into account content information about items, they can make

recommendations for items that are not computer-parsable. Secondly, ignoring
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content information allows CF systems to generate recommendations based on

user tastes rather than the objective properties of domain items themselves. This

means that CF-based systems can recommend items very different (content-

wise) from those that the active users had previously shown a preference for,

thereby overcomes a major shortcoming of content-based recommender systems

[144]. Lastly, CF algorithms are much simpler and easier to implement than

knowledge-based ones. For instance, building knowledge-based recommender

systems requires an extensive domain knowledge engineering process, whereas

CF systems can be fully automated. Consequently, CF can easily be applied to

domains where a database of user preferences is available. For these reasons,

CF has been the most popular and successful type of recommender systems to

date. It has already been successfully applied to various application domains, for

example, electronic documents [42], Usenet articles [127, 75, 137], movies (e.g.

MovieLens), jokes [43], books [90], music [144, 7], and web pages [146].

CF-based recommender systems, however, are not without problems as

described in the Introduction of this thesis (Chapter 1.2). Firstly, user-based CF

suffers from poor scalability due to their memory-based nature. It makes statis-

tical computations over the entire ratings matrix in order to make predictions for

the active user. Specifically, it involves a similarity weighting step that computes

the similarity between the preferences of the active user and those of all other

users in the system. As the numbers of users and items are usually very large and

ever increasing in a system, this similarity weighting step, if done in real-time,

becomes a performance bottleneck of user-based CF.

Secondly, CF suffers from the problem of data sparseness. Data sparseness

arises because in a given database, the set of items rated or observed by a

particular user is usually very small. This implies that a complete set of ratings

across all items in the system may not exist. Making predictions for users and

items having limited ratings data can be difficult. Despite the success of CF and

the considerable amount of CF research in the past years, data sparseness stills

remains as an open and crucial challenge to researchers.

Thirdly, CF suffers from the cold-start problem, also known as the early-rater

problem and the ramp-up problem [137]. The cold-start problem is an extreme

form of data sparseness. It arises when no recommendations can be generated

for items with no or very few ratings data. The cold-start problem applies not

only to items, but also to users with no or limited known preferences.
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Lastly, pure CF-based techniques cannot derive correlation between two

similar but not identical items if they have never been rated by the same user.

Similarly, such techniques cannot relate two users who have never co-rated the

same item. These are known as the non-transitive association problems [69],

which arise because the similarity and relatedness between users and items are

solely derived from ratings data in CF.

Content-based recommender systems

Content-based recommendation techniques analyze the feature similarity be-

tween domain items, and recommend items that are the most similar to those

that the active user has previously liked. The main advantage of content-based

techniques is that they can generate recommendations for all domain items

as long as content information about them are available. Pure content-based

techniques, however, have three main drawbacks. Firstly, defining meaningful

content descriptors for items in non-textual and taste-based domains, such as

audio and jokes, can be difficult. Utilizing meta-data (item attributes), such as

music genres, about domain items can improve recommendations, but this does

not address the problem of eliciting and analyzing content information about

non-textual items [102].

Secondly, content-based techniques suffer from over-specialization, meaning

that recommendations they make are restricted to items that are similar (in terms

of their contents) to items that the active user has previously seen [9].

Thirdly, content-based techniques cannot analyze the subjective aspects of

domain items. A content-based newspaper recommender system, for example,

cannot distinguish between high-quality and poor-quality articles on the same

topic, but this can be an important issue to consider when generating recommen-

dations for users [23].

Knowledge-based recommender systems

Knowledge-based recommender systems are knowledge-rich. They operate on

knowledge about domain items and users, as well as functional knowledge about

what and how items can meet a specific user requirement. They are therefore able

to generate rather complex recommendations that maximize users’ satisfaction

[19]. While CF- and content-based systems usually deal with one single type of
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domain items, knowledge-based systems are able to recommend more complex

solutions, such as a travel plan that bundles heterogeneous but related products

in a travel recommender system (e.g. [33, 130]). Further, they do not suffer

from the cold-start problem because their knowledge bases are pre-constructed,

usually with the help of domain experts. These, however, imply that knowledge-

based systems require an extensive domain engineering process for building

knowledge bases. This is the main limitation of knowledge-based systems, as

compared to CF-based systems that can be fully automated. Another drawback

of knowledge-based systems is that the recommendations they generate are

rather static [19]. Further, they require more feedbacks and involvements from

an active user than the other two types of recommender systems in order to arrive

at an appropriate solution for the user.

2.2 Collaborative Filtering (CF)

CF is the core technique related to this thesis. In the following subsections,

we first introduce important terminology and notations related to CF. We then

describe user preferences that are used, or can be used, for performing CF.

Next, we introduce the two common tasks of CF, followed by descriptions of

the classical user- and item-based CF models, as well as evaluation metrics for

measuring the performance of CF algorithms.

2.2.1 Terminology and Notations

We first define the terminology and notations related to CF. In a CF-based

recommender system, there exist a set of users and a set of items. Preferences

data of users in a pure CF-based system are represented as a user-item ratings

matrix, depicted in Figure 2.1. The ratings matrix encodes the relationships

between user and items in the system. The person who seeks a recommendation

is called the active user. The item for which a prediction (e.g. predicted rating)

is to be made is known as the target item.

Formally, in a CF-based recommender system:

• U = {u1, u2, u3...um} is a set of users.

• I = {i1, i2, i3...in} is a set of items.
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Figure 2.1: A conceptual ratings matrix in CF.

• R = U × I is the user-item ratings matrix.

• a ∈ U is the active user seeking recommendations.

• t ∈ I is the target item for which prediction is to be made.

• Ia is the set of items user a has examined.

• ru,i is the rating of user u for item i, if any.

• pa,t is the predicted rating of item t for user a.

These notations are used throughout this thesis.

2.2.2 User Preferences in CF

A pure CF algorithm operates on a database of user preferences, represented as a

U × I ratings matrix R as aforementioned. Elements in R may represent actual

ratings users have given items. Such ratings are usually collected explicitly by

asking users to give scalar ratings on items they have examined. In MovieLens,

for example, users are asked to rate movies based on a five-point rating scale.

Elements in R may also be users’ binary votes for items. In such case, ru,i =

1 if user u has examined item i, and ru,i = 0 otherwise. Examples of binary votes

include purchase histories and clickstream data, which are captured implicitly

based on users’ interactions with the system. In Amazon.com, for example, when

a user purchases a book, (s)he is considered to be giving a positive vote on the

book.

With the advent of Web 2.0, user-generated reviews are now a popular

means for users to express their comments or preferences on items that they
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have examined. Review hubs such as Epinions.com5 and IMDb, as well as e-

commerce web sites such as Amazon.com, allow end-users to provide reviews

in free-text format in addition to numerical ratings. Such reviews can also be

considered a type of “ratings”, although they are natural language texts. To the

best of our knowledge, however, no existing CF-based system in the research

community utilizes user-generated reviews for personalization purpose.

2.2.3 Tasks of CF

Generally speaking, CF aims at recommending items that the active user a may

be interested in but has not yet observed. Such a task can be of two forms,

namely prediction and recommendation [136].

The task of prediction is to compute pa,t, which is a predicted rating indi-

cating how much the active user a may like the target item t. Note that t /∈ Ia.

The task of recommendation is to generate a list of N items, Ir, that user a may

like. Note that Ir ∈ I and Ir ∩ Ia = ∅. Ir is usually a ranked list, with more

interesting items ranked higher on the list. This task is commonly referred to as

Top-N recommendation.

2.2.4 User- and Item-based CF

User-based and item-based CF are classical CF techniques that are well-known

for their simplicity and prediction accuracy, which tends to improve as the active

user rates more items in the system [127, 14, 54]. User-based CF first finds the k

most similar users (k-nn) of the active user. It then predicts how much the active

user would like a target item based on his/her ratings data and the preferences

of his/her neighbors. Item-based CF, in contrast, exploits similarities between

items based on the ratings they received from users. It makes predictions for the

active user based on how (s)he has rated items that are similar to the target item.

We first detail the idea of user-based CF. Given an active user a and a target

item t, user-based CF predicts pa,t in three steps, namely similarity weighting,

neighbor selection, and prediction computation. The similarity weighting step

computes the weight of each user in {u|u ∈ U and u 6= a} with respect to

his/her similarity with the active user. Similarities are reflected in the ratings that

users have given items. For two particular users to be comparable, only co-rated

5Epinions.com: http://www.epinions.com/
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items, which are items that both users have rated, are counted. The most widely

used method for computing the similarity weight between two users a and u, or

simply w(a, u) is the Pearson correlation coefficient. It reflects the correlation

between users a and u, and is defined as follows [127, 14]:

w(a, u) =

∑
j∈Ic

(ra,j − r̄a)(ru,j − r̄u)√∑
j∈Ic

(ra,j − r̄a)2
∑

j∈Ic
(ru,j − r̄j)2

(2.1)

where Ic denotes the set of items co-rated by both users a and u. That is,

Ic = {Ia ∩ Iu}, and j is an item in Ic. r̄a is the average of all ratings user a have

given items in the training set, ra,j is the rating of user a for item j, and similar

for r̄u and ru,j .

The neighbor selection step takes place after computing similarity weights

between the active user and all other users in U . This step simply selects the set

of k users having the highest similarity weights with user a. Such users, who are

the k-nn of user a, are used as predictors for the target item t in the next step, the

prediction computation step.

The prediction computation step estimates pa,t based on ra, and the weighted

sum of the ratings on item t given by the k-nn of user a:

pa,t = ra + α
∑

u∈knn(a)

w(a, u)(ru,t − ru) (2.2)

where u ∈ knn(a) denotes the k-nn of user a determined in the previous

neighbor selection step. α is a normalizing factor such that the absolute values

of similarity weights w(a, u) sum to unity.

The drawback of user-based CF is that it suffers from poor scalability as

aforementioned. This is due to the performance bottleneck of user-based CF in

the similarity weighting step, which computes w(a, u) between user a and all

other users in the system for determining knn(a) in real time.

Sarwar et al. [136] proposed the item-based CF paradigm in view of

the scalability issue of user-based CF. Item-based CF exploits the similarities

between items instead of those between users for making predictions. Sarwar

et al. observed that the item space in a recommender system is relatively static

as compared to the user space. They therefore proposed to compute similarities

between items offline. When user a seeks a prediction for item t, item-based CF

determines the set of k-nn for item t from pre-computed similarity weights. It
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then estimates pa,t based on how user a has rated the k-nn of t, which are items

that are similar to item t.

The similarity weight between two items t and i can also be computed using

Pearson correlation coefficient as in user-based CF. In item-based CF, however,

this is computed based on the ratings t and i received from users who have rated

both items:

w(t, i) =

∑
u∈Uc

(ru,t − r̄t)(ru,i − r̄i)√∑
u∈Uc

(ru,t − r̄t)2
∑

u∈Uc
(ru,i − r̄i)2

(2.3)

where Uc denotes the set of users who have rated both items t and i, and r̄i is

the mean rating received by item i.

In item-based CF, pa,t is computed as the weighted sum of the ratings user a

has given the k-nn of item t:

pa,t = α
∑

i∈knn(t)

w(t, i)(ra,i) (2.4)

where i ∈ knn(t) denotes the set of k-nn of item t, ra,i denotes the active

user’s rating on item i, and α is a normalizing factor such that the absolute values

of similarity weights w(t, i) sum to unity.

2.2.5 Evaluating CF Algorithms

CF algorithms can be systematically evaluated along three major dimensions:

statistical accuracy, decision support accuracy and coverage. The following

subsections describe the commonly used evaluation metrics under each of these

dimensions.

Statistical accuracy

Statistical accuracy metrics are suitable for evaluating algorithms that generate

numerical predictions given a target item for an active user. They compare the

difference between the predicted ratings generated by an algorithm against the

user-specified ratings. Two commonly adopted statistical accuracy metrics are

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) [14, 55].

• Mean Absolute Error (MAE), as its name implies, is the mean of the

absolute errors made by an algorithm, using the actual user-specified
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ratings as ground truth. MAE is usually computed on a per-user basis,

meaning that one MAE is computed for each active user in the test set.

The resulting MAE scores are then averaged over all the users in the test

set to obtain the final MAE of an algorithm. The MAE of a user u, denoted

by MAEu, is defined as:

MAEu =
1

|Iu|
∑
i∈Iu

|pu,i − ru,i| (2.5)

where Iu is the set of withheld ratings of user u in the test set, pu,i and ru,i

respectively represent the predicted and the actual rating of item i for user

u.

• Mean Squared Error (MSE) emphasizes large errors made by an algo-

rithm. The MSE of user u, denoted by MSEu, is computed as follows:

MSEu =
1

|Iu|
∑
i∈Iu

(pu,i − ru,i)
2 (2.6)

Similar to MAE, the overall MSE produced by an algorithm is given by

the average of the set of per-user MSE scores.

We used MAE and MSE in our experimental studies to evaluate algorithms

that make numerical predictions. The lower the values of MAE and MSE of an

algorithm, the more accurate the predictions are.

Decision support accuracy

Decision support accuracy metrics are mainly used for evaluating Top-N recom-

mendation algorithms [55]. Commonly used decision support accuracy metrics

include precision, recall, F-measure (or F1 measure), classification accuracy

(or simply accuracy), Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC), and rank score.

Employing these metrics basically requires casting the recommendation task as a

binary classification task. An example is to classify an unseen movie of an active

user as Like or Does Not Like [13, 55, 141].

We first introduce Table 2.1, a 2× 2 confusion matrix for computing some of

aforementioned metrics. Columns and rows in the confusion matrix respectively

describe the actual (Relevant = Y/N) and the predicted (Recommended = Y/N)
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Table 2.1: A confusion matrix.
Recommended = Y Recommended = N

Relevant = Y TP FN

Relevant = N FP TN

classification of items generated by a Top-N recommendation algorithm. In the

matrix, TP (True Positive) is the number of recommended items (Recommended
= Y) that are relevant to the active users’ interests (Relevant = Y), FP (False

Positive) is the number of recommended items (Recommended = Y) that are in

fact irrelevant (Relevant = N), and similar for FN (False Negative) and TN (True

Negative).

We now define the various aforementioned decision support metrics.

• Precision is the portion of recommended items that are in fact relevant.

Referring to Table 2.1, precision is defined as:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2.7)

The sum of TP and FP in the equation corresponds to the total number of

recommendations provided to the active users.

• Recall is the portion of relevant items (in the withheld test set) that were

recommended to the active users. It is defined as:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2.8)

• F-measure, also known as the F1 measure, combines precision and recall

into a single metric. This metric is desirable because precision and recall

are inversely related, and it is easy to optimize either one separately

[13]. For instance, using a larger value of N , which tends to increase the

chance of recommending relevant items to the active users, would result

in higher recall but lower precision. The most widely-adopted method for

computing the F1 measure is to take the harmonic mean of precision and

recall:

F1 =
2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall

Precision + Recall
(2.9)
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Such a definition gives equal importance to precision and recall, and the

resulting value tends strongly towards the smaller value of the two.

• Classification accuracy, or simply accuracy, is another metric that is

computed based on the confusion matrix in Table 2.1. It is defined as:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
(2.10)

The major difference between accuracy and precision, as well as that

between accuracy and recall is that accuracy takes TN (the number of true

negatives) into account.

• Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) plots the true-positive rate

(tpr) against the false-positive rate (fpr) produced by a classifer under

different classification thresholds, for instance, thresholds applied to the

predicted preferences for recommendable items. tpr is equivalent to recall

in Eq. (2.8), while fpr is computed based on Table 2.1 as follows:

fpr =
FP

FP + TN
(2.11)

A ROC curve is usually used with an associated metric, known as the

Area under the ROC curve (AUC). AUC is a single metric that summarizes

the performance of a classifier across all possible thresholds. The larger

the AUC of a classifier, the more successful it can distinguish between

positives and negatives.

Details about ROC analysis, including how ROC curves are plotted, and

the characteristics about the ROC curves of perfect, random, good and bad

classifiers are available in [123, 31, 34]. These are not discussed in this

thesis because, as described in the later part of this subsection, ROC is not

an appropriate metric for evaluating our tasks at hand.

• Customer Receiver Operator Characteristics (CROC) is a variant of

ROC. It was proposed specifically for evaluating recommender systems

that provide the same number of recommendations (N ) to each active user

[141]. A CROC curve is plotted by varying the value of N .

Detailed discussions on ROC and CROC in the context of recommender

systems are available in [55, 141].
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• Rank Score measures the utility of a ranked list of recommendations [14,

63, 82]. The rank score of a user u, denoted as RSu, is computed as

follows:

RSu =

|Ir|∑
j=1

δ(u, ij)

2(j−1)/(h−1)
(2.12)

where Ir denotes the list of items recommended to the user, j is the index

of an item on the recommendation list, and h is the viewing halflife, which

is the rank of an item on the list such that there is a 50% chance that user

u will like that item. δ(u, ij) is a number in the range [0, 1] that indicates

the contribution of a correct recommendation to the overall utility of the

ranked recommendation list [82]. Its value is 0 if ij is not in user u’s

testset.

The aggregated rank score (RS) over the set of test users U is then

computed as follows:

RS = 100 ∗
∑

u∈U RSu∑
u∈U RSmax

u

(2.13)

where RSmax
u is the maximum achievable RSu for user u if all of the items

(s)he liked in the test set had been at the top of the ranked list. A higher

rank score indicates that correct recommendations were ranked higher on

the recommendation lists.

Note that we did not adopt all of the above metrics for evaluating Top-N

recommendation algorithms. As noted, classification accuracy takes the number

of true negatives (TN) into account. TN includes not only items that the users

had rated negatively in the test set, but also items that the users did not observe

at all. In recommender systems, data is normally extremely skewed towards

the TN category as in IR systems (Chapter 8 in [99]). Specifically, most items

are unobserved by a particular user in practice in a given recommender system.

Consider the number of book titles a user could have purchased and the total

number of titles available on Amazon.com as an example. Taking TN into

consideration when evaluating recommender systems might not be meaningful.

We also chose not to adopt ROC and CROC in our studies, partially be-

cause they capture the TN of recommendation algorithms. In fact, both ROC
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and CROC curves offer the advantage of summarizing the performance of an

algorithm across different numbers of recommendations by means of AUC.

In recommender systems, however, researchers are more concerned about an

algorithm’s performance when only a small number of items are recommended to

users ([13, 63]), because the goal of a recommender system is to help users avoid

information overload. For instance, users would be more interested in the quality

of the top 10 items than the quality of the top 100 items on a recommendation

list. This is the main reason why our studies analyzed the performance of Top-N

recommendation algorithms based on precision and recall at small values of N ,

but not ROC and CROC.

Herlocker et al. [55] noted that precision and recall are biased and shall not

be interpreted as absolute measures. However, they are still useful for comparing

different algorithms and are easy to understand. Further, they do not take into

consideration the value of TN, which is likely to be extremely large in reality in

a recommender system. For these reasons, we adopted precision and recall in

our experimental studies on Top-N recommendation algorithms.

Coverage

Coverage is generally defined as the percentage of items for which recommen-

dations or predictions can be provided. There are two ways to compute the

coverage of an algorithm as noted in [106]. The first way takes into account

the universe of items in a recommender system, and computes coverage as

the percentage of items for which an algorithm can make recommendations or

predictions. The second way only considers percentage of successful predictions

given the withheld user-item pairs in the test set.

We chose the definition of coverage based on the specific purposes of our

experimental studies, as described in corresponding experimental setup sections.

2.3 Association Rule Mining (ARM)

Association Rule Mining (ARM) is one of the most well-studied data mining

tasks since its introduction in the early 90’s [5]. It aims at discovering interesting

relationships among a set of items (I) by finding items that frequently appeared

together in a transactional database (DB). This section describes the idea of
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ARM and three of its variants that are directly related to our work.

2.3.1 Association Rules and Their Interestingness

An association rule is in the form of “Φ → Ψ”. Φ, where Φ ⊂ I , is called the

antecedent or the body of the rule, while Ψ, where (Ψ ⊂ I) ∧ (Ψ ∩ Φ = ∅), is

called the consequent or the head of the rule [5].

Agrawal et al. [5, 6] proposed an ARM approach and the well-known

Apriori algorithm based on the support-confidence framework. Their approach

decomposes the ARM problem into two sub-problems:

1. Find all combinations of items, known as large itemsets or frequent

itemsets, having support values above the predefined minimum (minSupp).

Note that if a certain itemset Φ is frequent, all subsets of items in Φ are

also frequent. This is known as the downward closure property of support

values.

2. Generate association rules from the frequent itemsets. A rule holds and

is considered interesting if it satisfies the predefined minimum confidence

(minConf ). For example, if the itemset {Φ, Ψ} is frequent, we shall check

if the two rules “Φ → Ψ” and “Ψ → Φ” are interesting.

The remainder of this subsection introduces interestingness measures for

evaluating association rules and popular ARM algorithms, followed by brief

discussions on applying ARM to CF.

Interestingness measures of association rules

The most widely-adopted interestingness measures of association rules are the

aforementioned support and confidence. The support of a rule “Φ → Ψ” is the

percentage of transactions in DB containing {Φ ∩ Ψ}, or simply P(Φ∩Ψ). The

confidence of the rule is the percentage of transactions in DB containing Φ that

also contain Ψ. It can be written as P(Φ ∩ Ψ)/P(Φ) or P(Ψ|Φ). For example, the

association rule “milk → butter” [20%, 50%] indicates that 50% of users who

bought milk also bought butter in the same transaction, and that 20% of all users

bought both milk and butter in the same transaction.

Note that the computation of confidence ignores P(Ψ). Brin et al. [16]

pointed out that this is problematic, because the confidence of the rule may still
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be high enough to satisfy minConf even if the occurrence of Ψ is unrelated to that

of Φ (e.g. when P(Φ ∩ Ψ)/P(Φ) = P(Ψ), meaning that Φ and Ψ are statistically

independent). Various alternative interestingness measures have been proposed

to address the flaw of confidence values (e.g. [16]). A well-known example of

these is the interest measure, also known as lift ratio. It indicates the correlation

between the itemsets in the body and the head of a rule, and is defined as

P(Φ ∩ Ψ)/P(Φ)P(Ψ). Φ and Ψ are positively correlated if the interest value of

“Φ → Ψ” is above 1. In fact, there exist a large variety of interestingness mea-

sures, evaluating association rules from different perspectives. A comparative

study and comprehensive survey of various interesting measures are available in

[152, 40].

Klemettinen et al. [73] provide a non-statistical definition to interesting

association rules. Their work applies rule templates to look for interesting rules

from a collection of already discovered association rules. A rule template defines

the structure of interesting rules in a form similar to regular expressions. For

instance, the rule template “Any item∗→ butter” considers rules containing the

item butter in their consequent part to be interesting. Li et al. [88] later adopted

the idea of rule templates to a recommendation task. Their work first discovered

a set of association rules based on the support-confidence framework, and then

applied rule templates to the discovered rules to look for the rules that are of

interest. They experimented their approach with a subset of the EachMovie

dataset [101]. Results showed that the adoption of rule templates in their work

slightly improved recommendation accuracy.

ARM algorithms

The Apriori algorithm [6] is a classical and the most well-known ARM mining

algorithm in the literature. It consists of the two major steps described earlier,

namely the generation of frequent itemsets and the generation of interesting

association rules from the frequent itemsets.

The most noticeable characteristic of the Apriori algorithm is that it takes

a breath-first approach to frequent itemsets generation. It iteratively joins two

frequent itemsets containing κ-1 items, known as (κ-1)-itemsets, to generate a

candidate κ-itemset. It then makes use of the aforementioned downward closure

property of support values to prune the candidate κ-itemsets. More specifically,

this pruning step removes candidate κ-itemsets containing infrequent item sub-
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sets, with respect to a given minSupp value, from further consideration. The

remaining frequent κ-itemsets are used in the next iterations for generating larger

candidate itemsets as well as association rules.

The frequent itemsets generation approach of Apriori may become inefficient

when the transactional database (DB) contains a large collection of items.

Further, the algorithm makes multiple passes over DB, which may be a con-

cern for some applications [175]. Some researchers therefore proposed ARM

paradigms that adopt different data structures for efficiently generating frequent

itemsets for ARM. A well-known example is the CLOSET algorithm described

in [119], which proposes the use of the frequent pattern tree (FP-tree) structure

for efficient discovery of frequent patterns from large databases. Other examples

include the DHP (Direct Hashing and Pruning) algorithm [116], which improves

efficiency by approximating the support values of itemsets, and the work of Zaki

et al. [175], which only scans DB once and clusters itemsets to obtain potential

maximal frequent itemsets.

Li and colleagues combined classical ARM with the rough sets theory ([118],

as cited in [86, 85, 87]) and rule templates [73] to mine interesting and important

association rules. To explain their work, we first introduce important concepts

in the rough sets theory following the notations used in [85]. Given is a decision

table T = {U , C,D}, where U is a set of records in the table, C is a set of

condition attributes, and D is a set of decision attributes. A reduct of a decision

table is a set of condition attributes that is sufficient to represent the decision

attributes. In other words, generating reducts essentially means finding important

attributes that can characterize the knowledge in the original data. There can be

multiple reducts for a decision table, and the intersection of reducts forms the

core of the decision table.

Li and Cercone [86] described a knowledge discovery framework that first

generates reducts from a decision table T , and then applied the classical ARM

technique to find a set of interesting association rules for each resulting reduct.

They also proposed a novel Rule Importance Measure (RIM) to evaluate such

rules mined from reducts:

RIM =
no. of rule sets containing the rule

no. of rule sets
(2.14)

where “rule sets” refer to the sets of association rules generated from the reducts

(one rule set per reduct).
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In another related study [85], Li and Cercone utilized the Apriori algorithm

with the support-confidence framework to mine association rules from a decision

table T . T contains a single decision attribute, and rule templates were used to

mine association rules containing the decision attribute in the consequent part of

the rules. The resulting association rules were then used to create a new decision

table A. The objects represented as rows and the decision attribute in A come

from the original decision table, while each condition attribute in A represents

one association rule. An attribute value Amn in the new table indicates whether

the mth rule is applicable to the nth record in the original table T . Li and Cercone

then generated reducts from the new decision table. A reduct therefore represents

a set of association rules, called a reduct rule set, mined from the original data.

Li and Cercone adopted RIM to rank the importance of rules in the reduct rule

sets. They reported experimental results on a synthetic dataset and a real dataset

to illustrate the intuitions of their work.

Applying ARM to CF

ARM techniques can be applied to CF by finding interesting associations be-

tween items (item-based CF), or those between users (user-based CF). Suppose

in an online supermarket system, a rule “milk → butter” is interesting, and a

certain active user has selected milk in his/her “shopping cart”. The system can

then recommend butter to the user with some confidence.

Both the classical Apriori based and the rough sets based ARM paradigms

can be applied to CF, or recommender systems in general. Recall that the

rough sets theory operates on a decision table T containing some condition

attributes and decision attributes. A reduct of T contains a set of condition

attributes that can represent the decision attributes. For the geriatric dataset used

in [85], for example, the corresponding decision table contains patient records

as rows, symptoms as condition attributes, and the survival status of patients as

the decision attribute. Applying the rough sets based approach to a general item

recommender system is practically feasible by treating a given target item as a

decision attribute, and other items as condition attributes. We illustrate this with

Table 2.2, a sample decision table T . Each row in T represents a user, while

each column represents an item. A value Tmn is 1 if user um has rated item in in

a certain system, and 0 otherwise.

Suppose item i5 in Table 2.2 is the decision attribute, thus the task at hand is
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Table 2.2: A sample decision table.
i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

u1 1 1 0 0 1

u2 0 0 0 1 0

u3 1 1 1 0 1

u4 1 1 0 0 0

to find the important condition attributes (among items i1 to i4) for representing

i5. The same task can be defined for every item in the item space. Note that the

rough sets theory has the notion of data inconsistency. Consider the items rated

(and not rated) by u1 and u4 as an example. Specifically, both users have rated

items i1 and i2, but have not rated items i3 and i4. In other words, u1 and u4

have exactly the same values for all condition attributes, but their values for the

decision attribute i5 do not agree with each other. The rough sets based approach

considers this data to be inconsistent.

Our work reported in Chapters 3 and 4 in this thesis adopted an Apriori-

like rule mining process. Our work is also closely related to three variants of

the classical ARM task described in the following subsections. They include

Adaptive-Support Association Rule Mining (ASARM), Fuzzy Association Rule

(FAR) mining, and Cross-level Association Rule (CAR) mining. More back-

ground information and in-depth discussions on ARM can be found in [51]

(Chapter 6). Hipp et al. [56] also provide a brief survey of ARM algorithms,

including several variants of the Apriori algorithm.

2.3.2 Adaptive-Support ARM for CF

The traditional ARM problem mines interesting association rules for all items in

I from DB. Lin et al. [89] pointed out that this problem definition of ARM

is inefficient for mining rules for collaboration recommendations due to two

reasons. Firstly, many rules mined from the database would not be relevant

for a given user. Secondly, the support and confidence constraints for mining

rules must be specified in advance. Due to the variations in user tastes and the

popularity of items in the database, this could either lead to too many or too few

rules mined for a particular item. Related to this, rules involving less popular

items may be difficult to discover, meaning that it is difficult to recommend less
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popular items to users in an ARM-based CF system.

Lin et al. therefore proposed the Adaptive-Support ARM (ASARM) algo-

rithm for CF. ASARM mines rules for one target item (t, where t ∈ I) at a

time. This idea is similar to that of applying rule templates to find interesting

association rules in [73]. Instead of applying rule templates to a collection of

already discovered rules, however, the ASARM algorithm makes use of a rule

template in the form of “Φ → t” in the rule mining process.

ASARM allows users to specify a desired range [minNumRules, maxNum-

Rules] for the number of rules to be mined, and automatically adjusts the value of

minSupp so that the number of resulting rules is in the given range, unless fewer

than minNumRules rules exist. More specifically, it increases (resp. decreases)

the value of minSupp when there exist too many (resp. few) rules that satisfied the

user-specified interestingness constraints. The rule mining process of ASARM

makes multiple passes over the data as it mines rules for one single target item

at a time. This process, however, is done offline and therefore does not affect the

response time of the recommendation process.

2.3.3 Fuzzy Association Rule (FAR) Mining

ARM was designed for mining rules from categorical attributes. Applying it to

quantitative attributes, such as numerical ratings users have given items in the

CF scenario, requires an additional data discretization step. Such discretization

is usually boolean. For instance, given the rating scale of -10 to 10 in the Jester

recommender [43] and a discretization threshold of 5, one may transform ratings

below 5 into Dislike or 0, and those equal to or greater than 5 into Like or

1. Traditional ARM techniques can then be applied to the transformed data.

This boolean discretization process, however, suffers from the sharp boundary

problem, in which a very small difference between two values can cause them

fall into two totally different classes. In the previous example, a rating of 4.9 will

be transformed into Dislike, whereas that of 5 will be transformed into Like.

One solution to address the sharp boundary problem, in the context of ARM,

is the use of Fuzzy Association Rule (FAR) mining. FAR mining is an extension

of ARM that mines rules from quantitative attributes. A FAR is in the form of

“〈Φ,X〉 → 〈Ψ,Y〉”, where X and Y are fuzzy sets that characterize attributes Φ

and Ψ respectively. The main feature of FAR mining is that each attribute can be
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a member of a fuzzy set to a certain degree in [0,1], assigned by the membership

function (MF) associated with the corresponding fuzzy set. Figure 2.2 shows

three simple examples of fuzzy sets and MFs. In each example, numerical ratings

are fuzzified into three fuzzy sets, Like, Neutral and Dislike, respectively denoted

by L, N and D in the figure and in the subsequent discussions.
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Figure 2.2: Sample fuzzy sets and membership functions.

We use an example to illustrate the use of fuzzy sets for transforming user-

specified ratings. Table 2.3 shows a sample U × I ratings matrix (R), in which

rows and columns represent users and items respectively. Given the sample

ratings in R and MF(A) in Figure 2.2(a), Table 2.4 shows the transformed ratings

of the two items i1 and i2. Each column, which was the identifier (ID) of an item,

is expanded into a 〈Item ID, Fuzzy Set〉 pair, and each element in R, which was

the user rating of a particular item, is transformed into its membership degree

with respect to the specified fuzzy set. Note that the term “attribute” refers to a
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Table 2.3: A sample user-item (U × I) ratings matrix in CF.

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

u1 1 4 2

u2 5

u3 5 2 1 5

u4 5 1

Table 2.4: Fuzzified ratings.

〈i1, L〉 〈i1, N〉 〈i1, D〉 〈i2, L〉 〈i2, N〉 〈i2, D〉
u1 0 0 1 0.8 0.5 0.2

u2 0 0 0 0 0 0

u3 1 0 0 0.2 0.5 0.8

u4 1 0 0 0 0 1

〈Item ID, Fuzzy Set〉 pair in this section.

Some items have a larger total fuzzified rating than the others in Table 2.4.

An example is the item i2 in the first transaction with UserID u1. The fuzzified

ratings of 〈i2, L〉, 〈i2, N〉 and 〈i2, D〉 are respectively 0.8, 0.5 and 0.2. In other

words, the item i2 in the transaction of u1 would contribute more than 1, which

is the actual support count it received from u1, to the interestingness measures

of itemsets containing it. To avoid this, fuzzified ratings are normalized so that

their contributions with respect to all fuzzy sets for a given item sum to 1 if rated

[48]. The normalization is done as follows:

mxj
(DBn[φj]) =

m′xj
(DBn[φj])∑

x∈X m′x(DBn[φj])
(2.15)

where φj ∈ Φ is an attribute, and X is the fuzzy set that characterizes Φ as

noted. DBn[φj] represents the value of the attribute φj in the ith record in

DB. mxj
(DBn[φj]) and m′xj

(DBn[φj]) are respectively the normalized and

original membership degrees obtained by the value DBn[φj] with respect to xj .

According to this equation, the fuzzified ratings in Table 2.4 are normalized to

0.8/1.5, 0.5/1.5 and 0.2/1.5 (i.e. 0.53, 0.33 and 0.14) as Table 2.5 shows.

Similar to classical association rules, there exist various measures for indi-

cating the interestingness of FARs. The three most commonly used measures
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Table 2.5: Fuzzified ratings with normalization.

〈i1, L〉 〈i1, N〉 〈i1, D〉 〈i2, L〉 〈i2, N〉 〈i2, D〉
u1 0 0 1 0.53 0.33 0.14

u2 0 0 0 0 0 0

u3 1 0 0 0.14 0.33 0.53

u4 1 0 0 0 0 1

are fuzzy support, fuzzy confidence and correlation [49]. We illustrate the

computations of these measures with Example 2.1 and the ratings in Table 2.5 in

the rest of this subsection.

Example 2.1 Let 〈Φ,X〉 = 〈i1, L〉, 〈Ψ,Y〉 = 〈i2, D〉. Also, let Γ = Φ ∪ Ψ,

Z = X ∪ Y , and therefore 〈Γ,Z〉 = 〈{i1, i2}, {L,D}〉.
We now describe the computations of fuzzy support. A fuzzy support value

reflects not only the number of transactions supporting an itemset but also their

degree of support. The fuzzy support value of an itemset 〈Φ,X〉, denoted by

FS〈Φ,X〉, is defined as [49]:

FS〈Φ,X〉 =

∑|DB|
n=1

∏
φj∈Φ{mxj

(DBn[φj])}
|DB| (2.16)

where mxj
(DBn[φj]) is computed using Eq. (2.15), and |DB| denotes the

number of records in the transactional database DB.

Example 2.2 Computation of fuzzy support value: FS〈Φ,X〉 = (0 + 0 + 1 + 1) /

4 = 0.5, FS〈Ψ,Y〉 = (0.14 + 0 + 0.53 + 1) / 4 = 0.4175, and FS〈Γ,Z〉 = (0 * 0.14)

+ (0 * 0) + (1 * 0.53) + (1 * 1) / 4 = 0.3825.

The fuzzy confidence of a rule “〈Φ,X〉 → 〈Ψ,Y〉”, denoted by FC〈〈Φ,X〉→〈Ψ,Y〉〉,

is computed as [49]:

FC〈〈Φ,X〉→〈Ψ,Y〉〉 =
FS〈Γ,Z〉
FS〈Φ,X〉

=

∑|DB|
n=1

∏
γj∈Γ{mzj (DBn[γj ])}

|DB|
∑|DB|

n=1

∏
φj∈Φ{mxj (DBn[φj ])}

|DB|

=

∑|DB|
n=1

∏
γj∈Γ{mzj

(DBn[γj])}
∑|DB|

n=1

∏
φj∈Φ{mxj

(DBn[φj])}
(2.17)
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where FS〈Φ,X〉 and FS〈Γ,Z〉 are computed using Eq. (2.16).

Example 2.3 Computation of fuzzy confidence value: FC〈〈Φ,X〉→〈Ψ,Y〉〉 = (0.3825

/ 0.5) = 0.765.

The correlation between 〈Φ,X〉 and 〈Ψ,Y〉, denoted by CORR〈〈Φ,X〉,〈Ψ,Y〉〉,

is defined as follows [49]:

CORR〈〈Φ,X〉,〈Ψ,Y〉〉 =
Cov〈〈Φ,X〉,〈Ψ,Y〉〉√

V ar〈Φ,X〉 ∗ V ar〈Ψ,Y〉
(2.18)

where

Cov〈〈Φ,X〉,〈Ψ,Y〉〉 = FS〈Γ,Z〉 − FS〈Φ,X〉 ∗ FS〈Ψ,Y〉 (2.19)

V ar〈Φ,X〉 = FS〈Φ,X〉2 − (FS〈Φ,X〉)
2 (2.20)

FS〈Φ,X〉2 =

∑|DB|
n=1 (

∏
φj∈Φ mxj

(DBn[φj]))
2

|DB| (2.21)

and similar for 〈Ψ,Y〉.
The definitions in Eqs. (2.18)-(2.21) are extensions of the basic formulas of

variance and covariance in statistics [49]. The value of correlation ranges from -1

to 1. Only a positive value tells that the body and the head of a rule are positively

correlated. The closer the value is to 1, the more correlated they are.

Example 2.4 Computation of correlation: Cov〈〈Φ,X〉,〈Ψ,Y〉〉 = 0.3825 - (0.5 *

0.4175) = 0.17375, FS〈Φ,X〉2 = (02 + 02 + 12 + 12) / 4 = 0.5, (FS〈Φ,X〉)2 =

(0.5)2 = 0.25, V ar〈Φ,X〉 = (0.5 - 0.25) = 0.25, FS〈Ψ,Y〉2 = (0.142 + 02 + 0.532

+ 12) / 4 ≈ 0.3251, (FS〈Ψ,Y〉)2 = (0.4175)2 ≈ 0.1743, V ar〈Ψ,Y〉 = (0.3251 -

0.1743) = 0.1508, and therefore CORR〈〈Φ,X〉,〈Ψ,Y〉〉 = 0.17375√
0.25∗0.1508

≈ 0.895.

We adopted the three commonly-used measures described above as indica-

tors of interestingness in Chapters 3 and 4.
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2.3.4 Cross-level Association Rule (CAR) Mining

Cross-level Association Rule (CAR) mining operates on DB and a concept

hierarchy of the items in DB. It aims at discovering associations among

the concepts from different levels of the hierarchy. Several studies, such as

[71, 21, 111], reported the use of is-a hierarchies or item taxonomy as concept

hierarchies for capturing similarities between items.

Higher-level items in a is-a hierarchy represent more general concepts, and

are likely to have more support than lower-level items [150, 50]. This property

of is-a hierarchies has two implications for mining. The first implication is the

need to apply different minSupp values to items at different levels, and a typical

case of which is to progressively reduce minSupp at lower levels of abstraction.

The second implication is that descendents of infrequent items can be pruned.

Detailed discussions on the two issues are available in [50].

2.4 Text Data Mining Basics

This section briefly introduces the essential processes and tasks in text data

mining, so as to provide background information about our discussions on

sentiment analysis research in the next section.

Text data mining, or simply text mining, is the application of data min-

ing techniques to automated knowledge discovery from unstructured or semi-

structured electronic text documents [32, 53, 51, 126, 30]. Text mining has

received a considerable amount of research attention due to the vast, yet increas-

ing, amount of textual information available on the Web. It also has a business

value in supporting business intelligence because, in reality, unstructured data

in the form of text documents typically account for 85% of an organization’s

knowledge store [134, 39, 77].

Text documents are usually in the form of natural language text. Examples

include e-mails, HTML pages and online newspaper articles, as well as Web

2.0 contents including user-generated reviews and blog (weblog) posts. As

traditional data mining techniques are designed to handle structured data from

databases, a text mining application requires a text analysis process to transform

text documents into structured data, so that standard data mining techniques can

be applied to them. Figure 2.3 depicts the major steps in a typical text mining
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application.

Figure 2.3: Major steps in the typical text mining process.

As shown in Figure 2.3, the first step in a text mining system is to retrieve

from a document collection the relevant documents to be analyzed [30]. Ex-

amples of sources of document collections include the World Wide Web (e.g.

[110]) and internal file systems as well as application data (e.g. [170]). Some

documents, such as HTML pages, can contain non-textual contents including

multimedia objects, HTML tags, and so on. Our work assumes that a collection

of relevant documents is given, and that the non-textual contents of the docu-

ments are removed. Thus, our discussions focus on the processing and mining

of the textual portions of those documents only.

The second step in a text mining system is a text analysis process that pre-

processes the documents and extracts the relevant pieces of data from them. This

step usually utilizes various techniques borrowed from other related disciplines,

such as NLP and IE, which is a subfield of NLP [47, 64]. The processed text

documents are then transformed into structured models, such as the vector space

model that is commonly used in IR algorithms (pages 428–435 in [51]).

The third step in a text mining system involves the use of different data

mining techniques to perform the various tasks that the system is about to solve,

and produces high-level knowledge that is required by the users of the system.

Common tasks of text mining include text classification, also known as text

categorization [143], clustering [98] and summarization [124].

In the rest of this section, we introduce commonly used tasks for analyzing

text documents, followed by a description of data representation of text docu-

ments. We then describe several weighting schemes for reflecting the importance

of features. Finally, we introduce text classification, a text mining task that is

relevant to our work on sentiment analysis and review-based recommendations.
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2.4.1 Analyzing Text Documents

As aforementioned, the text analysis process in a text mining system prepro-

cesses text documents and extracts the relevant data from them for mining.

This process usually relies on various techniques borrowed from other related

disciplines, including NLP and IE, for analyzing natural language texts. The

output produced by this process is a structured representation of useful data in

the original text documents. As the focus of this thesis is not on NLP and IE,

we only describe two tasks that have been adopted in our work. They include

stemming and part-of-speech (POS) tagging.

Stemming identifies and reduces syntactic variants of the same word into

their root form [51, 64, 164]. In the stemming process, for example, “do”,

“does”, “doing”, “done” and “did” would be reduced to the stem “do”. This type

of stemming is inflectional. It analyzes variations in word forms that express

grammatical features, such as singular and plural, or past and present tenses.

Another type of stemming is derivational. It analyzes words that are created from

other words. Derivation usually involves changing the grammatical category of

a word and may even modify its meaning. For example, the word “disallow”

comes from the word “allow” but has the opposite meaning.

Stemming results in a smaller number of distinct words in a document while

increasing the frequency counts of some words. In the previous paragraph, for

example, the underlined words “reduces” and “reduced”, both occurred once,

belong to the same stem “reduce”, which will have a total frequency count of 2

after stemming. Stemming can make a difference for algorithms that take word

frequency counts into account [164].

Part-of-speech (POS) tagging assigns POS tags to tokens in a document.

There are two major types of POS taggers: rule-based and stochastic. Rule-based

taggers apply linguistic knowledge to assign POS tags to unknown or ambiguous

words, whereas stochastic taggers rely on training corpora to determine the

probability that a word occurs with a particular tag [64]. POS tagging is the

basis for extracting useful information from documents in various IE and text

mining tasks. For example, Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a typical IE task

that aims at locating and classifying proper names in texts into named entities

classes (e.g. people and places) [12]. Another example is sentiment analysis,

which involves extracting user opinions, which are usually verbs or adjectives
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[156, 172, 61], from documents.

2.4.2 Representing Text Documents

The previous subsection described two tasks that help identifying in text docu-

ments their major features. These features are then represented in a structured

way for mining. The vector space model is a widely adopted model for rep-

resenting text documents [8]. In this model, a document dj ∈ D, where D

is a document collection, is represented as a n-dimensional vector
−→
dj . Each

dimension of the vector corresponds to a term, or a feature, whose definition

may vary depending on the application. If a term is a single word appeared in

a text document, then the dimension of
−→
dj would be the total number of distinct

terms in the document collection D. Such vectorial representation of documents

is also known as the bag-of-words model, which represents a document as an

unordered bag of terms.

Each value wi,j in the vector
−→
dj corresponds to the weight of the term fi with

respect to dj:

−→
dj = [w1,j, w2,j, ..., wn,j]

T

The value of wi,j would be 0 if fi did not appear in dj . Otherwise, it can

be determined using a variety of term weighting schemes, or feature weighting

schemes, to reflect the importance of fi in dj . We defer the description of feature

weighting schemes to the next subsection.

If the set of terms in a document collection is very large, meaning that the

dimensionality of term vectors is very high, operations on the terms vectors may

become very expensive and inefficient. Dimensionality reduction, by means of

feature selection for example, may be necessary to prune less important terms

[8, 51].

2.4.3 Determining Term Weights

Term weights are not only useful for reflecting the importance of terms in a

document or a document collection, but also for facilitating feature selection.

Feature selection aims at picking only features that are considered important and

relevant in a given application, which is text classification in our subsequent
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discussions. For instance, we may define a minimum threshold on feature

weights, and discard features whose weights do not meet the threshold from

further consideration. We describe, among others, three feature weighting

schemes in this subsection. They include Term Frequency-Inverse Document

Frequency (TF-IDF), Information Gain (IG) and Chi-square test (χ2). Note

that we used the words “term” and “feature”, as well as “class” and “category”

interchangeably.

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is the most

well-known term weighting scheme in IR. It measures the importance of a given

term fi, both “locally” with respect to a given document dj ∈ D, and “globally”

in the document collection D (pages 29–30 in [8], Chapter 6 in [99]).

The Term Frequency of fi in dj , denoted by tf(fi, dj), indicates the

frequency of fi in dj . tfi is often normalized by the total frequency counts of

all terms in dj . The purpose of doing so is to prevent a bias towards longer

documents, in which terms may have high frequency counts regardless of their

importance in the documents. Formally, tf(fi, dj) is defined as:

tf(fi, dj) =
N(fi, dj)∑|Fj |

k=1 N(fk, dj)
(2.22)

where Fj denotes the set of features in dj , and N(fi, dj) returns the number of

times fi appeared in dj .

The Inverse Document Frequency of fi, denoted by idf(fi), is defined as:

idf(fi) = log
|D|

|{dj|∃dj ∈ D : N(fi, dj) > 0}| (2.23)

where |D| denotes the number of documents in the document collection D, and

|{dj|∃dj ∈ D : N(fi, dj) > 0}| represents the number of documents in which

fi appeared. Logarithms may be to base 10 or base 2, but this does not matter

if one’s purpose is to rank terms rather then measuring the absolute weights of

terms (Chapter 6 in [99]). The IDF of a fi is high if it is a rare term, whereas

that of fi is likely to be very low if it is commonly seen in a large number of

documents.

The TF-IDF of fi with respect to dj is then computed as follows:

tf -idf(fi, dj) = tf(fi, dj)· idf(fi) (2.24)
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The term fi will receive a high weight under the TF-IDF scheme if it has a

high frequency count in di, but a low document frequency in D.

Information Gain (IG) is an information based weighting scheme that

measures the number of bits of information obtained for category (class label)

prediction by knowing the presence or absence of a term in a document [171,

142]. It has been found to perform well in various studies on text classification

[171, 142, 37]. Given a set of terms and a set of classes C, the IG of term fi with

respect to a certain class cj ∈ C, denoted by IG(fi, cj), is defined as [142]:

IG(fi, cj) =
∑

c∈{cj ,cj}

∑

f∈{fi,f i}
P (f, c)· log P (f, c)

P (t)P (c)
(2.25)

where P (fi, cj) represents the probability that the term fi appears in a certain

document in the class cj , P (fi) and P (cj) represent the probabilities of appear-

ance of the term fi and the class cj respectively. P (f i, cj) is the probability that

fi does not appear in a document in the class cj , and similar for P (fi, cj), P (f i)

and P (cj). These are all prior probabilities calculated from training data.

Note that IG(fi, cj) is “locally” specified with respect to a single class cj .

One possible way to estimate IG(fi) as a global measure is to compute the sum

of IG(fi, cj) over all possible classes [142]:

IG(fi) = IGsum(fi) =

|C|∑
j=1

IG(fi, cj) (2.26)

Other possible methods for determining IG(fi) include taking the weighted

sum IGwsum(fi) =
∑|C|

j=1 P (cj)IG(fi, cj), or the maximum IGmax(fi) =

max
|C|
j=1 IG(fi, cj) of the set of class-specified IG values of fi [142].

Chi-square test (χ2), also chi-squared test, is a statistical test that checks

whether a null hypothesis (H0) follows the χ2 distribution. In the context of text

classification, the H0 is that the occurrence of a term fi is independent of the

class cj of the document in which fi occurs. fi will have a low χ2(fi, cj) value

if its occurrence is independent of cj . Therefore, only terms that have high χ2

weights are useful for classifying texts. χ2(fi, cj) is defined as [142]:

χ2(fi, cj) = |D|·
(
P (fi, cj)P (f i, cj)− P (fi, cj)P (f i, cj)

)2

P (fi)P (f i)P (cj)P (cj)
(2.27)
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The above computation of χ2 statistic of fi is specific to a given class cj .

Similar to IG(fi), it is possible to compute χ2(fi) based on χ2
sum, χ2

wsum or

χ2
max.

2.4.4 The Text Classification Task

After representing text documents in a structured way, mining knowledge from

text data can actually be performed using traditional data mining and machine

learning techniques, such as those for classification and clustering. We introduce,

among others, a specific task of text mining, namely text classification.

Text classification is also known as text categorization. It is a supervised

learning technique that involves identifying the main themes of documents and

classifying them into a predefined set of categories with different class labels

[143, 30]. Some classifiers assign a single class label to a document, while others

may assign multiple class labels to it, a task known as multi-class or multi-label

classification, with the associated probabilities.

Text classification has a large variety of applications. For instances, it can

be used to classify documents based on their subject categories (topics) (e.g.

[60]), authorship (e.g. [26]), or genres such as Editorial, Advertisement, and

Review [27, 143, 28]. It can also be used for spam detection, with the class

labels being Spam and Not Spam [45]. We call these topic-based classification

in general. Sentiment analysis, sometimes referred to as sentiment classification,

is another application of text classification that deals with the polarity or the

sentimental orientation, referred to as SO hereafter, of the opinions contained

in texts. Class labels in such application represent sentiment classes, such as

Positive or Negative [115, 25].

There exist a variety of methods for performing text classification. The

multinomial Naive Bayes (NB), or Naive Bayesian, model [100], among others,

is a simple model that has been widely used for various text classification tasks.

Given a class cj and a feature fi ∈ F , the NB classifier estimates the conditional

probability that fi appeared in a document in class cj ∈ C, denoted by P(fi|cj),

from training data. P(fi|cj) is often computed with add-one (Laplace) smoothing

to prevent zero probabilities [74]. Formally, P(fi|cj) is defined as:

P(fi|cj) =
N(fi, cj) + 1∑|F |

k=1 N(fk, cj) + |F |
(2.28)
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where N(fi, cj) is the number of times fi appeared in cj , and |F | denotes the

size of feature set in the training data.

The NB classifier then estimates the probability that a text document d

belongs to a class cj , denoted by P(d|cj), based on the features d contains. Note

that NB assumes that the occurrence of each feature fi is independent of the

occurrences of other features in d. It computes P(d|cj) as follows:

P(d|cj) = P(cj)
∏

fi∈Fd

P(fi|cj) (2.29)

where Fd is the set of features appeared in the document d. P(cj) is the prior

probability of cj in the training data. The NB classifier attempts to assign the

best class label to d after estimating ∀cj ∈ C : P(d|cj). In other words, it

classifies d based on the maximum a posteriori class cmap(d):

cmap(d) = arg max
cj∈C

P(d|cj) (2.30)

The NB classifier has been successfully applied to various classification

problems, including those that are related to the themes of this thesis, namely

collaborative recommendations [110, 141] and sentiment classification [115, 25].

It has been found to perform generally well despite its simplicity.

2.5 Sentiment Analysis of User-Generated Reviews

We now look into sentiment analysis, a specific application of text classification

that classifies texts based on the polarity or the SO (sentimental orientation) of

the opinions they contain.

Sentiment analysis is sometimes referred to as opinion mining, opinion

extraction, and affect analysis in the literature. Further, the terms sentiment
analysis and sentiment classification have been used interchangeably. It is,

however, necessary to distinguish between these two subtly different concepts. In

this thesis, hence, sentiment analysis refers to the complete process of analyzing,

extracting and understanding the sentiments being expressed in text documents,

whereas sentiment classification is the task of assigning class labels to the

documents, or segments of the documents, to indicate their polarity.

In what follows, we first describe what sentiment analysis is and how it is

different from traditional text classification. We then discuss how precedent
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studies addressed the essential tasks in sentiment analysis.

2.5.1 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis has been viewed as an application of text classification, but

in fact, it falls at the crossroads of a few disciplines. They include computational

linguistics, information extraction, machine learning and text mining. Sentiment

analysis research therefore covers a broad range of topics. Examples include the

detection of subjectivity in texts, a research topic in computational linguistics

known as subjectivity analysis (e.g. [17, 166, 165]), the classification of the

polarity of opinion-bearing terms, sentences and/or documents (e.g. [52, 156,

157, 72, 61]), as well as extraction of opinions, product features, and the

relationships between them from reviews (e.g. [172, 133, 93, 120, 65]).

From a text classification perspective, sentiment analysis is the classification

of texts into sentiment classes that reflect the SO of the opinions contained in

the texts as noted. Most existing sentiment analysis algorithms perform classi-

fication based on bipolar classes, such as Positive or Negative [156, 115, 25].

More recent work extends binary sentiment classification to classify texts with

respect to multi-point rating scales, such as 1 to 5 “stars” or “points”, to indicate

the overall sentiments expressed in texts. This task is known as rating inference

in the literature [114, 41, 83, 177]. While rating inference aims at determining

one overall rating for a particular review, some researchers try to identify the

different aspects of a product being mentioned in a review, and infer one rating

for each of the identified aspects [149, 176, 145].

Sentiment analysis has been applied to various text genres, including open

answers in questionnaires [170], newsgroup articles [24], user-generated reviews

(e.g. [156, 115, 25, 61, 114]) and weblog posts (e.g. [20, 108]). It can be

applied at various levels as well, including word or phrase level, sentence level,

or document level [79]. Our discussions focus on studies that perform document

level sentiment analysis of user-generated reviews, which have been referred to

as product reviews or user reviews in previous work.

Sentiment analysis versus topic-based text classification

Sentiment analysis is different from topic-based classification in four aspects.

Firstly, some sentiment analysis algorithms are only interested in the following
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two types of features: evaluative opinion phrases carrying users’ sentiments, and

item features6, which are terms that describe the attributes or characteristics of

the subject matters being reviewed (generally referred to as items regardless of

the domain concerned) [62, 84]. Sentiment analysis may therefore require an

additional feature extraction step in order to identify these from reviews.

Secondly, sentiment analysis involves the determination of opinion strength

[114, 81]. This is different from the determination of feature weights in topic-

based classification. For instance, both opinion words “brilliant” and “good”

carry positive sentiments, but the preference implied by “brilliant” is “more

positive” (i.e. stronger). Consider another pair of opinion words, “best” and

“worst”. Apparently, they have the same strength but represent opposite polarity.

Thirdly, class labels in sentiment analysis are sentiment classes that encode

a specific order, and pairwise preference between a given pair of class labels

may exist [112, 114, 177]. In the rating inference task, for instance, a review

rated as “5 stars” is obviously is more positive than a review rated as “1 star”.

This is a special property of sentiment analysis that does not exist in topic-based

classification.

Lastly, while text classification assigns class labels to documents, the outputs

of sentiment analysis algorithms can be of different forms. Some algorithms

aim at producing the classifications of terms, sentences or documents based on

their polarity, while others produce a summarization of the opinions expressed

in documents (e.g. [61, 91, 38]). There are also studies that focus on building

lexicons to facilitate sentiment analysis, such as those reported in [29, 67].

Key tasks in sentiment analysis

We use an example to illustrate the key tasks in a typical sentiment analysis or

rating inference process. The paragraph below is extracted from a movie review

on IMDb.

“This movie is ...... quite boring ...... I just felt that they had nothing

to tell ....... However, the movie is not all bad ...... the acting is

brilliant, especially Massimo Troisi.”
6In this thesis, “item features” refers to the attributes or characteristics describing the subject

matters being reviewed, while “features” generally refers to terms, including opinions and item

features, that are extracted from the reviews.
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In this example, the user stated that the movie being reviewed is “quite

boring” but “the acting is brilliant”. Suppose we are addressing the rating

inference task, which aims at determining the overall sentiment implied by the

user given these positive and negative opinions, and mapping such sentiment

onto a fine-grained rating scale. This involves three key tasks. Firstly, interesting

information, especially opinion words, must be extracted from the review, which

is an unstructured, natural language text document. Secondly, the SO of the

expressed opinions must be identified. The strength of the SO of the opinions

should also be determined. For instance, both “brilliant” and “good” represent

positive sentiments, but the preference implied by “brilliant” is obviously much

stronger. Finally, a rating is inferred from a review to represent the overall SO

implied by the user (the user-specified rating of the above review was 5/10).

A complete review of the sentiment analysis literature is beyond the scope

of this thesis due to the very broad coverage of research topics in sentiment

analysis and its multidisciplinary nature. We focus on discussing how precedent

studies addressed the aforementioned key tasks in sentiment analysis in the next

subsections.

2.5.2 Extracting Interesting Features

This task identifies and extracts interesting features from reviews for the subse-

quent analysis as in standard topic-based classification. Interesting features in

sentiment analysis mainly include opinions and item features as noted. In exist-

ing sentiment analysis algorithms, identifying opinions is commonly done and

can be automated with the help of POS information. For examples, Turney [156]

defined a set of POS patterns containing adverbs and adjectives for extracting

opinion phrases, while Hu and Liu’s work [61, 62] considered adjectives to be

opinions. This is supported by subjectivity analysis research which suggests that

adjectives usually have significant correlation with subjectivity [17, 165]. Some

studies utilized human effort to aid opinion extraction. Das and Chen [24], for

example, manually defined a lexicon of opinion-bearing terms for financial news,

while Pang et al. [115] made use of human introspection with corpus statistics

to decide terms that may appear in user reviews.

Item features can also be identified based on POS tags, due to the observation

that item features are generally nouns or noun phrases [172, 83]. While Hu and
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Liu [62] also made use of POS tags for this task, they adapted the idea of frequent

itemsets discovery in ARM [5] to item feature extraction. They considered each

frequent itemset, which is a set of nouns or noun phrases that appeared together

frequently in a sentence, to be an item feature. They also proposed methods

for pruning redundant item features and for identifying infrequent item features.

Studies with an emphasis on the linguistic perspective of reviews usually employ

more sophisticated extraction techniques. Opinion Observer [91], for example,

applies a language pattern mining technique to the item feature extraction task.

Popescu and Etzioni [120] described the OPINE system that makes use of Web

statistics and linguistic rules for finding explicit item features, including the

properties and parts, of a given product class.

Apart from studies that explicitly look for opinions and item features in

reviews, there are also studies that adopted the simple bag-of-words model for

representing reviews (e.g. [114, 112, 149]). Those studies treated all words or

phrases in reviews simply as features, and did not distinguish between opinion-

bearing terms, product features or other terms that do not express opinions.

2.5.3 Determining SO and Strength of Opinions

Most existing studies addressed the task of SO and/or opinion strength determi-

nation as a binary classification problem, in which opinions are classified into

two classes, such as Positive and Negative. We describe and comment on several

well-known algorithms for accomplishing this task in the following paragraphs.

Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown [52] proposed a supervised learning algo-

rithm for classifying a set of adjectives into two groups. Their algorithm makes

use of conjunctions, such as “and” and “but”, and morphological relationships

between words, such as “adequate” versus “inadequate”, to determine whether

a pair of adjectives has the same or has opposite SO. After partitioning the

adjectives into two groups, their algorithm computes the average frequency of

the adjectives in each group. Based on the observation that positive adjectives

are used more frequently than negative adjectives [52], their algorithm labels

the group of adjectives with higher average frequency as Positive, and the other

group as Negative. Note that their algorithm cannot determine the strength of an

adjective with respect to its estimated SO.

Turney [156] proposed the PMI-IR algorithm for the SO determination task.
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PMI-IR is an unsupervised algorithm utilizing Pointwise Mutual Information

(PMI) between opinion phrases and IR (more specifically, a search engine). It

computes the SO of a phrase as the PMI between the phrase and the words

“excellent” and “poor”. Such information is determined based on statistics

gathered by a general-purpose search engine. Turney considered that a phrase

is likely to be positive (resp. negative) if it is strongly associated with the word

“excellent” (resp. “poor”) [156]. Taboada et al. [151] recently experimented

with the PMI-IR algorithm using Google as the search engine for computing SO.

They noted that the SO of an opinion word predicted at different times might

vary greatly. For example, the SO of the adjective “solid” ranged from -2.75

(Negative) to 0.75 (Positive). This might suggest that the accuracy of PMI-IR

depends greatly on the reliability, in terms of SO determination, of the index of

the search engine being used.

Dave et al. [25] proposed a method, which they referred to as their baseline

method, that determines the SO and strength of opinion words based on corpus

statistics. Given an opinion word vi and a sentiment class cj , their method first

computes p(vi|cj), the normalized frequency of vi in cj , as follows [25]:

P(vi|cj) =
N(vi, cj) + 1

∑|Vj |
k=1 N(vk, cj) + |Vj|

(2.31)

The above equation is similar to the one that a NB classifier uses to determine

P(fi|cj) (Eq. (2.28) on page 43), with the opinion word vi taking the role of the

feature term fi. In the equation, N(vi, cj) is the number of times vi was observed

in cj , and Vj denotes the set of opinion words in cj . Note that add-one smoothing

is applied to the above computation of normalized frequency, as Dave et al. noted

that doing so produced the best classification results in their experiments. Their

method then assigns a score to vi using the following equation [25]:

score(vi) =
P(vi|cj)− P(vi|cj)

P(vi|cj) + P(vi|cj)
(2.32)

Such a score is a measure of bias ranging from -1 to 1. More specifically,

their work was designed for binary outputs, and the set of sentiment classes C

used for performing classification only contains two members, cj and cj . For

a given word vi, the closer its score is to 1 (resp. -1), the stronger its opinion

strength is with respect to cj (resp. cj). This method is closely related to our

proposed method for SO and opinion strength determination, in the sense that
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both methods are based on corpus statistics. Our proposed method, however,

does not restrict or makes any assumption about the number of classes in C.

The most commonly-used SO determination approach operates on the as-

sumption that semantic similarity between words implies their sentimental sim-

ilarity. Hu and Liu [61, 62] presented a bootstrapping algorithm that makes

use of a seed set containing opinion-bearing words having known SO, such as

“great” for Positive and “bad” for Negative. Their algorithm then estimates the

SO of a word vi based on the lexical relationships between vi and the words

in the seed set. Specifically, the SO of vi is assumed to be the same as its

synonyms’ and opposite to its antonyms’. Several other algorithms adopted

the same assumption. Kim and Hovy [72] described an algorithm capable of

determining the SO and strength of opinions. Given are a word vi, a sentiment

class cj ∈ C = {Positive, Negative}, and a set of words Vj that are members of

cj . Their algorithm computes P(vi|cj), which is the probability that vi belongs

to cj , based on the occurrence of the synonyms of vi that are in Vj . Kamps et

al. [68] determined the SO of adjectives based on distances between words in

WordNet [107], in which lexically related words are connected to each other. For

instance, the relative distance of vi to the two adjectives, “good” (Positive) and

“bad” (Negative), provides an estimate of how positive or negative vi is. Esuli

and Sebastian [28] also assumed that lexical relationships define a relation of

SO. Their method determines the SO of vi by classifying the glosses of vi, rather

than simply comparing vi to the predefined seed set.

To sum up, SO and opinion strength determination is commonly done by

utilizing the lexical relationships between words. Existing methods assume

that semantic similarity implies sentimental similarity, and we refer to such

methods as semantic-similarity-based methods. As we discuss in Chapter 5.2,

our analysis of a real world movie reviews dataset reveals that this assumption

may not hold in sentiment analysis. Further, the SO of an opinion word may not

agree with its generally understood SO. The word “frightening”, for example,

seems to express a negative feeling. When it appears in the sentence “Movie

X is frightening”, where Movie X is a horror movie, it may be representing a

positive comment towards Movie X. In view of the weaknesses of the existing

methods, we proposed a relative-frequency-based method for determining the

SO and strength of opinion words as described in Chapter 5.2.
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2.5.4 Classifying Reviews

Various studies on sentiment analysis classify reviews with respect to bipolar

classes (e.g. [156, 115, 25, 61]). More recent studies, including ours, extend

sentiment analysis to classify reviews based on multi-point rating scales, a task

known as rating inference as noted (e.g. [114, 112, 41, 83]). In either group of

studies, there exist two major approaches to classifying reviews. The first ap-

proach works in two steps. It first determines the SO and/or strength of opinions,

for example, using any of the methods described in the previous subsection. It

then classifies a review d by aggregating the SO of the opinions d contains. d is,

for instance, classified as Positive if the dominating SO of its opinions is positive;

and Negative otherwise. Studies taking this approach include [156, 25, 83]. The

second approach is similar to topic-based classification, with the topics being

sentiment classes such as Positive and Negative in binary classification, or scalar

ratings for rating inference. This approach mainly works by representing d as a

document vector based on the bag-of-words model, and then classifying d using

machine learning algorithms [115, 114, 112, 41, 149]. We describe three related

studies ([115, 114, 41]), among others, taking this approach in the following

paragraphs.

Pang et al. [115] investigated whether binary sentiment classification can

be addressed as a topic classification task. They applied three machine learn-

ing algorithms, namely NB, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Maximum

Entropy, to movie reviews. They attempted to incorporate various features of

the reviews into the bag-of-words model, including the positions and the POS

of words in the reviews, but the performance of the three algorithms was found

inferior to that reported for topic classification. Pang et al. therefore concluded

that sentiment classification is more difficult than topic classification, and that

discourse analysis of reviews is necessary for more accurate sentiment analysis.

In view of these, we attempted to identify features representing the overall

recommendations of users in reviews as a kind of discourse analysis in our work.

Pang and Lee [114] formulated rating inference as a metric labeling problem.

The main idea of their work is to minimize the difference between the predicted

rating of a test review and the ratings of the reviews that are similar to the test

review. Formally, their metric labeling problem seeks to minimize [114]:
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∑
i∈Ω


−π(di, r̂i) + α

∑

j∈knn(di)

∆(r̂i, rj)sim(di, dj)


 (2.33)

where Ω denotes the set of unlabeled (test) review indices, di and dj are reviews,

π(di, r̂i) is called an “initial label preference function” that assigned a predicted

rating r̂i to the review di, α is a weight coefficient, knn(di) is the k-nn of di

according to the similarity function sim(di, dj), and ∆(r̂i, rj) is a distance metric

between the predicted rating of di and the actual rating of its neighbor dj .

Pang and Lee experimented with two n-ary classifiers, namely One-Versus-

All (OVA) SVM and linear Support Vector Regression (SVR), as π(di, r̂i), for

determining the predicted rating r̂i for the test review di. Further, they proposed

Positive-Sentence Percentage (PSP) as the similarity function sim(di, dj). PSP is

defined as the number of positive sentences divided by the number of subjective

sentences in a review. Pang and Lee evaluated their work on four author-

specific corpora of movie reviews using a 3-point and a 4-point rating scale.

Results showed that their metric-labeling algorithm based on PSP improved the

performance of OVA SVM and SVR in most experimental settings. In the 4-point

case, however, the performance of their algorithm was not statistically better than

that of SVR.

Pang and Lee noted that formulating rating inference as a metric labeling

problem allows for transductive semi-supervised learning, meaning that the

nearest neighbors of a test review can come from both the training and the

test sets [114]. Based on this idea, Goldberg and Zhu [41] proposed a graph-

based semi-supervised learning algorithm for rating inference. Given are a

set of n reviews d1, d2, ..., dn. Without loss of generality, the first θ < n

reviews are labeled with ratings r1, r2, ..., rθ ∈ C, and the rest are unlabeled.

C = {c1, c2..., c|C|} is the set of numerical sentiment classes, and c1 < c2 <

... < c|C| ∈ R. Goldberg and Zhu’s work aims at finding a rating function

f : di → R that gives a rating f(di) to review di. They addressed this as an

optimization problem that minimizes the following loss function L(f) [41]:

∑
i∈Θ

M(f(di)− ri)
2 +

∑
i∈Ω

(f(di)− r̂i)
2

+
∑
i∈Θ

∑

j∈knnΘ(di)

α ∗ sim(di, dj)(f(di)− f(dj))
2
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+
∑
i∈Ω

∑

j∈k′nnΩ(di)

β ∗ sim(di, dj)(f(di)− f(dj))
2 (2.34)

where Θ and Ω are labeled and unlabeled review indices respectively, ri is the

observed rating of di, r̂i is the predicted rating assigned to di by a separate

label preference function f(di), which is equivalent to π(di, r̂i) in Eq. (2.33),

knnΘ(di) and k′nnΩ(di) are the nearest k labeled neighbors and k′ unlabeled

neighbors of di respectively, α and β are weight coefficients assigned to labeled

and unlabeled neighbors respectively, sim(di, dj) measures the similarity be-

tween the two reviews di and dj as in Eq. (2.33), andM is a weight representing

the influence of ri. If M→∞, then f(di) = ri becomes a hard constraint.

Eq. (2.34) allows for transductive semi-supervised learning as the neighbors

of a review di can be labeled or unlabeled. A small loss thus implies that the

rating of a test review is close to the ratings of its labeled neighbors as well

as unlabeled neighbors [41]. Goldberg and Zhu described a special case of

L(f) when β = 0 and M → ∞, in which unlabeled neighbors of di does not

contribute to the rating inference process. In such case, for an unlabeled review

di, the optimization problem becomes:

i ∈ Ω : Lβ=0,M→∞(f(di)) = (f(di)−r̂i)
2+

∑

j∈knnΘ(di)

α·sim(di, dj)(f(di)−rj)
2

(2.35)

This equation corresponds exactly to the metric labeling formulation of rating

inference in [114], except that this equation considered the squared difference

between actual and predicted labels, whereas that of Pang and Lee [114] used

the absolute difference.

Goldberg and Zhu tested their work on the four author-specific corpora used

in [114] with respect to a 4-point rating scale, using SVR as the rating func-

tion f(). They reported results based on two similarity measures sim(di, dj),

namely PSP and Word Vector (WV), a measure computed as the cosine between

weighted word vectors of di and dj . They demonstrated that their graph-based

semi-supervised learning algorithm with PSP outperformed Pang and Lee’s work

when the numbers of labeled training reviews were relatively limited, and that

unlabeled reviews can help improve classification accuracy.
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Chapter 3

Alleviating Data Sparseness by
Fuzzy Association Rule Mining and
Item Taxonomies

3.1 Introduction

Information overload has led to the popularity of recommender systems, which

receive information about users’ needs, and recommend to them items that

may fit their needs. As discussed in Chapter 2.1, there are three types of

recommender systems: content-based, CF-based and knowledge-based. CF is

generally acknowledged to be the most promising and successful technique in

recommender systems, providing personalized recommendations to users based

on their previously expressed preferences and those of other similar users. There

has been considerable research into CF, yet the issue of data sparseness, the

cold-start problem and the non-transitive association problems remain open

challenges.

This chapter presents our work on alleviating data sparseness in CF based

on the ARM (association rule mining) paradigm with the use of item tax-

onomies, and describes the proposed CF framework based on Fuzzy Associ-

ation Rules And Multiple-level Similarity (FARAMS). FARAMS is a model-

based CF framework that exploits the similarities between items and those

between item categories for making personalized recommendations. Given is

a taxonomy, or is-a hierarchy, of domain items, in which items are classified

into different categories. Figure 3.1 depicts an example of an item taxonomy
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having a multiple-level hierarchical structure, with items appearing at the lowest

level of the hierarchy, and categories appearing at higher-levels represent more

general concepts. Given such a taxonomy, FARAMS mines association rules

between items (hereafter, item-level association rules) and those between their

categories (hereafter, category-level association rules) from users’ preference

data. FARAMS always attempts to recommend items to users based on item-

level association rules. However, when the known preferences of the active user

are insufficient for generating recommendations, FARAMS utilizes category-level

association rules for determining recommendable items for the active user.

Figure 3.1: Example of an item taxonomy.

The use of ARM-based techniques for CF has a number of desirable out-

comes. Firstly, item taxonomies can easily be integrated into the ARM process as

shown in [150, 50]. The fact that relationships between items are already implicit

in their taxonomies may help reduce the non-transitive association problems

[69]. Secondly, multiple- or cross-level ARM applies association between item

categories to address data sparseness, resulting in improved recall rates of Top-

N recommendations as shown in [71]. Thirdly, the use of item taxonomies in

ARM techniques increases the number of recommendable items, which are items

that can be recommended by a recommender system, to users for whom only

limited known preference data is available. Finally, ARM techniques provide the

flexibility to, if necessary, easily discover associations between content-related

attributes and user ratings on items. This is not considered in FARAMS, but is

used for addressing the cold-start problem in CF as discussed in the next chapter.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section briefly

describes related work on ARM-based CF. Chapter 3.3 details the design of

FARAMS. Chapter 3.4 discusses evaluation results on FARAMS, and finally
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Chapter 3.5 summarizes our contributions in this chapter.

3.2 Related work on ARM-based CF

We described in Chapter 2.3.2 that Lin et al. [89] proposed an Adaptive-Support

Association Rule Mining (ASARM) algorithm for CF. ASARM mines rules for

one target item at a time, and automatically adjusts the minimum support value

to mine a user-specified number of rules. Numerical ratings are discretized into

two classes, Like and Dislike, based on some chosen threshold value. This is

done to support the creation of a transactional representation of the U×I ratings

matrix in CF to facilitate the rule mining process.

Kim and Kim described another ARM-based CF algorithm in [71]. Their

algorithm, known as MAR, applied association rules between categories in

multiple-level item taxonomies to address data sparseness. They showed that by

taking advantage of item taxonomies, the MAR algorithm increased the number

of recommendable items for those users whose known preferences are otherwise

so limited that it is not possible to produce recommendations. The rating a user

has given an item is classified as Like if it is above the average rating given on

all items by that user in [71].

In summary, ASARM mines rules for CF based on an adaptive minimum

support strategy, but it does not consider item taxonomies in the mining process.

On the other hand, the MAR algorithm utilizes relationships between categories

in item taxonomies, but it mines rules for all items in the database. Consequently,

recommending less popular items will be more difficult according to Lin et al.

[89]. Note that both ASARM and MAR may suffer from the sharp boundary

problem, which arises due to the boolean discretization of ratings. FARAMS can

be considered an integration of the ASARM and MAR algorithms, enhanced with

fuzzy logic for modeling numerical ratings.

3.3 The FARAMS Framework

The FARAMS framework adopted some existing ARM techniques, including

ASARM [89] and MAR [71], to generate collaborative recommendations. These

techniques, when applied to CF, are integrated with classification techniques

for handling quantitative ratings data. FAR mining, which is a variation of
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the classical ARM techniques, is used to address the resulting sharp boundary

problem in existing techniques [48].

FARAMS is carried out in four major steps. The first step is data preprocess-

ing, in which data are prepared in a format that is suitable for the subsequent

tasks. The second step mines item-level and category-level association rules

from user preferences given a taxonomy of domain items. Association rules that

satisfied user-specified interestingness constraints, such as minimum support and

confidence values, are stored in the system. They serve as a compact model of

user preferences, and are used when users request recommendations. The third

step is prediction computation, which determines relevant rules for a user and

assigns predicted preferences to items recommended by those relevant rules. The

fourth step generates recommendations. If the number of recommendable items

is smaller than the desired number of recommendations, FARAMS considers

category-level similarities among items to predict user preferences for items that

are not covered by item-level association rules. The following sections provide

further details about the tasks involved in each step.

3.3.1 Data Preprocessing

The data preprocessing step involves four tasks. They include transforming

rating matrixes into transactional databases, computing user preferences for

categories of domain items, fuzzifying user preferences for FAR mining and

transforming transactions into TID-lists to allow for efficient support counting.

Transforming ratings matrixes into transactional databases

CF ratings data are usually represented as a ratings matrix as noted. They have to

be transformed into a transactional database for ARM tasks. We use an example

to illustrate the transformation process based on the sample ratings matrix R in

Table 2.3 (page 34). Table 3.1 (a) shows a transactional representation of R.

In the table, each transaction consists of a transaction identifier (TID), which is

the User ID of the user to which the transaction belongs, as well as the IDs and

ratings of the items that have been rated by that user.
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Table 3.1: Transforming user preferences for (a) items and (b) item categories

into transactions.
TID Items

u1 i1(1), i2(4), i5(2)

u2 i4(5)

u3 i1(5), i2(2), i3(1), i5(5)

u4 i1(5), i2(1)

TID Categories

u1 [g1](4), [g2](2), [g3](1.5), . . .

u2 [g5](5), [g9](5), . . .

u3 [g1](2), [g2](5), [g3](5), . . .

u4 [g1](1), [g3](5), [g4](5), . . .

(a) (b)

Table 3.2: A relation matrix of items (e.g. movies) and their categories (e.g.

movie genres).

g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7 g8 g9 g10

i1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

i2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

i3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1

i4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

i5 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0

Computing user preferences for item categories

FARAMS makes use of multiple-level similarities (hereafter referred to as MS),

which are implicit in item taxonomies, among items to generate recommen-

dations for users whose known preferences are so limited such that sufficient

recommendations cannot be produced. Such MS among items are encoded in

the relationships between items and item categories in a given taxonomy or is-a

hierarchy of domain items. Note that user preferences for item categories are

not readily available in CF datasets as users in general gave ratings on items

rather than item categories. We therefore need to compute user preferences for

categories from the original transactions containing user preferences for items,

so that rules involving categories can be mined.

Suppose items in the sample rating matrix in Table 2.3 are organized into a

set of 10 categories, G = {g1, g2, ..., g10}. Table 3.2 is a sample relation matrix

A of items, such as movies, and their categories, such as movie genres. In the

matrix, rows and columns represent items and categories respectively. A value

Amn in the matrix is 1 if the mth item belongs to the nth category.
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Table 3.3: Transactions containing 〈Item, Fuzzy Set〉 pairs and normalized

membership degrees.

TID Items

u1 〈i1, D〉(1), 〈i2, L〉(0.5), 〈i2, N〉(0.33), 〈i2, D〉(0.17), 〈i5, L〉(0.17),

〈i5, N〉(0.33), 〈i5, D〉(0.5)

u2 〈i4, L〉(1)

u3 〈i1, L〉(1), 〈i2, L〉(0.17), 〈i2, N〉(0.33), 〈i2, D〉(0.5), 〈i3, D〉(1), 〈i5, L〉(1)

u4 〈i1, L〉(1), 〈i2, D〉(1)

A user may have preferences for multiple categories, and ratings of items

in the same category can be different. A user’s preference for a category is

estimated as the average rating (s)he gave to items in that category. In the sample

transactions shown in Table 3.1(b), a category ID is enclosed in square brackets,

followed by the average rating the user has given the items that belong to it.

Fuzzifying ratings

Ratings are fuzzified in four steps. These steps are the same for both items

and categories. First, the fuzzy sets and membership functions for ratings are

determined. Second, items in transactions are expanded into 〈Item, Fuzzy Set〉
or 〈Category, Fuzzy Set〉 pairs. Third, the degree of membership of each rating

is determined with respect to each fuzzy set. Finally, the fuzzified ratings are

normalized so that each transaction makes the same contribution, which is 1

(Chapter 2.3.3 on page 32).

Table 3.3 extends Table 3.1(a) to show the resulting fuzzified transactions

given the fuzzy sets and membership functions in Figure 2.2(a). The table

does not show 〈Item, Fuzzy Set〉 pairs with membership degrees of 0 for better

readability.

Transforming transactions for efficient support counting

FARAMS obtains the support counts of itemsets by making multiple passes

over the data as in [89]. A major optimization we made in our approach is

that the transactional representation of ratings matrix described in the previous

subsections is further transformed into a vertical TID-list format [174]. In
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such format, an 〈Item, Fuzzy Set〉 pair takes the role of a user in the original

transactional representation. Each pair is associated with a list of users who

rated the pair, and the corresponding fuzzified ratings it received from the users.

Table 3.4 shows an illustration of the vertical TID-list representation of user

preferences for items. This transformation enables efficient support counting of

itemsets as described in the next subsection.

TID Items

〈i1, L〉 u3(1), u4(1)

〈i1, D〉 u1(1)

〈i2, L〉 u1(0.5), u3(0.17)

〈i2, N〉 u1(0.33), u3(0.33)

〈i2, D〉 u1(0.17), u3(0.5), u4(1)

... ...

Table 3.4: Transformed transactions in the vertical TID-list format for efficient

support counting.

3.3.2 Mining User Preferences

The overall structure and flow of our algorithms for adjusting the minimum

support value and for mining user preferences are similar to those described in

[89]. This section therefore focuses on the adaptations and extensions made

in the association rule miner of FARAMS. We first describe several issues we

considered when designing the mining algorithm, followed by the description of

the mining algorithm of FARAMS.

Association mode used

ARM-based CF frameworks may employ two association modes, namely user

association and item association. The ideas underlying these are equivalent to the

ideas of user- and item-based CF. User association identifies similarities between

users and recommends items preferred by users similar to the active user. Mining

user associations produces rules that are in the form of “〈u, L〉 → 〈a, L〉”(recall

that L represents the fuzzy set Like), where u and a are users. For a target item
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t that has not been rated by the active user a, this rule fires if t has been liked by

user u [89]. Item t will then be considered a recommendable item for user a.

Item association identifies similarities between items, and is used in [71]

and [90]. It mines rules that are in the form of “〈i, L〉 → 〈t, L〉”, where i

and t are items. This rule fires if the active user a has liked item i but has

not rated t previously. Item t in the head of the rule will then be considered

a recommendable item for user a. This idea can be applied to categories by

treating a category as an item. FARAMS exploits item associations to facilitate

the use of item taxonomies in the recommendation process. As such, FARAMS

is an item-based recommendation algorithm.

Defining candidate 1-itemsets

As FARAMS mines rules for one target item (t) at a time, association rules are

generated using only itemsets containing t. Candidate 1-itemsets can therefore

be limited to the “related items”, defined as the union of all items that appeared in

transactions containing t. FARAMS mines rules in an apriori-like fashion, which

iteratively generates κ-itemsets by joining two (κ-1)-itemsets. Once the related

items are determined in the first iteration, their associated TID-lists serve as a

reduced database for support counting in the subsequent iterations.

It is expected that taking into account only “related items” will not affect

the results of the rule mining process. This is because the downward closure

property of support values states that all subsets of a frequent itemset must be

frequent [6]. If an item did not appear with item t, and as rules are generated

using only itemsets containing item t, any κ-itemset, where κ > 1, containing

that item and item t must be infrequent. The item can therefore be excluded

from consideration in the first place.

Computing fuzzy support values

Traditional support counting methods obtain the fuzzy support count of an

itemset by scanning the entire transactional database. In our work, the vertical

TID-list representation of user preferences allows FARAMS to scan the database

more efficiently. FARAMS only needs to perform simple joining operations and

inspect κ records in the database in order to compute the fuzzy support of a κ-

itemset [174]. We illustrate this with the following examples based on Table 3.5.
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Example 3.1 Computation of FS〈i1,L〉, the fuzzy support of the 1-itemset 〈i1, L〉:
FS〈i1,L〉 can be found efficiently by inspecting only one record (the first row of

the table), and the result is (1 + 1) = 2.

Example 3.2 Computation of FS{〈i1,L〉〈i2,D〉}, the fuzzy support of the 2-itemset

{〈i1, L〉〈i2, D〉}: before computing FS{〈i1,L〉〈i2,D〉}, FARAMS inspects the trans-

actions of both items and performs a simple join operation. As shown in Table

3.5, u3 and u4 appeared in the transactions of both items. The fuzzy support

count of the 2-itemset can then be determined, and is found to be equal to (1 *

0.5) + (1 * 1) = 1.5.

TID Items

〈i1, L〉 u3(1), u4(1)
〈i2, D〉 u1(0.17), u3(0.5), u4(1)

Table 3.5: TID-lists of 〈i1, L〉 and 〈i2, D〉.

The mining algorithm

Algorithms 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 describe our mining algorithm and one of its subrou-

tines, find frequent 1 itemsets. As noted, our algorithm mines rules for a target

item t at a time. Given t and the TID-list representation of all items (TID),

the algorithm first determines the list of related items that are frequent (I1) and

their associated TID-lists (TIDt) using Algorithm 3.3.2. It then proceeds to

find frequent κ-itemsets (Iκ), where κ ≥ 2, in an iterative manner. In each

iteration, association rules (Rκ) are generated from the frequent κ-itemsets,

and at most maxNumRules association rules having the highest support values

(Rt) are returned. If the total number of rules mined in the κ iterations is

larger than maxNumRules, the aboveMaxNumRulesFlag is raised, which will

then cause the rule mining process to terminate. After all the iterations, the

belowMinRulenumFlag is raised if the total number of rules mined is smaller

than minNumRules.

The subroutines in Algorithm 3.3.1 are outlined as follows:

1. find frequent 1 itemsets(t, T ID): This subroutine, as described in Al-

gorithm 3.3.2, determines the set of frequent 1-itemsets (I1) and their
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Algorithm 3.3.1 The mining algorithm.

Input: TID, t, minSupp (minimum support), minConf (minimum confidence),

[minNumRules, maxNumRules], maxRuleLength (maximum number of items in a

rule’s body).

Output: Set of association rules (Rt), so that each rule in Rt: (1) has t in its head,

(2) with no more than maxRuleLength items in its body, and (3) satisfies the minSupp

and minConf constraints. The number of rules in Rt is at most maxNumRules. If

the number of rules in Rt is above maxNumRules (resp. below minNumRules), raise

the aboveMaxNumRulesFlag (resp. belowMinNumRulesFlag).

Steps:

1. (I1, TIDt) ← find frequent 1 itemsets (t, TID);

2. κ← 2;

3. for (κ ≤maxRuleLength + 1) and (Iκ−1 6= ∅) and (not

Rt.aboveMaxNumRulesFlag) do

4. candκ = gen candidate (Iκ−1);

5. for each c ∈ candκ do

6. c.fuzzySupport = compute fuzzy support (c, TIDt);

7. if (c.fuzzySupport ≥ minSupp) then

8. add c to Iκ;

9. end if

10. end for

11. Rκ = gen rules (Iκ, t, minConf );

12. if (|Rt|+ |Rκ| >maxNumRules) then

13. set Rt.aboveMaxNumRulesFlag;

14. end if

15. Rt = maxNumRules rules with highest support from Rt.rules ∪Rκ.rules;

16. κ ← κ + 1;

17. end for

18. if (|Rt| <minNumRules) then

19. set Rt.belowMinNumRulesFlag;

20. end if

21. return (Rt);
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Algorithm 3.3.2 The find frequent 1 itemsets subroutine.

Input: t, TID.

Output: Set of frequent 1-itemsets (I1) that are related to t, and their

associated TID-lists (TIDt).

Steps:

1. TIDt ←= ∅
2. Ut ← {users who had rated t};

3. for each u ∈ Ut do
4. Iu ← {items rated by u};

5. cand1 ← cand1 ∪ Iu;

//cand1 denotes the candidate 1-itemsets that are related to t

6. end for
7. for each c ∈ cand1 do
8. c.fuzzySupport = compute fuzzy support (c, TID);

9. if (c.fuzzySupport ≥ minSupp) then
10. add c to I1;

11. add TID-list of c to TIDt;

12. end if
13. end for
14. return (I1, TIDt);
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associated TID-lists (TIDt) given the target item t and the TID-list of

all items (TID). TIDt serves as a reduced database for support counting

in the subsequent iterations.

2. gen candidate(Iκ−1): This subroutine generates the candidate κ-itemsets

(candκ) based on Iκ−1 using the Apriori-gen function proposed in [6].

3. compute fuzzy support(c, T IDt): This subroutine determines the fuzzy

support value of the candidate itemset c. An itemset is added to Iκ if its

fuzzy support value is above minSupp.

4. gen rules(Iκ, t, minConf ): This subroutine produces association rules

having t as their heads using Iκ. The subroutine returns Rκ, which is

the set of rules having confidence values above the predefined minimum

(minConf ).

The subroutine in Algorithm 3.3.2 is outlined as follows:

1. compute fuzzy support(c, T ID): This subroutine determines the fuzzy

support value of the candidate 1-itemset c. It is the same as the com-
pute fuzzy support(c, T IDt) subroutine in Algorithm 3.3.1, except that

the set of all TID-lists (TID) is used for support counting since TIDt is

not yet determined at this stage.

The same procedures are used for mining association rules from both product-

level items and categories. The association rules mined in this step are stored in

the system. They will be used when users request recommendations.

3.3.3 Predicting Scores of Recommendable Items

When the active user a requests recommendations, the system finds the list of

items user a has previously rated, based on which the relevant rules, which are

rules that fire for him or her, are determined. Items in the heads of the relevant

rules are considered recommendable items for user a, and are assigned predicted

scores based on some interestingness measures of the relevant rules [89]. An

item may appear in the heads of more than one rule. After all relevant rules are

determined, the interestingness measures of the rules that recommend the same

item are summed up to obtain the item score predictions.
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As noted, indicators of the interestingness of a rule, such as support and

confidence values, are used as the basis for item score predictions. Lin et

al. [89], for example, made use of the product of a relevant rule’s support

and confidence, while Kim and Kim [71] only considered a rule’s confidence.

The correlation value (CORR), which measures the correlation between the

body and the head of a rule, may also be used as an interestingness indicator.

The choice of interestingness indicators for predicting scores of recommendable

items is application- and dataset-specific. We therefore decided the appropriate

interestingness indicators to use empirically in Chapter 3.4.3.

3.3.4 Generating Recommendations

After predicted scores are assigned to recommendable items, the recommenda-

tion process proceeds to determine which of the items are actually recommended

to the active user a. This section describes the how FARAMS generates recom-

mendations, as well as when and how MS (multiple-level similarity as noted) is

utilized. Then, it describes the recommendation algorithm used in FARAMS.

Recommendation strategy

There exist two main strategies for generating recommendations. The first

strategy recommends items with predicted scores above a score threshold. The

threshold applied in [89], for example, is a linear function of the number of

rules, but the reason for choosing such a value is unclear. The second strategy

recommends a fixed number of items and is known as Top-N recommendations.

This strategy is used in [71]. Both strategies rank items in descending order of

their predicted scores, so that items with higher scores are recommended first.

There are two reasons why FARAMS uses the Top-N approach to recommend

items. First, the number of recommended items is fixed and therefore control-

lable. Secondly, Top-N helps determine when MS should be used.

Item-level association rules are usually more specific and relevant to a user’s

preferences than the preferences predicted using more general, category-level

association rules [71]. Therefore, when computing the predicted scores of

recommendable items, we assign a weight wl to the interestingness score of the

relevant rules, where l is equal to the level of the association rules used to reflect

the generality of the rules. Specifically, level-0 means the item-level, level-1
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means the first level categories, and so on (Figure 3.1).

Recommendations using multiple-level similarity (MS)

MS is utilized to produce recommendations when the known preferences of the

active user are very limited and, consequently, the number of recommendable

items may be very limited. This is done as follows:

1. Find the preferred categories Ga of the active user.

2. Determine association rules that fire for Ga (rules containing Ga in their

bodies).

3. Find rules containing items in those associated categories and assign pre-

dicted scores to items in their heads. The predicted scores are weighted by

wl and user a’s preferences for those categories. The predicted preference

for an item that belongs to more than one category is estimated as the

average of the preferences user a has on its categories.

The recommendation algorithm

Algorithm 3.3.3 describes the recommendation algorithm, or recommender, of

FARAMS. Given user a and his/her previously rated items (Ia), the algorithm

determines the set of relevant association rules, which are rules that fire for

user a, from the rule base. The items in the heads of the relevant rules are

assigned predicted scores if they are not in Ia. If the number of recommendable

items is smaller than the predefined Top-N value (N ), MS between items are

used for determining more recommendable items for the active user. Finally,

the recommendable items (Ir) are sorted in descending order of their predicted

scores, and the N items having the highest scores are recommended to user a.

The subroutines in the algorithm are outlined as follows:

1. recommend(a, Ia): This subroutine returns a list of recommendable items

(Ir) and their predicted scores for the active user (a). Ia denotes the set of

items rated by user a. A rule in the rule base is considered relevant if Ia

contains all items in the rule’s body but not its head.

2. recommend by MS(a, Ia, Ir): This subroutine determines the preferred

categories of user a and uses them to generate recommendations. The
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Algorithm 3.3.3 The recommender of FARAMS.

Input: The active user a, the set of items rated by user a (Ia), and the

maximum number of recommendations (N ).

Output: The set of recommended items (Ir) for user a.

1 Ir = recommend(a, Ia);

2 if (|Ir| < N ) then

3 Ir = recommend by MS(a, Ia, Ir);

4 end if

5 sort(Ir); // in descending order of their scores;

6 return (top N items in Ir);

procedures for determining relevant rules and recommendable items are

similar to those described in (1).

3. sort(Ir): This subroutine ranks the recommendable items in descending

order of their scores.

3.4 Experimental Results

We carried out several experiments to evaluate the performance of FARAMS,

and to compare it with some related work. In this section, we first describe

the datasets used and the settings of the experiments and then provide the

experimental results.

3.4.1 Datasets

We used three CF datasets, or their subsets, as test-beds, depending on the

purposes of our experiments. The datasets include:

1. MovieLens: The MovieLens 100k dataset7 contains 100,000 ratings of

1,682 movies from 943 users. Ratings are discrete values from 1 to

5. Movies in the dataset are categorized into a two-level hierarchical

7MovieLens 100k Ratings Data Set: http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
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structure, with movies as items and movie genres as categories. This

dataset is used in several experiments as described in the subsequent

subsections.

2. Jester: The Jester dataset contains 4.1 million ratings of 100 jokes from

73,421 users. Ratings are real values ranging from -10 to 10 [43]. A

subset containing 49,502 ratings of 100 jokes from 2,000 users were used

to evaluate the effect of fuzzified ratings on recommendation quality.

3. EachMovie: The EachMovie data set contains 2,811,983 ratings of 1,628

movies entered by 72,916 users [101]. Ratings were recorded on a six-

point numerical scale (0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0). Movies are categorized

into a two-level hierarchical structure. A small and dense subset of this

dataset, containing ratings from 1,100 users who have rated more than 100

movies, was used for comparison with the ASARM algorithm [89].

Ratings in the above datasets were fuzzified for performing various experi-

ments. It is possible to learn fuzzy sets and membership functions from training

data [36, 59]. Since the focus of this work is not on modeling user preferences,

we used the simple fuzzy sets and membership functions shown in Figure 2.2

(page 33), as described later in the individual results and discussions. In fact, we

performed a set of experiments using different membership functions and found

little sensitivity of results, especially for the MovieLens and EachMovie datasets

which have small rating scales.

3.4.2 Experimental Settings

Parameters

We now describe the values of three parameters we used in the experiments. The

first parameter is the desired range of the number of mining rules [minNumrules,

maxNumrules]. We adopted the range [10,100] as suggested in [89] for mining

item-level association rules. For categories, we adopted the range [1, |G|-1],

where |G| equals to the number of categories in the corresponding dataset. We

did not impose any confidence threshold due to the limited number of desired

rules to be mined. Given the automatically determined minSupp, we considered

the rules having the highest confidence values and positive correlation values to

be interesting.
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The second parameter is the consideration of positive and negative pref-

erences data. In FARAMS, it is possible to obtain Like, Neutral and Dislike

associations: for example, “〈i1, L〉, 〈i2, N〉 → 〈i3, D〉”. Lin et al. [89] found that

employing both Like and Dislike associations does not outperform employing

Like associations alone. We therefore adopted the same strategy.

The third parameter is the weight assigned to level-l association rules. Items

in the MovieLens and EachMovie datasets are organized into similar 2-level

taxonomies. The weights assigned to level-0 (item-level) and level-1 (category-

level) association rules are 0.9 and 0.1 respectively, as suggested in [71].

Method

We employed the all-but-1 protocol in this study, following the setting in [71].

Specifically, for each active user a in our dataset, all except 1 ratings data given

by a are used as the training set, based on which association rules are mined

for generating recommendations. We created five training-test splits randomly,

repeated all experiments on the five splits, and reported the average results

obtained. In each trial of each experiment, a list of Top-N recommendations

was provided to each active user a. If the hidden item in the test set was on the

recommendation list, it is called a hit. The recall rate of an algorithm is defined

as the number of hits over the number of hidden items in the test set.

3.4.3 Results and Discussions

We now discuss our results, which demonstrate the effects of various factors on

the recommendation quality as measured by the algorithms’ recall rates.

Rule length

Rule length refers to the number of items contained in the body of a rule. In

[89], a rule’s body can contain multiple items, while in [71], it can only contain

a single item. Figure 3.2 shows the recall rates achieved using both approaches

in FARAMS as applied to the MovieLens dataset. SGL represents the recall rates

of the algorithm having a maximum rule length of 1. MUL-8 represents that of

the algorithm having a maximum rule length of 8. Such a setting has been found

to perform well in [89].
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Figure 3.2: Recall rates achieved using different maximum rule lengths.

Figure 3.2 shows that the performance of SGL is better than that of MUL-

8 for all values of N . This indicates that rules containing a single body item

produce better recommendations. One reason for this may be that rules are

easier to fire when they are shorter, so that a larger number of applicable rules

as well as recommendable items can be found for the active user, resulted in

a lower demand for the use of MS to produce recommendations. As stated

in Chapter 3.3.4, item-level association rules are usually more relevant to user

preferences, and therefore produce better predictions. Given these results, in the

remaining experiments we use 1 as the maximum rule length.

Scores of recommendable items

Chapter 3.3.3 describes the various interestingness measures of association rules

that can be used for predicting the scores of recommendable items. This

experiment helps us determine the appropriate interestingness measures that

should be adopted. The measures we evaluated include the fuzzy confidence

(C), the product of fuzzy support and fuzzy confidence (SC), and the correlation

(CORR) of association rules. Figure 3.3 shows the results of this experiment.

As shown in Figure 3.3, the best results are produced by computing predicted

scores using fuzzy confidence (C). While support indicates a rule’s statistical

significance in the entire database, confidence indicates the interestingness of

the rule head with respect to the rule body. For an association rule that fired for
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Figure 3.3: Recall rates achieved using different interestingness measures for

predicting the scores of recommendable items.

a given user, since we already know that the user has liked the items in its body,

it is reasonable to choose to use confidence to measure the probability that the

user will like the head. We adopt C for predicting the scores of recommendable

items in the subsequent experiments.

Effects of multiple-level similarity

Figure 3.4 compares the performance of FAR (that is, without using MS) and

FARAMS. When N is equal to 10 and 50, FAR and FARAMS produce very similar

recall rates. When N is equal to 20, 30 and 40, FARAMS outperforms FAR by

around 5.5%, 3.2% and 3.1% respectively. Such results suggest that the use of

MAR helps alleviate data sparseness in CF dataset by increasing the number of

recommendable items to users, but the improvement is small in the MovieLens

dataset. This demonstrates that category-level association rules are less relevant

to users’ preferences.

Effects of fuzzy association rules

Two sets of experiments were performed to evaluate the effects of fuzzy asso-

ciation rules on recommendation quality using the MovieLens and the Jester

datasets. Recall that a fuzzy association rule is in the form of “〈i1, L〉 → 〈i2, L〉”,

or “〈g1, L〉 → 〈g2, L〉”, where i1 and i2 are items, g1 and g2 are categories, and

L represents the Like fuzzy set in these examples. As the MovieLens dataset
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Figure 3.4: Recall rates achieved with and without utilizing multiple-level

similarity between items.

contains discrete ratings in a small rating scale, it is expected that the effect

of the sharp boundary problem would be small and, as a result, using fuzzified

ratings may not improve recommendation results. The Jester dataset, in contrast,

contains continuous ratings in a larger rating scale. The sharp boundary problem

is believed to be more significant than in the MovieLens dataset.
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Figure 3.5: Recall rates achieved with and without using fuzzy association rules

on the MovieLens dataset.

For the MovieLens dataset, we used the membership functions in MF(A)

(Figure 2.2(a)). In Figure 3.5, MS indicates the results of the experiments

using MS only, while FARAMS indicates the performance of our framework
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using fuzzified ratings. As shown in the figure, FARAMS outperforms MS by

7.5% and 2.0% when N is equal to 10 and 20 respectively. This shows that

hits appeared in higher ranks in our approach. As recommendable items are

ranked according to the confidence values of their related rules, the results reveal

that fuzzy confidence provides a better indicator of a rule’s interestingness than

does the classical confidence measure. For larger values of N , however, MS

outperforms FARAMS by 1.3%, 1.8% and 0.1% respectively. This is in line with

our expectation that the sharp boundary problem is small in the discrete ratings

with a small rating scale, which therefore do not have much fuzziness.

The second set of experiments on the Jester dataset used the membership

functions in MF(B) (Figure 2.2(b)). Figure 3.6 shows the results. As items in

this dataset do not have any hierarchical category structure, recommendations

were generated using only item-level association rules, denoted by AR in the

figure. The performance of AR recorded for different Top-N values is compared

to that of FAR, which uses fuzzy association rules without MS.
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Figure 3.6: Recall rates achieved with and without using fuzzy association rules

on the Jester dataset.

As can be seen in Figure 3.6, FAR outperforms AR for all Top-N values.

The improvements in recall rates achieved are approximately 2.0%, 1.8%, 2.4%,

2.5% and 2.1% respectively for the Top-N values. This indicates that the sharp

boundary problem is more obvious in datasets recorded in a finer-grained rating

scale as compared to the previous experiment on the MovieLens dataset, and that

the use of FAR helps address the sharp boundary problem.
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Comparisons with related work

Lin et al. [89] tested their ASARM algorithm on the EachMovie dataset. As

collaborative users (the training set), they used the first 1,000 users who have

rated more than 100 movies. As target users (the test set), they used the

first 100 users whose user IDs are greater than 70,000 (such that users in

the training set and those in the test set do not overlap) and who have rated

more than 100 movies. Although this experimental setup is small-scale and

neglected the adverse effect of data sparseness on prediction quality, to ensure the

comparability of their work and ours, we nonetheless tested our algorithm under

similar conditions. Ratings in the dataset were fuzzified using the membership

functions in MF(C) (Figure 2.2(c)). Table 3.6 shows the results.

Table 3.6: Performance of ASARM and FARAMS for the EachMovie dataset.
Algorithm Recall Confidence Threshold

ASARM - Item Association 0.226 0.9

FARAMS 0.269 0.65

As shown in Table 3.6, FARAMS produces results similar to those of ASARM,

but with a lower confidence threshold. This is because our approach takes all

transactions into account when computing the support and confidence values

(in percentages) of rules. The ASARM algorithm, in contrast, counts only

transactions containing the target item. This approach underestimates the support

values of some items other than the target item, which in turns over-emphasizes

the confidence values of rules, especially of those of less popular items in the

dataset. In other words, the confidence value assigned to the same association

rule may be much higher in ASARM than in our approach. This difference in the

number of transactions used to determine support and confidence values of rules

is why our approach uses a lower minimum confidence.

The MAR algorithm was tested on the MovieLens dataset as well as on the

KDD dataset in [71]. As the KDD dataset does not contain ratings data, the

comparison uses only the MovieLens dataset. Figure 3.7 shows the experimental

results for the five Top-N values, with FARAMS outperforming MAR by 61.0%,

46.3%, 33.4%, 25.7% and 23.0% respectively. This shows that our approach

is effective. Furthermore, the significant improvement achieved in Top-10

recommendation suggests that fuzzy confidence produces better rankings of
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Figure 3.7: Performance of MAR and FARAMS for the Movielens dataset.

recommended items.

3.5 Summary

This section describes the proposed FARAMS framework for CF and its applica-

tion of fuzzy association rule mining to address the sharp boundary problem in

existing techniques. We also approached the problem of data sparseness in CF by

taking advantage of multiple-level similarities that are implicit in the taxonomies

of items. We presented and discussed the results of an evaluation of FARAMS.

Results show that the use of FAR is more effective on datasets containing

continuous ratings, and that FARAMS outperforms existing techniques in similar

experimental settings.

As we mentioned in the Introduction section of this chapter, ARM techniques

provide the flexibility to mine associations between content-related attributes

(i.e. categories information in this work) and user ratings on items. The rule

mining process of FARAMS, however, does not consider this and only mines

rules from the same level of the given item taxonomy. We further explore this

issue in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Cold-start Recommendations by
Cross-level Association Rule Mining

4.1 Introduction

The cold-start problem is a crucial shortcoming of CF, which generates person-

alized recommendations to users solely based on ratings data. Recall that the

cold-start problem is an extreme form of data sparseness. It arises when no

recommendations can be generated for items with no or very few ratings data. It

is also known as the early-rater problem and the new item problem.

This chapter describes our proposed hybrid recommendation approach, de-

veloped based on FARAMS (Chapter 3), for addressing the cold-start problem.

Our approach makes use of Cross-Level Association RulEs (CLARE)8 to flexibly

integrate content features of items and user ratings. CLARE operates on a

preference model comprising both user-item and item-item relationships, and

infers user preferences for items from the attributes they possess. The major

feature of CLARE is the use of associations between a given item’s attributes and

other domain items, when no recommendations for that item can be generated

using CF. We use an example to illustrate our idea. The CAR “Movie A →
Director:Woody Allen” indicates that “users who liked Movie A also liked movies

directed by Woody Allen”. If there exists a new (cold-start) movie, Movie Z,

directed by Woody Allen, we may recommend it to users who had liked Movie A

previously.

8We use the acronym CAR to represent cross-level association rule, and CLARE as the name

of our proposed recommendation approach.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Chapter 4.2 describes

related work on addressing the cold-start recommendation problem. Chapter 4.3

introduces our proposed preference model, based on which the motivation of

our work is explained. Chapter 4.4 describes CLARE, the proposed cross-level

association rule mining approach to cold-start recommendations. Chapter 4.5

discusses experimental results on CLARE and on comparisons with related work.

Chapter 4.6 summarizes our contributions and findings, as well as outlines some

limitations of CLARE for future work.

4.2 Existing Approaches to Cold-start Recommen-

dations

We describe in this section existing approaches to cold-start recommendations.

They include the aspect model [57, 58, 121, 140] and the naive filterbot algorithm

[117].

4.2.1 The Aspect Model

Schein et al. [140] described the use of the aspect model for generating cold-start

recommendations. The aspect model is a statistical latent class model, originally

proposed for document indexing by Hofmann [57]. It associates word-document

co-occurrence data with a set of latent variables, and was applied to user-item

co-occurrence data for CF by Hofmann and Puzicha [58]. The overall idea of

the aspect model is as follows. Given a set of users u ∈ U and a set of items

i ∈ I , an observation (u, i) corresponds to the co-occurrence of u and i. A latent

class variable z ∈ Z = {z1, z2, ...zm} is associated with each (u, i) in the aspect

model, which assumes that u and i are independent, conditioned on z [57, 121].

The probability P(u, i) is therefore defined as [58]:

P(u, i) =
∑
z∈Z

P(z)P(u|z)P(i|z) (4.1)

The model parameters are estimated from training data using the Expectation

Maximization (EM) algorithm or its variants [57]. Recommendations to user u

are made according to P(i|u) ∝ P(u, i). The higher the value of P(i|u), the more

likely u will observe i.
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Popescul et al. [121] proposed two extensions of the aspect model for hybrid

content- and CF-based recommendations. The first extension is known as the

three-way aspect model. It includes three-way co-occurrence data among users,

items and item attributes f ∈ F . An observation in this aspect model, denoted

by (u, i, f ), corresponds to the event of user u observing item i with attribute

f . The second extension, known as the user-words aspect model, discards the

concept of items, and an observation (u, f ) corresponds to the event of user u

observing attribute f .

Schein et al. [140] applied the user-words aspect model [121] to cold-start

recommendations. Their idea is to regard item attributes (actors of movies) as

surrogates of items (movies). Specifically, they estimate P(u, f ) from training

data, and then “fold-in” a new movie, using the folding-in algorithm described

in [57], out of the set of attributes of that movie. This is a hybrid recommen-

dation approach capable of cold-start recommendations, because new items are

recommended to user u based on P(u, f ) estimated from training data.

4.2.2 The Naive Filterbot Algorithm

Park et al. [117] described the use of the naive filterbot algorithm for addressing

the cold-start problem. The naive filterbot algorithm injects pseudo users, or

bots, into a recommender system. The bots generate user ratings according to

the attributes of the items or the users in the system. Such ratings were injected

into the original user-item rating matrix in the system along with actual user

ratings, thereby increases the density of the ratings matrix.

Note that the naive filterbot algorithm itself is not a recommendation algo-

rithm. Instead, it injects ratings into the ratings matrix, on which CF algorithms

are applied to generate recommendations. For instance, Park et al. used bots

to augment ratings for the standard user-based and item-based algorithms [117].

They evaluated the effects of the bots on the cold-start item problem when the

number of ratings on relatively new items increased gradually (from 2 to 40

ratings in their experiments). Our work, in contrast, is able to recommend items

with no ratings at all.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the proposed preference model comprising user-item

and item-item relationships.

4.3 Problem Description

This section introduces the proposed preference model comprising both user-

item and item-item relationships for mining CARs, and explains the motivation

of our work and some properties of the proposed model.

Figure 4.1 shows a simple example of the proposed preference model in

a movie recommender system. It consists of three layers, namely the User

layer, the Item layer, and the Item Attribute layer. An edge connecting

a User node and an Item node means that the user has rated the item, and is

labeled with a fuzzified rating in the range [0, 1] to reflect the degree to which

the user had liked the item. An edge connecting an Item node and an Item

Attribute node represents a particular attribute of the item. The label of

such an edge describes the name of the attribute while the value of an Item

Attribute node describes the value of the attribute.

There are two points to note on the preference model. The first point is that

both positive and negative user preferences for items are available in an ARM-

based recommendation framework, but the model only captures membership

degrees obtained by user ratings with respect to the Like fuzzy set. This is

because the goal of CF is to recommend to users items they may like. Besides,
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Item TID-list Total Support
i1 u1 1

i2 u2, u3 2

i3 u2, u3 2

(a) Support of i1, i2 and i3

Item TID-list Total Support
i3 u2, u3 2

c1 u1, u2, u3 3

(b) Support of c1 and i3

Item TID-list Total Support
{i3, c1} u2, u3 2

(c) Frequent itemset (minSupp = 1)

Association Rule Support Confidence
i3 → c1 2/3 = 66.7% 2/2 = 100%

(d) Association rule

Figure 4.2: A motivating example

precedent work on ARM-based CF suggests that negative preferences are not

useful for generating recommendations [89]. The second point is that in a real

world application, the Item Attribute layer can contain multiple sub-layers

(e.g. in [162]), but we use the model in Figure 4.1 for illustrations in this

article for simplicity. Item Attribute sub-layers are further discussed in

Chapter 4.6.

We now use an example to motivate the use of the proposed preference

model and CARs for generating item recommendations. Figure 4.2(a) shows

a transactional representation of the Item and Item Attribute nodes in

Figure 4.1 in a vertical TID-list format [174]. The membership degrees in the

example are all 1’s and are therefore omitted in the figure for simplicity. Suppose

the target item is i1 and minSupp is 1, no item-level association rule can be mined

because i1 has not appeared with other items in any transaction. i1 is therefore a

cold-start item.
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Our proposed approach for generating cold-start recommendations assumes

that a transaction that supports an item also supports its attributes. This allows

us to infer preferences for i1 from its Item Attribute nodes. Suppose the

attribute Cast is used for generating recommendations. Referring to Figure 4.1,

both i1 and i2 have the Item Attribute node “Cast:Tom Hanks”, denoted as

c1 in Figure 4.2. We can then obtain the transactions in Figure 4.2(b). The sup-

porting transactions of c1 are the union of the transactions supporting its parents

(i1 and i2). Given the new information, the itemset {i3, c1} satisfies minSupp

(Figure 4.2(c)), and based on which the association rule “i3 → c1” having a

support of 66.7% and a confidence of 100% can be mined (Figure 4.2(d)). Our

work attempts to use such a CAR to recommend the item m1, which was a cold-

start item for which no recommendations could be made in a pure CF setting.

For instance, if a user has liked i3 previously, we may recommend i1 to him/her

given the association rule “i3 → c1”.

Based on the assumption that a transaction that supports an item also supports

its attributes, the support values of Item and Item Attribute nodes in

Figure 4.1 satisfy the following properties:

Property 1 If an Item node is frequent, its Item Attribute nodes are

also considered frequent, despite the different support thresholds that may be

used for pruning items of different levels.

Property 2 For a frequent Item Attribute node, it is possible that none

of its parents is frequent.

This is because the support of an Item Attribute node is obtained from

all of its parents. An example is the node “Cast:Tom Hanks” (c1) in the described

motivating example.

Property 3 Based on Property 2, if an Item node is infrequent, it is still

possible for all or some of its Item Attribute nodes to be frequent.

Examples are the nodes i1 and i2.

Lower-level items (Item Attribute nodes) in the proposed preference

model are likely to have more support than higher-level items (Item nodes) as

opposed to the property of is-a hierarchies. The assumption about is-hierarchies

that only descendents of frequent items are examined does not apply to our

model. Given Property 3 above, it is possible for Item Attribute nodes

of an infrequent Item node to be frequent. We therefore examine Item

Attribute nodes of an Item node when no item-level association rule for
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it is available. Different support thresholds are still required to prune nodes at

different level of the hierarchy as discussed in the next section.

4.3.1 Data Representation

The proposed preference model consists of User, Item and Item Attribute

nodes as noted. We denote the set of User nodes as u ∈ U = {u1, u2, u3, ..., um},

the set of Item nodes as i ∈ I = {i1, i2, i3, ..., in}, and the set of Item

Attribute nodes (attribute-value pairs) as f ∈ F = {f1, f2, f3, ..., fn}. A di-

rected edge connecting a User u and an Item node i is a triple 〈u, i, mLike(ru,i)〉.
ru,i is the original rating u have given i. It is fuzzified using the function mLike,

the user-specified membership function of the Like fuzzy set as noted. A directed

edge connecting an Item i and an Item Attribute node f is a pair 〈i, f〉,
and the set of {〈i, f〉} forms domain knowledge about the items. We generated

the set {〈u, f,mLike(ru,f )〉} out of {〈u, i,mLike(ru,i)〉} and {〈i, f〉} for mining

CARs. The rating ru,f is the average rating u have given the set of {i} containing

f . Note that we described in this paragraph two sets of preference data. The first

set, {〈u, i, mLike(ru,i)〉}, represents user preferences for items, while the second

set, {〈u, f, mLike(ru,f )〉}, represents those for item attributes.

4.4 CLARE: Cold-start Recommendations by CAR

Mining

CLARE was developed based on the FARAMS CF framework (Chapter 3), which

produces collaborative recommendations using Fuzzy Association Rules And

Multiple-level Similarity between items in their taxonomies (is-a hierarchies).

CLARE works in three major steps, namely data preprocessing, mining user

preferences, and generating recommendations. The steps for data preprocessing

and generating recommendations are similar to those involved in FARAMS. We

therefore describe these steps briefly, and focus on the mining user preferences

step which mines CARs for cold-start items.
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Table 4.1: Important notations used to represent user preference data in CLARE.

Notation Description

u A User node.

i An Item node.

f An Item Attribute node (attribute-value pair).

{i, f} Domain knowledge (relationships between Item and Item Attribute nodes).

TIDi TID-list representation of user preferences for items.

TIDf TID-list representation of user preferences for item attributes.

4.4.1 Data Preprocessing

This step preprocesses users’ preference data for mining. It involves three key

tasks. The first task is to fuzzify user ratings to reflect the degree to which users

liked the rated items. Note that each item i in FARAMS can be expanded into, for

instance, 〈i, L〉 and 〈i, D〉 pairs for modeling positive and negative preferences

for item i. Since our preference model only captures positive preferences, we

omitted the fuzzy set information when describing the expanded item 〈i, L〉 for

simplicity. In this chapter, hence, a rule “i → t” should be interpreted as “if a

user liked item i, then (s)he also liked item t”.

The second task is to compute {〈u, f, mLike(ru,f )〉}, the set of user prefer-

ences for item attributes, based on {〈u, i, mLike(ru,i)〉} and {〈i, f〉} for mining

CARs. The rating ru,f is the average rating u have given the set of {i} containing

f as aforementioned.

The third task is to generate transactional representations of the preference

data to facilitate the rule mining process. As noted, our proposed model

consists of two sets of preference data, denoted as {〈u, i, mLike(ru,i)〉} and

{〈u, f, mLike(ru,f )〉}. These sets of data are transformed into vertical TID-lists

as described in Chapter 3.3.1. We refer to the vertical TID-list representations of

user preferences for items and those for item attributes as TIDi and TIDf re-

spectively hereafter. Table 4.1 summarizes the important notations we described

in this subsection.

4.4.2 Mining Association Rules

CLARE extended the mining algorithm of FARAMS for mining CARs for cold-

start items. Given a target item t ∈ I , CLARE starts mining item-level association
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rules for it in the form of “{i} → t”, where t /∈ {i}, using the mining algorithm

described in Chapter 3.3.2. If no item-level association rule can be mined,

meaning that item t is a cold-start item that is not associated with other items

in the system, CLARE attempts to infer preferences for t from its attributes.

The choice of attribute types used for mining is domain dependent and can be

specified by users. In what follows, we briefly revisit the mining algorithm of

FARAMS, and then describe how we extended the algorithm for mining CARs

for cold-start items.

Overview of the mining algorithm

The mining algorithm of FARAMS is an Apriori-like, adaptive-support algorithm

that mines association rules for one target item at a time [5, 89, 80]. We

summarize the key tasks of the mining algorithm as follows:

1. The algorithm iteratively generates frequent κ-itemsets, which are sets of

κ items satisfying the minSupp constraint, using the Apriori-gen function

[5]. As FARAMS aims at mining rules for a given target item t at a time, it

only retains frequent itemsets containing the t for the next task.

2. The algorithm generates association rules from the frequent κ-itemsets in

the form of “{i} → t”. Association rules that satisfy all user-specified

interestingness constraints, such as minimum confidence and minimum

correlation, are considered interesting.

The mining algorithm of FARAMS adopts the adaptive-support strategy pro-

posed in [89] as noted. It automatically adjusts the minSupp used for mining,

so that the number of interesting rules is between minNumRules and maxNum-

Rules, unless fewer than minNumRules rules exist for the given interestingness

constraints.

Mining CARs for cold-start items

CLARE adapted the mining algorithm of FARAMS for mining CARs for cold-

start items by extending the concept of a single target item to a group of attributes

of the given target item. Only {i}, Item nodes, are considered when the rule

mining process begins, and the group of target “attributes” actually contains the

target item t only. If t is found to be a cold-start item, its Item Attribute
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Algorithm 4.4.1 The minCAR algorithm (overview)

Input: t, TIDi, TIDf

Output: Rt (the set of CARs mined for t)

Steps:

1 {candidateAttr, TIDfc} ← attributes and their associated TID-lists of t;

2 {targetAttr, TIDft} ← frequent itemsets and their TID-lists mined from

{candidateAttr, Tfc};

3 Rft ← interesting CARs containing targetAttr in the rule heads;

4 Rt ← replace the rule head of each rule r ∈ Rft by t;

5 return Rt;

nodes are then used for mining, and the group of attributes becomes the group of

interesting attributes of the target item. Algorithm 4.4.1 describes the steps for

mining CARs for cold-start items in pseudocode.

The five steps of Algorithm 4.4.1 are outlined as follows.

• Step 1 simply retrieves the target item’s list of attributes from {i, f}, and

the TID-lists of the attributes from TIDf . The list of attributes and their

TID-lists are denoted by candidateAttr and TIDfc respectively.

• Step 2 mines frequent itemsets from candidateAttr using the Apriori-gen

function [5]. The maximally frequent itemsets, denoted as targetAttr, and

their TID-lists (TIDft) are retained for mining CARs for cold-start items.

Note that each itemset in targetAttr may contain more than 1 item from

candidateAttr.

The minSupp for mining targetAttr is determined using the attribute-based

specification proposed in [161]. The attribute-based specification adopts

the average support of itemsets containing attribute-value pairs as the

minSupp. For example, if States and Gender are two attributes in a table (in

a transactional database), the minimum support of an itemset containing a

state code and a gender is then |DB|
50

∗ |DB|
2

, where |DB| is the number of

records in the table, and 50 and 2 are the numbers of possible values for

the States and the Gender attributes respectively [161].

We adopted an average support for mining targetAttr because different

attributes can have very different generalities. In the MovieLens 100k
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dataset, for example, the Director attribute has more than 1,000 distinct

values, whereas Genre only has 19. Each value of Genre should therefore

appear more frequently than that of Director. This means that if the

adaptive-support strategy is used, the set of frequent attributes would likely

be dominated by those having a small number of distinct values.

• Step 3 mines CARs containing targetAttr in the rule heads using the min-

ing algorithm described in the previous subsection. Note that the Apriori-

gen function generates candidate κ-itemsets, where κ is the number of

items in each itemset, by joining two frequent (κ-1)-itemsets [5]. When

mining CARs, however, we do not join 2 itemsets if both of them are

from the targetAttr because this has already been done in the process of

generating targetAttr from candidateAttr.

• Step 4 is a post-processing step that replaces the rule head, which was an

itemset in targetAttr, of each CAR by the target item t. In other words, the

rules mined in the previous step are used as if they were mined for t.

• Step 5 returns the set of interesting rules containing t in the rule heads,

denoted by Rt. The rules are stored in a rule base for generating recom-

mendations.

4.4.3 Generating Recommendations

This step generates recommendations for users based on their known preferences

and the rule base. This consists of three tasks. Firstly, when an active user

a requests recommendations, we determine rules that are relevant to user a’s

known preferences. A rule “i → t” is considered relevant if user a had liked

item i previously, but has not yet rated item t. In such case, item t is considered

a recommendable item for user a.

Secondly, we assign to each recommendable item t a predicted preference

value, determined by interestingness scores of the relevant rules containing item

t in their rule heads. Such interestingness scores are in general indicators of the

quality of the rules, for example, their support, confidence and correlation values

[89, 71]. If a recommendable item t appears in the heads of more than one

relevant rule, we sum up the interestingness scores of such rules to determine

user u’s predicted preference value for item t [71]. The higher the predicted
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preference value obtained by a recommendable item, the more likely that the

active user will like the item.

Finally, we recommend the N items with the highest predicted preference

values to user a (Top-N recommendation).

4.5 Experimental Results

This section presents experimental results on validating the ability of CLARE to

provide cold-start recommendations. We first describe the experimental settings

and then discuss the results.

4.5.1 Dataset

We evaluated the performance of CLARE using the MovieLens 100k dataset,

which contains 100,000 ratings for 1,682 movies by 943 users. Ratings were

recorded in an integer 5-point scale (1 to 5). We normalized the ratings by a

simple division of 5, the maximum rating in the dataset:

mLike(ru,i) =
ru,i −min (s)

max(s)−min(s)
(4.2)

where s represents the rating scale used in the dataset. We then considered the

normalized ratings to be the membership degrees of the original ratings with

respect to the Like fuzzy set. Note that it is possible to learn such membership

functions from the dataset for modeling user preferences (e.g. [59]). As this is

not the focus of this study, we only adopted a simple membership function in our

experiments.

We used four types of attributes as Item Attribute nodes for mining

CARs. They include Genre, Cast, Director and Plot Keywords (simply referred

to as Plot hereafter). Genres of the movies were available in the original

MovieLens dataset. The cast and directors of the movies were generously

provided by the GroupLens team for our study. Note that the cast of a movie

only includes the first four actors/actresses listed on the MovieLens website. We

collected plot keywords of the movies from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb),

and weighted the keywords by the TF-IDF feature weighting scheme, described

in Eqs. (2.22)-(2.24). Recall that TF-IDF is a statistical measurement indicating

the importance a feature with respect to a document and a document collection.
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Table 4.2: Averaged statistics about training and test sets.

% of cold-start items (n)

Description 10 20 30

Total no. of ratings - Training set 83,278 67,631 49,358

- Test set 16,722 32,369 50,642

No. of positive ratings - Training set 48,824 42,717 36,352

- Test set 6,551 12,658 19,023

No. of positive ratings per user - Training set 52 45 39

- Test set 7 13 20

In this work, a movie takes the role of a document, while a keyword takes the role

of a feature. We only considered the 15 most important keywords, as determined

by TF-IDF, of each movie in this study to speed up the training process, but this

constraint can be relaxed.

4.5.2 Method and Evaluation Metrics

We consider a rating given by user u on item i to be positive, that is, user u

liked item i, if ru,i ≥ 4 for performance evaluation purpose. We randomly

selected as cold-start items n% (n = {10, 20, 30}) of movies from all movies for

which recommendation could be successful (1,447 movies having at least one

positive rating in the dataset). We created ten random samples for each value of

n. All results reported in this article were averages of the ten samples. In each

experiment, the test set consists of all ratings on the “cold-start” items, while the

training set consists of the ratings on the remaining movies. Table 4.2 reports

averaged statistics about the training sets and test sets.

We generated Top-10 recommendations for active users who had at least one

positive rating in the test set. Recommendation of an item i to an active user a

is considered correct if the tuple 〈a, i〉 exists in the test set and ra,i ≥ 4. It is

considered incorrect if ra,i < 4, or if 〈a, i〉 does not exist in the test set at all.

We evaluated the recommendation accuracy of CLARE based on four commonly

used metrics for evaluating Top-N recommendations. They include precision,

recall, F1 (f-measure) and rank score. Definitions of these metrics are given in

Chapter 2.2.5.

Note that rank score consists of two adjustable parameters, which are h, the
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viewing halflife, and δ(u, ij), the contribution of a correct recommendation to the

overall utility of the ranked recommendation list. We set h = 10, and δ(u, ij) =

mLike(ru,i). This means correctly recommending an item rated as 5, for example,

in user u’ s testset is considered more desirable than recommending an item rated

as 4.

We also reported the coverage rates of CLARE to demonstrate its ability to

recommend cold-start items, which are not recommendable at all in a pure CF

setting.

4.5.3 Parameters

We now report the values of two parameters we adopted in the experiments.

These parameters can be flexibly configured in CLARE for a specific application.

The first parameter is the desired range [minNumRules, maxNumRules] for the

number of rules mined for a target item. We chose the range [10, 40] based

on a set of preliminary experiments. The second parameter is the maximum rule

length, which is the maximum number of items in a rule’s body [89]. We adopted

a maximum rule length of 1 based on our previous experiments with FARAMS

(Chapter 3.4.3).

4.5.4 Evaluation of CLARE

This subsection discusses experimental results on cold-start recommendations

produced by CLARE. We also implemented a baseline algorithm for benchmark-

ing. A commonly used baseline algorithm in CF is known as popularity (POP),

which recommends to an active user the Top-N most popular unseen items in the

training set [14, 43, 63]. POP, however, cannot be used for this study because we

aim at recommending cold-start items that did not appear in the training set. We

therefore implemented a random recommender, which recommends cold-start

items to the active user randomly, as the baseline.

In what follows, we first detail the results of two experiments. The first exper-

iment aims at determining an appropriate measure for scoring recommendable

items. The second experiment evaluates the recommendation quality and cover-

age produced by CLARE using different item attributes for generating cold-start

recommendations. We further discuss the results of this experiment, focusing

on the effects of the varying percentages of cold-start items in the experiments.
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When we describe results as significant in the subsequent discussions, we mean

so statistically based on the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (using a 0.05 significance

level), a non-parametric version of the popular paired t-test.

Predicting preferences for recommendable items

This experiment explores various measures for predicting preferences for recom-

mendable items. As described in Chapter 4.4.3, the predicted preference for a

recommendable item i is the sum of the interestingness scores of all relevant rules

containing i in their heads. The score of a relevant rule is given by some of the

rule’s interestingness measures. We experimented with the three most popular

measures, namely fuzzy support (FS), fuzzy confidence (FC) and correlation

(CORR), as well as combinations of them. The computations of FS, FC and

CORR are given in Eq. (2.16)-(2.18). We combined a set of interestingness

measures M by taking the harmonic mean of the values in M . The harmonic

mean of M , denoted as H(M), is defined as:

H(M) =
|M |∑
m∈M

1
m

(4.3)

The harmonic mean of a list of values tends strongly towards the smallest

value in the list. It therefore has the effect of penalizing CARs that are particu-

larly weak in a certain aspect, such as a CAR having a high confidence but a low

correlation.

Figure 4.3 reports the recommendation quality produced using different sets

of M at different values of n, using Plot for mining CARs. In the figure, M

= {FS, FC} means that H(FS, FC) of a rule is used for predicting the active

user’s preference for the recommendable item in the rule’s head. We do not

discuss coverage in this experiment as varying M only affects the ranking of

recommendable items for an active user.

Figure 4.3 shows that CLARE always outperforms the baseline recommender.

This is not surprising because CLARE provides personalized recommendations to

users based on their known preferences in the training set, whereas the baseline

does not. We therefore focus on the behavior of CLARE in the subsequent

discussions.

The setting M = {FC, CORR} always yields the best results. However,

results produced using M = {CORR} alone are not significantly different from
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Figure 4.3: Recommendation quality produced using different interestingness

measures (M ) for predicting preferences for recommendable items, and Plot as

attribute for mining CARs.
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the best except for rank scores recorded at n = 20 and 30. These seem to

suggest that correlation is an important interestingness measure in CLARE.

Recall that CLARE infers preferences for cold-start items from the attributes they

possess. Our results therefore suggest that we successfully addressed the cold-

start problem by recommending cold-start items having attributes that are highly

correlated with the items that the active users had liked previously.

Using M = {FS} only outperforms the baseline recommender slightly, and

produces the worst results among all other interestingness measures. Further,

adding {FS} to {CORR} and to {FC} impaired the performance achieved using

the two individual measures greatly. For example, adding {FS} to {CORR}
lowered the values of precision, recall, F1 and rank score by approximately

30% at n = 30. We therefore conclude that the support of a rule does not help

predicting preferences for the recommendable item in the rule’s head. This is

explainable in the context of a CF-based recommender system. The idea of CF

is to recommend to an active user items liked by other, similar users. Such

similarity can be derived even from users whose tastes deviate greatly from those

of the majority of users. Similarly, the support of a rule indicates its statistical

importance with respect to the entire database. A rule with high support means

that a large amount of users had liked all items in the rule’s head and body. A

rule with low support, however, may still produce a good recommendation for a

particular user, given that the user has liked the item in the rule’s body.

Given the results in Figure 4.3, we adopted M = {FC, CORR} in the

subsequent experiments.

Effects of item attributes

This experiment evaluates the performance of CLARE when using different item

attributes for mining CARs. The choice of item attributes used for mining

is domain dependent. We experimented with four types of item attributes,

including Genre, Cast, Director, and Plot, when applying CLARE to the movie

domain. Table 4.3 reports the characteristics of these attribute types in our

dataset. In the table, A denotes a specific attribute type. The function N(f,A)

returns the number of movies possessing the value f of the attribute A. FA,

where FA = {f |N(f, A) > 0}, denotes the set of distinct values of the

attribute A. FN(f,A)>1 contains values in FA that are possessed by more than

one movie. N(f,A) is the average number of appearances of all attribute values
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Table 4.3: Statistics about the various attributes.
Attribute (A) |FA| |FN(f,A)>1| N(f, A) Movies with FN(f,A)>1

Genre 18 * 18 157 99.94%

Cast 3,765 1,165 1.8 88.74%

Director 1,073 337 1.6 57.26%

Plot 5,521 5,298 7.8 98.17%

*The original MovieLens dataset has 19 genres, including the genre

“unknown”. We, however, did not consider “unknown” to be a

meaningful genre that can characterize movies.

of A. Movies with FN(f,A)>1 denotes the percentage of movies in the dataset that

possess at least one value in FN(f,A)>1.

Table 4.3 shows that the attributes have very different characteristics. For

instance, Genre only has 18 distinct values in the entire dataset, and the average

number of movies that belong to a particular genre is 157. On the contrary, Direc-

tor is the most specific attribute. Our dataset contains a total of 1,073 directors,

but only around 30% of them directed more than one movie. Interesting, the

N(f, A) values of Director and Cast are very close to each other. Each value of

Director appeared 1.6 times in the dataset on average, while each value of Cast

appeared 1.8 times. However, 88.74% of the movies have actors or actresses

who acted in more than one movie, as compared to the 57.26% for directors.

Given the varying characteristics of the attributes, we expected to have the

following findings in this experiment:

1. Using Genre for generating cold-start recommendations should produce

the worst recommendation quality but a high coverage due to its high

generality.

2. Using Director for mining CARs might also produce unsatisfactory re-

sults, in terms of both recommendation quality and coverage. It is because

only around 30% of the directors could be used for mining CARs for cold-

start items.

3. Plot should perform well in general because it seems to have reasonable

coverage of and generalities for characterizing the movies.

We now report the results of this experiment. Figure 4.4 shows the recom-
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Figure 4.4: Recommendation quality produced using different attributes for

mining CARs, and H(FC, CORR) for predicting preferences for recommendable

items.

mendation quality produced by CLARE when using the different attributes for

mining CARs. Figure 4.5 reports the coverage of cold-start items. It shows the

percentages of cold-start items for which CARs could be mined using different

attributes and at different values of n.

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show that using different attributes for mining CARs

produces varying results, because CLARE infers preferences for cold-start items

from the attribute values they share with other items. In what follows, we

summarize the results of this experiment, and explain the results with respect

to the characteristics of the various attributes in our dataset.

Using Genre in CLARE slightly outperforms the baseline recommender, and
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Figure 4.5: Coverage of cold-start items achieved using different item attributes

for mining.

produces the worst recommendation quality as compared to other attribute types

as expected (Figure 4.4). This should be a result of the high generality of the

Genre attribute in the dataset. Genre only has 18 distinct values, and the average

number of movies that belong to a particular genre is 157 as noted. Apparently,

Genre is so general that it fails to capture the characteristics of the movies,

resulting in the poor recommendation quality. The high coverage it produces

is reasonable as almost all cold-start movies have genres that had been positively

rated in the training sets.

Using Director produces mixed results. Interestingly, it gives the best

recommendation quality but the worst coverage among all individual attribute

types (except for the “Director + Plot” setting discussed next). These can also

be explained with respect to the characteristics of Director, which is the most

specific attribute type. Our dataset contains a total of 1,073 directors, but almost

70% of them directed only one movie. Consequently, these directors could not

be used for inferring preferences for cold-start movies, resulting in the poor

coverage rates. The high recommendation quality suggests that the more specific

an attribute type, the more accurate preference prediction it can facilitate for

cold-start items.

The poor coverage resulted from the high specificity of Director can be

remedied by combining multiple attributes for mining CARs. We used Plot,

which gives the second best recommendation quality and slightly-less-than-

perfect coverage, in addition to Director for generating cold-start recommen-
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dations as an example. The combined setting, denoted by Director + Plot in

Figures 4.4 and 4.5, boosts recommendation quality to the best, and coverage

rates to 100%, 97.9% and 97.7% at n = 10, 20 and 30 respectively. This example

demonstrates that we can achieve good recommendation quality and coverage by

choosing the appropriate attribute types for characterizing domain items.

To conclude, varying the choice of attributes produces quite different re-

sults due to the different characteristics of the attributes. CLARE can achieve

good recommendation quality and high coverage by choosing the appropriate

attributes for characterizing domain items. Given the results of this experiment,

we focus on the behavior of CLARE using Director + Plot as attribute types in

the subsequent discussions unless otherwise stated.

Discussions on results with respect to the percentage of cold-start items (n)

This subsection discusses the results of the previous experiment with respect

to n, the percentage of cold-start items. The following paragraphs detail three

observations we made from Figures 4.4 and 4.5.

The first observation is that recall, F1 and rank score decline consistently as

n increases, meaning that generating recommendations becomes more difficult

when there are more cold-start items in the system. This decline might also be

caused by the decrease in the number of known ratings of users in the training

set (Table 4.2). More specifically, it is generally acknowledged that CF works

better when more known preferences about users are available. We illustrate this

with the help of Figure 4.6. We compared the overall recommendation quality

of CLARE achieved for all users to that achieved for users who had, for example,

at least 20 known ratings in the training set. Figure 4.6 shows that the precision,

recall, F1 and rank score achieved for users having at least 20 known ratings are

well-above those achieved for all test users at all values of n. This might also

suggest that CLARE’s performance would improve over time for an active user

as (s)he rates more items in the system.

The second observation is that CLARE produces better recall than precision

at n = 10, but vice versa at n = 20 and 30. Related to this, as n becomes larger,

precision improves but recall declines in general. These could be explained with

respect to the average numbers of rating per user in the test sets [141]. We gener-

ated Top-10 recommendations for each user in an experiment as aforementioned.

Referring to Table 4.2, each user has on average 7 ratings in the test set when n
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between recommendation quality achieved for all test

users, and that for users having at least 20 known ratings in the training set.

CARs were mined using Director + Plot as attributes.

= 10. Recommending 10 movies to a test user with 7 ratings would therefore

produce at least 3 false positives, resulting in lowered precision. When n = 20

and 30, the average numbers of ratings per user in the test sets are 13 and 20

respectively. Similarly, recommending 10 movies to test users having 13 and 20

ratings would respectively produce at least 3 and 10 false negatives, resulting in

lowered recall. A possible solution to address this problem is to recommend to

user a only |Pa| items, where |Pa| is the number of items user a liked in the test

set. However, this is obviously infeasible in practice as |Pa| would not be known

until a rated all items in the system.

The third observation is that the coverage of CLARE does not show any

specific correlation with the value of n. This is because CLARE is able to infer

preferences for cold-start items as long as there exist common attributes between

those items and items in the training set.

Remarks on precision and recall

Herlocker et al. [55] suggested that precision and recall are biased and should

not be interpreted as absolute measures. We also mentioned in the previous
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subsection that recommending a fixed number of items to test users might

produce false positives and false negatives that could adversely affect precision

and recall. We nonetheless adopted them in our study for three reasons. Firstly,

as discussed in Chapter 2.2.5, they do not take into consideration the value

of TN (false negatives), which is likely to be extremely large in the Top-N

recommendation task. Secondly, they are easy to interpret metrics that can

fully support comparative studies between different algorithms across different

experimental settings. Lastly, they sufficiently support our study, which focuses

on recommending a small number of items to users. For these reasons, we

decided to adopt precision and recall in this study, rather than other decision

support metrics, such as CROC [141] and classification accuracy [99].

4.5.5 Comparisons with Related Work

We described in Chapter 4.2 two existing approaches to cold-start recommenda-

tions, namely the aspect model and the naive filterbot algorithm. The aspect

model proposed by Schein et al. [140] is one of the most noticeable work

focusing on the cold-start problem. However, we were unable to conduct a

systematic comparison between their work and ours because they did not report

evaluation results on the Top-N recommendation task, which is equivalent to the

rating prediction task described in their paper [140].

We were also unable to empirically compare CLARE and the naive filterbot

algorithm by Park et al. [117]. It is because the naive filterbot algorithm itself

is not a recommendation algorithm. Instead, it injects ratings into the ratings

matrix, on which CF algorithms are applied to generate recommendations.

Although we were unable to compare CLARE with the two related ap-

proaches, we identified and implemented two other possible algorithms for

generating cold-start recommendations. The first algorithm, developed based

on FARAMS, makes use of Multiple-level Similarity (MS) between items in item

taxonomies, and is referred to as the MS-based recommendation algorithm in the

subsequent discussions. The second algorithm is a pure content-based algorithm

that recommends cold-start items based on their attributes. We describe in

the following the implementation of the two algorithms, which we compared

empirically against CLARE.
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MS-based recommendation algorithm

We developed the MS-based recommendation algorithm, which extends the use

of Multiple-level Similarity (MS) between items in the MAR [71] algorithm and

in FARAMS, for generating cold-start recommendations. This was done in three

main steps:

1. Given a taxonomy of items, which is the relationship between movies and

their genres (G) in the movie domain, we mined MARs between genres

from the dataset. We set the desired range of the number of rules to be

mined to [1, |G|-1] following the settings in [80]. The set of MARs mined

in this step is denoted by Rg.

2. We computed the fuzzified average rating each user u has given each genre

g, denoted by u[g], based on his/her known ratings in the training set.

3. Given an active user a, the rules mined in (1), and user a’s preferences for

genres determined in (2), we generated cold-start recommendations for a

using Algorithm. 4.5.1.

Figure 4.7 compares the recommendation quality of the MS-based recom-

mendation algorithm and CLARE. Experiments were performed under identical

settings. The score of a rule r, denoted as r.score in Algorithm 4.5.1 (Step 5),

was determined using H(FC, CORR). The MS-based algorithm mines MARs

from taxonomies, which are relationships between movies and their genres

as noted. Recall that Genre fails to capture the characteristics of movies

and therefore produces the worst performance among all attribute types in

CLARE (Figure 4.4). We nonetheless conducted the comparison based on the

performance of CLARE achieved using Genre as attribute to conform to the

notion of “taxonomy” in MS-based recommendation. This also facilitates a fair

comparison between the two algorithms.

CLARE outperforms the MS-based algorithm at all values of n. This seems

to suggest that CARs between the attributes of cold-start items and other items

in the dataset can better predict preferences for the cold-start items. Further,

we point out that CLARE performs significantly better when using more specific

item attributes, such as Director and Plot of movies, for recommending cold-

start items as noted.
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Algorithm 4.5.1 The MS-based recommendation algorithm for recommending

cold-start items to an active user a.

Input: The active user a’s preferences for genres (a[g]), N , and the set of

MARs between movie genres (Rg)

Output: Ir, the set of recommended items for user a

Steps:

1. for each cold-start item i do

2. si ← 0;

3. for each genre gn of i do

4. if there exists a rule r = gm → gn in Rg then

5. si ← si + r.score * a[gm];

6. end if

7. end for

8. end for

9. Pa ← N items having the highest si;

10. return Pa;
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between CLARE and MS-based recommendation (hy-

brid), using Genre as attribute.
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Pure content-based recommendation algorithm

The aspect model, the naive filterbot algorithm and the MS-based recommen-

dation algorithm are hybrid algorithms that integrate content information about

items into collaborative filters. Pure content-based recommendation algorithms

are also capable of generating cold-start recommendations. We therefore im-

plemented a content-based recommender, similar to that described in [110, 103,

141], based on the multinomial Naive Bayes (NB) model [100] and compared it

with CLARE. In what follows, we first describe the design of the recommender,

referred to as the NB recommender, and how it is adapted to the Top-N rec-

ommendation task. We then present results on the comparison between the NB

recommender and CLARE.

The NB recommender addresses content-based recommendation as a text

classification problem, in which items are regarded as documents (D), item

attributes are regarded as features (F ), and user-specified ratings are class labels

(C) [110, 103]. As the Top-N recommendation task aims at determining items

that active users may like, we used Like (ru,i ≥ 4) and Dislike (ru,i < 4), instead

of the exact ratings, as class labels. In other words, the set class labels used for

building the NB recommender contains two members: C = {Like, Dislike}.

The NB recommender was implemented as follows. Firstly, given a class

cj and an attribute-value pair fi ∈ F , the probability P(fi|cj) is estimated from

the training data with add-one (Laplace) smoothing using Eq. (2.28). Then, the

probability that a movie i belongs to a class cj , denoted as P(i|cj), is computed

using Eq. (2.29) (recall that an item i takes the role of a document d in the

context of movie recommendations). Note that the prior probability P(cj) can

be discarded in practice because its value is constant for all items for the same

active user.

The above steps for building a NB recommender are the same as those

for building a document classifier. We now describe the adaptation of the NB

recommender to the Top-N recommendation task. Previous studies, such as

[110, 141], used the NB recommender to assign a predicted rating (class label)

to i based on the maximum posteriori probability P(i|cj). However, we aim

at ranking the cold-start items for generating Top-N recommendations rather

than the computing the exact predicted ratings of the items. We adapted the

NB recommender to the Top-N recommendation task by first computing the
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between CLARE and Naive Bayes (NB) recommender

(content-based), using Director + Plot as attributes.

posterior odds of P(i|cj = Like) to P(i|cj = Dislike) for each recommendable

item i for the active user a [110]. We then recommend the 10 items having

the highest posterior odds to a, thereby facilitates comparison between the NB

recommender and CLARE for the Top-N recommendation task.

Figure 4.8 shows the recommendation quality of the NB recommender and

CLARE. We used Director + Plot of movies for training the NB recommender.

Note that one NB recommender is trained for each active user, so that no

collaborative information was used, and that the NB recommender is purely

content-based.

CLARE is more robust than the NB recommender Figure 4.8 shows. Further,

CLARE’s advantage over the NB recommender becomes more significant as n

increases. We conclude that CLARE is more effective than the content-based NB

recommender in addressing the cold-start problem.

4.6 Summary

This chapter discusses our effort on addressing the cold-start problem in CF.

We introduced a preference model comprising user-item relationships and item-
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item relationships, and described how the proposed algorithm, CLARE, generates

cold-start recommendations by CAR mining. The main feature of CLARE is that

when no association rule for a certain item can be mined from ratings data, it

takes into consideration the attributes the item has in common with other items

to generate recommendations by CAR mining.

We also presented a comprehensive evaluation of CLARE. CLARE achieves

good recommendation quality by making use of highly correlated items and

item attributes for generating cold-start recommendations. It provides high

coverage regardless of the number of cold-start items in the system. Further,

it outperforms related algorithms, including MS-based and pure content-based,

in recommending cold-start items. All these results are very encouraging,

and suggest that our work successfully and effectively addressed the cold-start

problem in CF.

We nonetheless identified two limitations of CLARE. Firstly, we mentioned

in Chapter 4.3 that the Item Attribute layer in the proposed preference

model may contain multiple sub-layers (e.g. in [162]), which are actually

attributes of the Item Attribute nodes, in a real world application. We

point out that such sub-layers are not likely to be useful for inferring preferences

about the Item nodes in the context of recommender systems. Consider IMDb

as an example, where Item nodes are movies, while Item Attribute nodes

are directors, actors/actresses, plot summaries and so on. An example of an

Item Attribute sub-layer is the portfolio of a particular actor, such as his

place of birth, birthday and biography. One might agree that the presence of an

actor in a movie may affect a user’s rating for or interest in watching the movie,

but the portfolio of the actor himself may not. For instance, it is unreasonable

for a movie recommender system to predict that the user would like the movie

because its leading actor was born on a certain date. This is why we do not

consider Item Attribute sub-layers in our current work. It may still be

interesting to study the behavior of CLARE with the presence of such sub-layers

from a data mining perspective.

Secondly, our preference model assumes that a transaction supporting an

item also supports all of the item’s attributes. In other words, it assumes that

a user giving a rating on a movie would also give the same rating on the movie’s

attributes, such as its cast and directors. This assumption can be relaxed with the

current advent of sentiment analysis techniques [83, 79], which aim at extracting
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and analyzing user opinions from textual reviews. This motivated our work

on sentiment analysis and its possible integration with collaborative filters, as

discussed in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 5

Augmenting Ratings from Reviews
for CF by Rating Inference

5.1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis deals with the automatic identification, extraction, and clas-

sification of opinions in texts. It can be used to develop applications that assist

decision makers and information analysts in tracking user opinions about topics

that they are interested in [170, 61, 168]. An example of sentiment analysis is

the classification of a movie review as “thumbs up” or “thumbs down” [115].

One interesting application of sentiment analysis that has not yet received

much research attention is the use of sentiment analysis to augment ratings for

performing CF. User preferences in CF are usually collected either implicitly

by capturing users’ interactions with the system (e.g. purchase histories), or

explicitly by asking users to give scalar ratings on items they have examined

as noted. With the advent of Web 2.0 technologies, user-generated reviews are

now popular a means for users to express their comments or preferences. Some

review hubs, such as Amazon.com and the Internet Movie Database (IMDb),

allow end-users to provide reviews in free text format. Such reviews can also be

considered a type of “user ratings”, although they are natural language texts that

are not readily usable by existing CF algorithms. While the PHOAKS system

[153] classifies web sites recommended by users in new group messages, it does

not involve mining user preferences from texts.

We proposed hybrid recommendation algorithms that utilize concept hier-

archies of domain items for addressing the problems of data sparseness and
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cold-start recommendations in Chapters 3 and 4. In this chapter and the next,

we attempt to address these problems along another dimension by the use of

user-generated reviews. We describe in this chapter our work on utilizing user-

generated reviews for CF by means of rating inference. Our work is motivated

by the fact that while CF suffers from the problem of data sparseness, sentiment

analysis is able to elicit user preferences expressed in textual reviews that are

not readily usable for performing CF. More specifically, we propose to bridge

the gap between sentiment analysis and CF. Our proposal offers two advantages.

Firstly, it addresses the well-known data sparseness problem in CF by enabling

existing CF algorithms to use user-generated reviews as an additional source of

user preferences. Secondly, it helps extending CF to domains where numerical

ratings on products are difficult to collect, or where preferences on domain

items are more natural to be expressed as texts. An example of such domains

is travel and tourism, in which the most successful recommender systems are

built upon content- or knowledge-based techniques [128], although numerous

textual reviews are available as travel journals and reviews. Integrating sentiment

analysis and CF allows for the use of existing reviews for personalization

purpose.

As described in Chapter 2.5.1, rating inference is a sentiment analysis task

that aims at representing the overall polarity of opinions in text documents, which

are user-generated reviews in our work, as numerical ratings. Such ratings can

readily be used by existing CF algorithms, allowing easy and direct integration

of sentiment analysis and CF. We demonstrated this empirically in this chapter

based on our proposed Probabilistic Rating infErence Framework (PREF). PREF

applies existing language processing techniques to extract interesting informa-

tion from reviews. It determines the SO (sentimental orientation) and strength

of opinion words using our proposed relative-frequency-based method, and then

assigns numerical ratings to the reviews based on a probabilistic rating inference

model. We compared PREF to several related studies to validate its robustness,

and demonstrated its successful integration with CF.

The major technical contributions of our work are two-fold. Firstly, we pro-

posed novel, simple yet effective methods for determining the SO and strength of

opinion words, as well as the overall ratings of reviews. Secondly, we empirically

demonstrated that rating inference is a feasible method for enabling review-based

CF by successfully integrated PREF with the classical user-based CF algorithm.
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To the best of our knowledge, this has not been done in any precedent work, and

we hope our work can compel further research into the integration of sentiment

analysis and CF.

The next section describes the dataset we collected to facilitate the purpose

of this study. It also discusses the observations we made from the dataset.

Chapter 5.3 details the design of PREF, the proposed rating inference framework.

Chapter 5.4 discusses experimental results which validated the effectiveness of

PREF, while Chapter 5.5 demonstrates how rating inference enables review-

based CF. Finally, we summarize our contributions and findings in this work

in Chapter 5.6.

5.2 Analysis of Movie Reviews

We used movie reviews as the domain of this study for two reasons. Firstly,

there exist a large number of movie reviews on the Web that can be used for our

experiments. Many of those reviews are accompanied by user-specified ratings

that can be used as ground truth in our experimental study. Secondly, the movie

domain is the most well-studied domain that has received great success in CF.

We therefore would like to base this work, which represents our initial effort on

integrating sentiment analysis and CF, on such domain.

We collected a set of movie reviews from the IMDb. We then examined

the dataset to determine the linguistic processing tasks that should be included

in our proposed framework. We performed some preliminary experiments on

the processed dataset to analyze the characteristics of the dataset, especially

the use of opinion words in the reviews. Experimental results helped us design

appropriate methods for extracting opinion words and determining their SO and

strength. The following subsections describe our data collection method and the

observations we made from the preliminary experiments.

5.2.1 Data Collection

We first explain the need for collecting a new reviews dataset rather than adopting

existing benchmarking CF and sentiment analysis datasets. Obviously, existing

CF datasets, such as the MovieLens datasets and the book-crossing [178] dataset,

cannot facilitate our study because they only contain ratings data. Existing
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sentiment analysis datasets, however, do not fit the purpose of our study as

well. One characteristic of CF applications is that the numbers of items and

users, especially in large-scaled e-commerce applications, are large. We were,

however, unable to find any sentiment analysis dataset having a considerable

number of users and items that are comparable to widely used CF datasets (e.g.

MovieLens datasets). In view of these, we collected our own dataset for this

study.

We collected movie reviews from IMDb for the movies in the MovieLens

100k dataset, courtesy of GroupLens Research [75]. The MovieLens dataset

contains ratings on 1,692 movies by 943 users. We removed movies that are

duplicated or unidentifiable (movies without names), and crawled the IMDb,

with a six- to ten-second delay between requests, to download reviews for

the remaining movies. The reviews were downloaded as HTML pages. Each

page contains 0 to 10 reviews. We developed a program to extract all reviews

in each page. The resulting dataset contains approximately 50k reviews on

1,536 movies, provided by 1,805 different users. We then filtered out reviews

without user-specified ratings, which are used for evaluating the proposed rating

inference framework. We also discarded contributions from users who have

provided fewer than 10 reviews to facilitate our future experiments on integrating

rating inference with CF. The final dataset contains approximately 30k reviews

on 1,477 movies, provided by 1,065 different users.

Each complete review in our dataset contains several headers and a text body.

The headers include movie ID, user ID, review date, summary, which is a one-

line summary in natural language text written by the user, and a rating, which is

a user-specified number ranging from 1 (awful) to 10 (excellent). The text body

is the user’s comments on the movie.

5.2.2 Preliminary Experiments and Observations

We performed a set of preliminary experiments on the collected data. The

purpose of the experiments is to examine the use of opinion phrases in reviews.

We are particularly interested in this because the ultimate goal of our work is to

integrate sentiment analysis of CF, due to the observation that reviews contain

detailed preferences information that may be useful for generating collaborative

recommendations. We seek to identify appropriate methods for extracting and
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understanding user opinions in reviews based on the preliminary experiments.

In what follows, we first describe the method we used for identifying opinion

words in reviews, and then detail the setup and results of our preliminary

experiments.

Identifying opinion words

Previous work on subjectivity analysis suggests that adjectives have a strong

association with subjectivity [17, 165]. We therefore consider adjectives to be

opinions as in several other related studies [156, 61, 62]. In other words, our

preliminary experiments focus on examining the use of adjectives in reviews,

and we need to apply POS tagging to our dataset in order to identify adjectives

from the reviews.

The most well-known POS tagger in the NLP literature is the Brill tagger

[15]. However, we adopted another NLP processor known as MontyLingua [92]

in our work, because MontyLingua was developed based on the Brill tagger, but

produces higher tagging accuracy (around 97%). The sentence below shows an

example of the output produced by the POS tagging function of MontyLingua.

“Good/JJ beginning/NN and/CC end/NN but/CC unpleasant/JJ mid-

dle/NN”

In the above sentence, each token, which is a whitespace-delimited string,

represents a “word/POS tag” pair. The POS tags JJ, NN and CC represent

adjective, noun and coordinating conjunction respectively.

We also paid attention to the use of negation words, including “not”, “never”

and “neither”, in the reviews. Consider the following sentence extracted from a

review in our dataset:

“The first half is a painful experience, while the second half is simply

not good.”

In the above example, the use of the word “not” has a negation effect on the

adjective “good”. We applied a simple negation tagging heuristic to address

the effects of negation words [24, 115]. Specifically, if the negation tagging

process identifies a negation word in a sentence, it adds a special tag to the

adjectives appeared after the negation word in the rest of the sentence. In the
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above example, the adjective good would be changed to “NOT good”, which is

then treated as a separate opinion word. Negation words may be written in short

forms, such as “don’t”. We therefore applied fuzzy string matching by regular

expressions when detecting negation words in a sentence to allow word variants

such as “do not” and “dont”, which is not uncommon in casual forms of writing

including user-generated reviews.

The use of opinion words in reviews

We performed a set of preliminary experiments to analyze the use of opinion

words in reviews as noted. The purpose of doing so is to investigate appropriate

methods for determining the SO and strengths of opinion words.

We first applied POS tagging and negation tagging to our dataset as afore-

mentioned. We then randomly sampled from the dataset three training sets,

namely T10, T5 and T1, each containing 500 reviews having user-specified

ratings of 10/10, 5/10 and 1/10 respectively. These ratings were chosen as they

seem to be appropriate representative cases for positive, neutral and negative

sentiments.

We used a program to extract the processed adjectives from our dataset, and

compute their frequency counts from each of the training sets. Some frequent

opinion words appeared the training sets were selected for further analysis.

The number of distinct opinion words appeared in the training sets is 4,545,

among which 839 (around 18.5%) appeared in two of the three training sets,

and 738 (around 16.2%) appeared in all three. We further examined opinion

words that appeared in more than one training set. Table 5.1 lists the 15 most

frequent opinion words (Top 15) of this kind in each training set in descending

order of their frequency counts. In the table, the number in brackets following

an opinion word is its relative frequency in the particular training set, computed

as its frequency count in the training set divided by its total frequency count in

all training sets. Boldface is used to highlight words having the highest relative

frequency among the three training sets.

We made the following observations based on the analysis on the occurrence

and relative frequencies of opinion words in the training sets:

1. In general, the relative frequencies of opinion words that are in general

considered to be “Positive” are usually, but not always, the highest in T10
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Table 5.1: Top 15 opinion words with relative frequencies.

Training set Opinion words with relative frequencies

T10 best (0.68), great (0.66), good (0.33), many (0.47), first (0.38),
classic (0.71), better (0.30), favorite (0.75), perfect (0.75), great-
est (0.85), wonderful (0.83), excellent (0.70), funny (0.36), sad
(1.00), brilliant (0.81)

T5 good (0.39), more (0.54), much (0.51), bad (0.35), better (0.41),
other (0.32), few (0.73), great (0.21), first (0.34), best (0.19), little
(0.47), many (0.29),

funny (0.38), NOT good (0.45), NOT bad (0.55)

T1 bad (0.65), good (0.28), worst (0.89), much (0.49), more (0.46),

other (0.28),

first (0.28), better (0.29), many (0.24), great (0.13), best (0.13),

stupid (0.56), boring (0.56), NOT good (0.36), only (0.48)

Table 5.2: Top 1 opinion words with relative frequencies.

Understood Relative frequency in:
Opinion word SO (strength) T10 T5 T1

best positive (strong) 0.68 0.19 0.13

good positive (mild) 0.33 0.39 0.28

bad negative (strong) 0 0.35 0.65

and the lowest in T1. On the contrary, those of “negative” opinion words

are usually the highest in T1 and the lowest in T10. Table 5.2 lists as

examples the relative frequencies of the most frequent opinion word (Top

1) in each training set. Boldface is used to highlight the highest relative

frequency of each opinion word.

This observation probably suggests that relative frequencies may help

determining the SO and strengths of opinion words. For example, the

word “best” appeared in T10 for 68% of the time. It may therefore be

considered a positive opinion word with a strength of 0.68.

2. Referring to the previous observation, even opinion words having strong

positive (resp. negative) SO in the T10 (resp. T1) training set appeared in

the other two training sets as well. We suggest to allow an opinion word to
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have multiple SO when performing rating inference. This models the fact

that an opinion word can appear in reviews having different ratings.

Adopting the fuzzy set concept [173], which means that an attribute can be

a member of some fuzzy sets to certain degrees, we allow an opinion word

to have multiple SO and strength. A membership degree is determined by

a membership function, and its value is in the range [0, 1]. In the context

of our work, such “membership degree” with respect to a certain SO can

be determined by the relative frequency of a word in the corresponding

training set. For instance, the word “best” have SO Positive, Neutral and

Negative with the strengths 0.68, 0.19 and 0.13 respectively.

3. Using a relative-frequency-based method to determine the SO and strengths

of opinion words means that opinion words appeared more frequently in

T10 are considered positive sentiments, and vice versa. We found that

the resulting SO of opinion words may not agree with their generally

understood SO. An example is the word “frightening” which seems to

express a negative sentiment. In our movie review dataset, however, its

relative frequency in T1 is only 0.29.

4. We further conclude that synonyms do not necessarily have similar SO

based on the previous observation. For example, the word “terrible”, is a

synonym of the word “frightening”, but its relative frequency in T1 is 0.75

(that of “frightening” is 0.29).

We described in Chapter 2.5.3 a class of existing techniques that makes

use of a set of seed adjectives and the semantic similarities between word

meanings to determine SO of opinion words [61, 62, 72, 68]. These

studies assumed that semantic similarity implies sentimental similarity.

Our analysis, however, indicates that this is not necessarily true. While

such semantic-similarity-based methods may help performing topic-based

classification, it may not be applicable to sentiment analysis. This further

suggests that our relative-frequency-based method overcomes a major

limitation of existing semantic-similarity-based methods, because it allows

similar words to have totally different SO.

5. We noticed that many words appeared in the training sets may not have

clear sentiments, or are not expressing sentiments at all. Examples include
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“116-minute”, “yellow” and “year-old”. Further, many words with the

strength 1 are typos or meaningless words that appeared only once in

the training sets. Examples include “woodi”, “directer” and “so-good-

i-wanna-see-it-again-and-buy-the-dvd”. We therefore attempted to prune

the extracted opinion words, or the opinion dictionary, with the concern

that these irrelevant words, or noises, may have adverse effects on the

performance of the proposed framework. Chapter 5.4.3 describes the

pruning method and results.

To sum up, our analysis of movie reviews suggests that relative frequencies

of opinion words may be useful indicators of their SO and opinion strength.

To the best of our knowledge, this simple relative-frequency-based method has

not been adopted in related studies, thus its effectiveness has to be evaluated

empirically. Further, we propose to allow opinion words to have both positive

and negative to certain degrees to facilitate rating inference. Although the

algorithm in [68] determined both positive and negative SO of words, it only used

the primary (dominant) SO of words when performing sentiment classification.

The effectiveness of using multiple SO should therefore be studied. We are

also concerned about effects of noises (irrelevant words) that may have on the

performance of the proposed framework. We therefore attempted to prune the

opinion dictionary to minimize their adverse effects, if any.

5.3 PREF: A Probabilistic Rating Inference Frame-

work

PREF is a probabilistic rating inference framework developed to support the

integration of sentiment analysis and CF. It includes four major steps, namely

data preparation, feature extraction, opinion dictionary construction and rating

inference. Figure 5.1 depicts an overview of PREF and how it is related to CF.

5.3.1 Data Preparation

The data preparation step preprocesses user reviews for the subsequent analysis.

Different preprocessing may be required depending on the data sources. For
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Figure 5.1: Overview of PREF

example, if user reviews are downloaded as HTML pages, the HTML tags and

non-textual contents they contain are removed in this step.

A user review is usually a semistructured document, containing some struc-

tured headers and an unstructured text body (comments). Sentiment analysis

algorithms usually do not require information other than the user-specified

comments and ratings (e.g. for performance evaluation), but PREF extracts also

the identities of users and domain items because they are needed for performing

CF. Note that the term “reviews” hereafter refers to the textual comments given

by users.

5.3.2 Feature Extraction

This step extracts features, including opinion words and item features, from the

reviews. In additional to the aforementioned POS tagging and negation tagging

tasks, we also performed feature generalization on our dataset.

Feature generalization is about generalizing interesting features that may be

overly specific [25], such as product brands and movie names. Such features

are identified with the aid of POS tags by matching proper nouns in reviews

with attributes of domain items. In the movie reviews domain, for example, a
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sentence “Toy Story is pleasant and fun.”, in which “Toy Story” is the name

of the movie being reviewed, is generalized to “ MOVIE is pleasant and fun.”.

We adopted this task as a kind of discourse analysis to facilitate rating inference

which involves assigning weights to opinions associated with interesting item

features.

After analyzing a review d using the above tasks, this feature extraction step

produces a representation of d as a list of opinion words, Vd = {v1, v2, ..., vn},

and a list of item features, Fd = {f1, f2, ..., fn}. Each vi is an adjective, and fi is

the nearest noun or noun phrase (item feature) in the sentence from which vi is

extracted. If the associated feature of an entry in Vd cannot be identified, then the

corresponding entry in Fd is null. Vd is used in the following opinion dictionary

construction and rating inference steps, while Fd is used in the rating inference

step for assigning weights to opinions.

5.3.3 Opinion Dictionary Construction

An opinion dictionary contains opinion words, their estimated SO and the

strength of their SO. We described in Chapter 5.2 that existing semantic-similarity-

based methods for determining SO assume that similar word meanings imply

similar SO, but such assumption may not hold in sentiment analysis. We

therefore proposed a novel relative-frequency-based method to overcome this.

Our method estimates the strength of an opinion word vi with respect to a

sentiment class cj , denoted as OS(vi, cj), as follows:

OS(vi, cj) =
N(vi, cj) + α∑|C|

k=1
N(Vj)

N(Vk)
∗ [N(vi, ck) + α]

(5.1)

where α is a small number that serves as a smoothing factor to avoid zero

probabilities of unseen opinion words, cj and ck are elements in C, which is the

set of sentiment classes used for determining SO. Note that sentiment classes in

the rating inference task are ratings, for example, C = {1, 2, 3, 4}. N(vi, cj)

and N(vi, ck) denote the frequency counts of vi in cj and ck respectively in the

training corpus. N(Vj)

N(Vk)
is a normalization factor, where N(Vj) and N(Vk) are

the total frequency counts of the opinion words in classes cj and ck respectively.

More specifically, it normalizes the frequency of vi in a given sentiment class by

the frequency of all opinion words in that class.
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The proposed method offers three advantages. Firstly, it allows an opinion

word to have multiple SO, each with a corresponding strength. This addresses

the facts that opinion words may appear in more than one sentiment class, and

that even a review associated with a high rating could contain negative comments

on the relevant subject, and vice versa. Secondly, the SO and strength of an

opinion word are determined by its relative frequencies of appearance in different

sentiment classes. The SO of an opinion word is therefore not limited to its

generally understood SO or the SO of its semantically related words, thereby

overcomes a major limitation of semantic-similarity-based methods. Thirdly, the

opinion dictionary can be maintained easily because new words can be added

without having to rebuild the entire dictionary. The frequencies of existing

opinion words can also be updated incrementally.

We mentioned in Chapter 5.2.2 that our opinion dictionary contains noises,

because our method identifies opinion words based on POS information. Noises

include words without clear SO or are not expressing sentiments, meaningless

words and typos. Due to the concern that the noises might adversely affect the

performance of PREF, we attempted to prune the opinion dictionary and then

experimentally evaluated the effect of the pruning. Results generally suggest that

the noises do not affect performance adversely, thus pruning is not necessary in

PREF. Chapter 5.4.3 provides details about the pruning method and results.

5.3.4 Rating Inference

Rating inference aims at determining the overall SO of a review based on the

SO of the opinion words it contains. It has been viewed as a multi-category

classification task, in which class labels are scalar ratings, such as 1 to 5 “stars”.

It is, however, different from standard topic-based classification because class

labels in the rating inference task are ordered, and there exist different degrees of

similarity between the class labels. For instance, “5 stars” is intuitively closer to

“4 stars” than to “2 stars”. Previous studies therefore addressed rating inference

as a regression task [112, 114], and it is important to take the intuitive similarities

between class labels into consideration in the rating inference process.

PREF infers a predicted rating from an unseen review d as follows. Firstly, d

goes through the feature extraction step which returns the list of opinion words

in d, Ad = {a1, a2, ..., ai}, and the product features associated with A, Fd =
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{f1, f2, ..., fi}. Secondly, the weights of F , Wd = {w(f1), w(f2), ..., w(fi)}, are

determined based on some predefined criteria. Note that w(fi) can be defined

with respect to a particular review d, which is written by a single user in the

system. This means that individual users’ preferences for different features can

be catered if such preferences are available. Finally, a rating, which is the overall

SO of d, is estimated for d given the opinion dictionary, Ad and Wd.

Weighting item features

PREF provides the flexibility of weighting different opinion words according

to the estimated importance of their associated product features in reviews, if

any. Adopting weights also allows easy integration with user-specified interest

profiles if necessary. For example, if a certain user of a movie recommender

system specified that he is particularly interested in a certain actor, then the acting

of that actor in a movie may have stronger influence on the his preference for the

movie.

Learning user-specific feature weights is an interesting task in its own right.

It is, however, not within the scope of this study. We therefore only experimented

with features that are intuitively important for rating inference. Specifically, we

hypothesized that opinions towards a product as a whole may be more important

for determining the overall rating of a review, and assigned more weights to such

features in the rating inference process as described in Sect. 5.4.2. We point

out that learning user-specific feature weights can be conducted independent of

PREF, and such weights can flexibly be used in PREF once they are available.

Inferring a rating from a review

An overall rating is inferred from a review d based on the SO of the opinion

words d contains. Our rating inference model, inspired by the NB classifier,

consists of three steps. Firstly, assuming conditional independence of opinion

words, we assign a predicted score, denoted by PS(d, cj), to d with respect to a

sentiment class cj as follows:

PS(d, cj) = P (cj)

|Vd|∏
i=1

OS(vi, cj)
1/w(fi) (5.2)

where P (cj) is the prior probability of cj in the training data, OS(ai, cj) is the
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strength of ai with respect to cj (Eq (5.1)), and w(fi), where w(fi) > 0, is the

weight assigned to the feature fi in d. Opinion words in Ad that are also in

the opinion dictionary will contribute to the calculation of PS(d, cj). Note that

Eq. (5.2) is not a rigorous probability formulation. It serves as an approximation

of how likely d belongs to the sentiment class cj .

Secondly, after computing PS(d, cj) for every cj ∈ C, the values of the set

of resulting PS(d, cj) are normalized so that their sum equals 1:

PS′(d, cj) =
PS(d, cj)∑|C|

k=1 PS(d, ck)
(5.3)

The normalized value PS′(d, cj) is the estimate of the probability that d

belongs to the sentiment class cj .

Finally, the overall SO of d, denoted as SO(d), is estimated as follows:

SO(d) =

|C|∑
j=1

cj ∗ PS′(d, cj) (5.4)

where cj is the value of the jth class label in C (recall that class labels are

numerical ratings). Considering PS′(d, cj) to be the probability that d has

the rating cj , Eq. (5.4) is equivalent to the calculation of Expected Value in

probability theory. We use an example to explain our design. Suppose we want

to rate d on a 5-point scale. Consider a simplified situation where d describes

a 5-star (excellent) feature and a 1-star (awful) feature, assuming equal weights

of the features. It would then be reasonable to expect a rating of approximately

3 out of 5 although d does not describe any 3-star feature. In this light, we

point out that rating inference shall not be considered a standard classification

problem. Computing SO(d) as an Expected Value takes into consideration the

continuity of class labels in the rating inference task.

A characteristic of our model is that the final rating assigned to d need not

be a member in C. As class labels in C are numerical values, SO(d) can fall

between two adjacent cj values in C. For example, if SO(d) is 2.8 and C =

{1, 2, 3, 4}, it can be rounded off to the nearest value in C which is 3, but it is

also quite natural to say “the predicted rating of this review is 2.8 out of 4”. We

therefore do not conclude how the final rating for d should be calculated from

SO(d) when SO(d) falls between two adjacent cj values as this is a flexible,

application-dependent decision.
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of ratings in our movie reviews dataset.

5.4 Experimental Results

We conducted extensive experimental studies on PREF to validate its effective-

ness in inferring ratings from reviews. This section first describes the evaluation

method we used, and then discusses the results of two groups of experiments.

The first group of experiments, presented in Chapter 5.4.3, focuses on the

performance and behavior of PREF, whereas the second group of experiments,

presented in Chapter 5.4.4, aims at validating the robustness of PREF against

various related algorithms.

5.4.1 Method

We used the movie reviews dataset described in Chapter 5.2.1 for our experi-

ments. We randomly split the dataset into five non-overlapping, roughly equal-

sized folds, and reported all results based on the averages of the five folds. In

each experiment, one of the five folds was used as the test set, and a certain

number of reviews were randomly sampled from the other four folds as the

training set for building the opinion dictionary. This was designed to facilitate

our experiments on the effects of using different numbers of training reviews for

classifying the same set of test reviews. In the subsequent discussions, the term

“training set” refers to the set of reviews that was actually used for building the

opinion dictionary. Each training set contains 1,500 randomly sampled reviews

with uniform class distribution unless otherwise stated. The effect of skewed

class distribution in the dataset is out of the scope of this work. The same sets of

training and test reviews were used for all comparative evaluations.
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PREF was evaluated with respect to a 3-point and a 4-point integer rating

scale, following the settings in [114]. The original ratings (r) in the dataset were

recorded on a 10-point scale in the distribution shown in Figure 5.2. They are

transformed into r′ to facilitate our experiments:

r′ =





1, if 1 ≤ r ≤ 3

2, if 4 ≤ r ≤ 7

3, if 8 ≤ r ≤ 10

in the 3-point case, and

r′ =





1, if 1 ≤ r ≤ 3

2, if 4 ≤ r ≤ 5

3, if 6 ≤ r ≤ 7

4, if 8 ≤ r ≤ 10

in the 4-point case. Note that the terms “class” and “class label” refer to r′ in the

subsequent discussions.

We adopted MAE and MSE as evaluation metrics because this work is

concerned with the rating prediction task. We also measured the coverage

rates achieved the various algorithms. Coverage in this work is defined as the

percentage of reviews in the test set for which ratings can be inferred. We

found that the coverage rates produced by the various algorithms in different

experimental settings only varied slightly, with a range from 98.7% to 100%.

We therefore did not include this metric in the subsequent discussions.

Note that classification accuracy (ACC), which is the percentage of reviews

that were classified (rated) correctly, has been commonly used for evaluating

sentiment classification algorithms (e.g. [156, 115, 25, 114, 41]). However, we

point out that ACC is not an appropriate metric for evaluating rating inference

algorithms for two reasons. Firstly, it is necessary to round off SO(d) to the

nearest value in C in order to obtain the ACC of an algorithm. When doing

so, a very small difference in the SO(d) of two reviews can cause them to be

assigned two different ratings, a problem known as the sharp boundary problem.

For instance, a SO(d) value of 2.49 will be rounded off to 2, whereas that of

2.5 will be rounded off to 3 using an integer scale. Secondly, the notion of

“accuracy” reflected by ACC is too coarse-grained for the rating inference task

as ACC treats mis-rating of all intensity equally. Specifically, given a r′d of 4,
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an algorithm that produces a SO(d) of 3 is obviously more “accurate” than one

that produces a SO(d) of 1 [25]. We therefore adopted MAE and MSE instead

of ACC in our experimental studies.

5.4.2 Parameters

We now report the test-set-optimal values of two adjustable parameters in PREF.

The first parameter is α, which is a small number that serves as a smoothing fac-

tor in Eq. (5.1) when computing the strength of opinion words. We experimented

with the values α ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1}, and set α = 0.01 in the subsequent

experiments as such a setting produced the best results.

The second parameter is the weights assigned to product features for reflect-

ing their estimated importance to the overall sentiments of users (Sect. 5.3.4).

Note that individual users’ preferences for various product features are not

known in our work. We therefore applied the same weights for all users to two

types of features that can be identified from the data and are intuitively important

for rating inference:

1. The MOVIE feature. If a proper noun or noun phrase represents the name

of the movie being reviewed, it was generalized as MOVIE in the feature

generalization step. The words “movie” and “film” were also replaced by

the tag MOVIE.

2. All features appeared in the summary of a review, as we observed that users

tend to state their overall recommendations for the movies concerned in the

one-line summary of the reviews.

We experimented with the weights {1, 2, ..., 10}, and found that assigning

both types of features a weight of 3 produced the best results. This suggests that

users’s opinions on such features are indeed more important for determining the

overall SO of reviews.

5.4.3 Evaluation of PREF

We implemented two baseline algorithms for benchmarking purpose:

1. Majority baseline algorithm: This algorithm always assigns a test review

to the majority class, which is 3 in the 3-point setting and 4 in the 4-point

setting.
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Table 5.3: Summary of experimental results on PREF and the baseline algo-

rithms. Each training set contained 1500 reviews with uniform class distribution.
3-point 4-point

Algorithm MAE3 MSE3 MAE4 MSE4

1. Majority baseline 0.475 0.625 0.645 1.280

2. Heuristic baseline 0.702 0.870 1.106 1.981

3. PREF 0.339 0.341 0.566 0.799
4. PREF with pruning 0.353 0.340 0.576 0.790

2. Heuristic baseline algorithm: Given a test review d, if the movie m that

d is concerned with appeared in the training set, the heuristic baseline

algorithm assigns the average rating that m received in the training set

to d. Otherwise, it assigns a rating in C to d at random.

Table 5.3 summarizes our experimental results on the baseline algorithms and

PREF. In the subsequent discussions, we use MAEn and MSEn to respectively

represent the MAE and MSE produced using the n-point rating scale. When we

describe results as significant, we mean so statistically based on the Wilcoxon

signed-rank test (using a 95% significance level), a non-parametric version of the

popular paired t-test. We boldfaced the best results and those that are statistically

indistinguishable from the best in all tables presenting the results.

In what follows, we first discuss the results in Table 5.3, followed by an

investigation into the effects of the size of training set on the performance

of PREF. We then compared PREF to several related studies to validate its

effectiveness.

General observations

We made four general observations from the experimental results on the majority

baseline, the heuristic baseline, and PREF (lines 1-3 of Table 5.3). Firstly, all

algorithms perform better in the 3-point setting than in the 4-point setting, a

finding that is qualitatively consistent with that reported in [114]. This suggests

that the task of rating inference becomes more challenging when a finer-grained

rating scale is used.

Secondly, regarding the two baseline algorithms, the majority baseline al-

ways outperforms the heuristic baseline significantly. In fact, it might be
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reasonable to conclude that the majority baseline performs quite well despite

its simplicity, because on average more than 60% of test reviews fall into the

majority class in our dataset. We therefore only compare the performance of the

various algorithms with that of the majority baseline in the rest of this section.

Finally, PREF always produces significantly better results than the majority

baseline algorithm. We conclude that PREF is capable of learning user prefer-

ences from reviews and performing rating inference effectively.

Pruning the opinion dictionary

We observed that our method for building the opinion dictionary produces noises,

including words without clear SO or are not expressing sentiments, as described

in Chapter 5.3.3. This is because our method identifies opinion words only based

on POS information. We attempted to prune the noises in the opinion dictionary

and evaluated the effect of the pruning.

The pruning method we adopted was inspired by the SO determination

method of Hu and Liu [61]. We first constructed an opinion dictionary, from

which we manually selected a set of 30 seed adjectives (the seed set) having clear

SO. Table 5.4 lists the seed adjectives we used for pruning the opinion dictionary.

The set contains both positive and negative opinions, such as “amazing” for

positive SO, and “awful” for negative SO. We systematically examined the

opinion words in the “noisy” opinion dictionary one by one. We used WordNet

[107] for determining the synonyms and the antonyms of a given word vi. If

the seed set contained any of those words, vi was then added to the seed set as

well. This process repeated until no more words were added to the seed set.

Finally, the words in the opinion dictionary that were not in the seed set were

pruned. The pruned dictionary was then used for performing rating inference.

The performance achieved by this set of experiments is shown in line 4 of

Table 5.3 with the label “PREF with pruning”.

The performance of “PREF with pruning” is not statistically better than that

of “PREF”, meaning that pruning does not improve the performance of PREF.

There are two possible reasons for this. Firstly, meaningless words and typos,

most of which appeared only once in the training reviews, are not likely to appear

in unseen reviews again. They therefore would not hurt performance. Secondly,

opinion words that are not noises might be pruned because they do not have

synonyms or antonyms (either direct or indirect) in the seed set as determined
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Table 5.4: Seed adjectives used for pruning the opinion dictionary.
SO Seed list
Positive amazing, brilliant, classic, excellent, favorite, first, fun,

interesting, original, perfect, real, special, top, wonder-

ful, young

Negative awful, bad, boring, dull, hard, late, least, little, old, only,

own, poor, stupid, terrible, worst

by WordNet. An example of such words is “unforgettable”. It appeared in the

best rated reviews 72.1% and 60.1% of the time on average in the 3-point and

the 4-point cases respectively but was pruned in any case. This might be rectified

by defining an “optimal” seed set that can retain all meaningful opinion words,

but coming up with such a set is obviously difficult, if not impossible. In view

of these, we conclude that pruning of “noises” is unnecessary in PREF.

Effects of the size of training set

A training set refers to the set of reviews that were actually used for building

the opinion dictionary. We investigated how the sizes of training set affect

the performance of PREF. We started with a training set with 300 randomly

selected reviews. We iteratively incremented the size of the training set by 300,

until it reached 4,800. While the training reviews were selected by random, we

ensured that the training set contained the same number of reviews per sentiment

class. In each iteration, we updated the frequencies of opinion words in the

opinion dictionary and then performed rating inference on the test set based on

the updated dictionary. Figure 5.3 shows the results of this experiment. In the

figure, the notation “A-n” denotes the performance of algorithm A using the n-

point rating scale. Note that the performance of the majority baseline (dashed

lines in Figure 5.3) remains constant because the majority class in the dataset

does not change with the size of the training set.

We first observed from Figure 5.3 that the performance of PREF improves

as more reviews are added to the training set, and the improvements are more

significant when the size of the training set grows from 300 to 1,200. These

suggest that PREF can produce more accurate rating inference over time as more

reviews are available in the system, although diminishing improvements shall be
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Figure 5.3: Learning curves of PREF and the majority baseline showing how (a)

MAE, and (b) MSE change with respect to the size of training set in the 3-point

and the 4-point settings.
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expected.

PREF always outperforms the majority baseline significantly in terms of

MSE. It yields lower MAE values than the majority baseline when 300 and

600 training reviews were used in the 3-point and the 4-point settings respec-

tively. We conclude that PREF achieves reasonably good performance when only

limited labeled (rated) reviews are available. For instance, using 300 training

reviews for building the opinion dictionary produced a MAE3 of 0.466 and a

MAE4 of 0.667. These values mean that the SO(d) values predicted by PREF

were within approximately 23% of the true ratings using both rating scales. This

finding is very encouraging as it indicates that it is possible to apply our work

to corpora where labeled (rated) reviews are rather limited. Examples of such

corpora include weblog and newsgroup messages that are not collected from

review hubs so that hand-labeling of the documents may be necessary.

5.4.4 Comparisons with Related Work

We compared our work with four pieces of related work capable of performing

rating inference. They include a standard NB classifier, an extension to the

“baseline method” of Dave et al. [25], SVR, and the graph-based method

proposed by Goldberg and Zhu [41]. Note that comparisons were always

conducted based on the same feature set (opinion words).

Table 5.5 summarizes part of our comparative experiments. We included the

majority baseline in the table to help indicate the effectiveness of the various

algorithms. The following subsections detail the design of the experiments and

discuss the results.

Naive Bayes (NB) classifier

NB has been well-known for its simplicity and its successful applications to

many classification problems. It has also been applied to binary sentiment

analysis, and has been found to perform generally well despite its simplicity

[115, 25]. We implemented a standard NB classifier for rating inference by

regarding rating inference as a multi-category classification problem. We only

used opinion words (V ) as features in the NB classifier as in PREF, and members

in C as class labels.

The performance of the NB classifier is reported in line 3 of Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Summary of comparisons between the majority baseline, PREF, NB

classifier, a method based on Dave et al. [25], and SVR. Each training set

contains 1,500 reviews with uniform class distribution.
3-point 4-point

Algorithm MAE3 MSE3 MAE4 MSE4

1. Majority baseline 0.475 0.625 0.645 1.280

2. PREF 0.339 0.341 0.566 0.799
3. NB Classifier 0.411 0.492 0.646 1.080

4. Dave et al. 0.396 0.475 0.578 1.007

5. SVR 0.569 0.479 0.861 1.033

Results show that PREF always outperforms the NB classifier significantly. One

contributing factor to this is that the NB classifier assigns a review d to the

sentiment class having the highest posterior probability. This neglects the fact

that rating inference is about determining the overall SO of a review. PREF,

in contrast, addresses the continuity of class labels (scalar ratings) as every

PS(d, cj) value contributes to the determination of its overall SO.

Baseline Method of Dave et al.

The “baseline” method proposed by Dave et al. [25] was designed for binary

sentiment classification, but can be flexibly adapted to the multi-point rating

inference task. We did this based on the idea of the OVA approach [132] for

extending a binary classifier for n-ary outputs. We first detail the adaptations we

made to their method and then describe the results.

Dave et al. assigned to an opinion word vi the score score(vi) as a measure

of bias ranging from -1 to 1 using Eq. (2.32) (Chapter 2.5.3 on page 49). We

extended Eq. (2.32) based on the idea of OVA classification to compute the score

of vi for every cj ∈ C. Such score, denoted by score(vi, cj), is normalized so

that the set of score(vi, cj) obtained by vi sums to 1. It is used as the estimated

OS of vi with respect to cj . Formally, OSDave(vi, cj) is defined as:

OSDave(vi, cj) =
score(vi, cj)∑
c∈C score(vi, c)

(5.5)

Given an unseen review d and the list of opinion words Vd = {v1, ..., vi}
it contains, Dave et al. [25] summed up the total SO of Vd with respect to
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each sentiment class, and then assigned d to the class with the dominant SO.

Following their ideas, we first assign a predicted score to d with respect to a

sentiment class cj as follows [25]:

PSDave(d, cj) =

|Vd|∑
i=1

OSDave(vi, cj) (5.6)

After computing PSDave(d, cj) for every cj ∈ C, SODave(d) is estimated to

be the sentiment class cj having the highest PSDave(d, cj) value. That is,

SODave(d) = arg max
cj∈C

PSDave(d, cj) (5.7)

Line 4 of Table 5.5 reports the performance of the above method based on

Dave et al. [25]. Such a method always outperforms the majority baseline

significantly, and performs well in terms of MAE4. However, PREF shows

significantly superior performance in terms of MAE3, MSE3 and MSE4. In other

words, PREF always performs better than the method based on Dave et al. [25]

in the 3-point setting, and it always produces fewer large errors.

Support Vector Regression (SVR)

Support Vector Regression (SVR) [159, 147] has been used for performing

rating inference in [114, 112, 41]. SVR assumes that class labels come from

a discretization of a continuous function. It is therefore able to capture the

order and continuity of class labels in the rating inference task [114, 112]. Its

performance has been found to be comparable to sophisticated machine learning

models and to human performance [114, 112, 41].

We applied SVR to our rating inference task based on the SVMlight package

[66] in three steps. Firstly, we created feature vector representations of our

dataset. We used only opinion words as features for representing each review as a

{0, 1} word-presence vector, and such vector is normalized as in [41]. Secondly,

we applied linear ε-insensitive SVR with all default parameters to our training

sets, following the settings in [41]. The output of this step is a set of learned

regression models, one for each training set. Finally, we applied the learned

models to the corresponding test sets to perform regression. Line 5 of Table 5.5

reports the results of this experiment.

PREF always outperforms SVR significantly in this experiment as shown in

the table. Further, SVR produces mixed results as compared to the majority
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Table 5.6: Comparison with SVR: Each training set contains 4,800 reviews with

uniform class distribution.
3-point 4-point

Algorithm MAE3 MSE3 MAE4 MSE4

1. Majority baseline 0.475 0.625 0.645 1.280

2. PREF 0.326 0.333 0.480 0.686

3. SVR 0.542 0.438 0.606 0.630

baseline. More specifically, its MAE values are significantly higher than those

of the majority baseline, but it beats the majority baseline in terms of MSE using

both rating scales. This finding is quite surprising because SVR has been found

to perform reasonably well for the rating inference task in related studies as

aforementioned [114, 112, 41].

The unsatisfactory performance of SVR, as compared to the majority base-

line, might be due to our experimental settings in which a small training set

(1,500 reviews) was used for classifying a relatively large test set (5,743 reviews

per test set on average). Another possible reason is that our training sets were

designed to have uniform class distribution, which is quite different from the

original class distribution of our dataset as Table 5.2 reveals. We conducted two

additional experiments on SVR to investigate into these two issues, summarized

as follows.

In the first experiment, we increased the size of training set from 1,500 to

4,800 while maintaining uniform class distribution. We then reran the rating

inference experiments on PREF and SVR. Table 5.6 report the results from which

we made three observations. Firstly, PREF still performs the best in the 3-

point setting, and produces significantly lower MAE4 than SVR. Secondly, SVR

produces better results than the majority baseline except for MAE3. Thirdly,

referring to lines 2 and 5 of Table 5.5, both PREF and SVR perform better using a

larger training set, and improvements are more significant in the 4-point setting.

We conclude from these observations that PREF generally outperforms SVR,

and that the unsatisfactory performance of SVR in the previous experiment is

partially due to the relatively small training sets we used for learning regression

models.

In the second experiment, we examined the effects of class distribution on

PREF and SVR. Each training set in this experiment contains 1,500 randomly
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Table 5.7: Comparison with SVR: Each training set contains 1,500 reviews, and

retained the original class distribution of the dataset.
3-point 4-point

Algorithm MAE3 MSE3 MAE4 MSE4

1. Majority baseline 0.475 0.625 0.645 1.280

2. PREF 0.342 0.349 0.487 0.691
3. SVR 0.449 0.333 0.599 0.679

sampled reviews and retained the original class distribution of our dataset.

We conducted our rating inference experiments on the new training sets, and

provided the results in Table 5.7. We made two observations from the results.

Firstly, PREF performs the best in all aspects, although its MSE values are

statistically indistinguishable from those of SVR based on Wilcoxon tests (p <

0.05). Secondly, by comparing Tables 5.5 and 5.7, we observed that SVR is

much more sensitive to the class distribution of the training sets than PREF is.

To conclude, PREF generally outperforms SVR with a linear kernel for our

rating inference task under identical experimental settings. Nonetheless, SVR

performs well, especially in terms of MSE, if regression models are learned from

training sets that can reliably reflect the class distribution of the underlying data.

Graph-based method of Goldberg and Zhu

Goldberg and Zhu [41] proposed a graph for modeling the rating inference task,

and a closed-form solution to the optimization problem described in Eq. (2.34)

in Chapter 2.5.4 (page 52). Their method extends the metric labeling approach

of Pang and Lee [114] by supporting transductive learning as aforementioned. It

was found to outperform Pang and Lee’s approach when the number of labeled

training reviews were limited. We implemented the closed-formed solution of

Goldberg and Zhu and applied it to our dataset. Note that our current work only

uses labeled reviews for training, thus we are actually solving the optimization

problem described in Eq. (2.35).

We now describe the implementation of Goldberg and Zhu’s work [41]. We

computed the initial predicted ratings of test reviews ({r̂i}) using SVR as in [41].

Given the experimental results on SVR reported in the previous subsection, we

used training sets that retained the original class distribution of our dataset for
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Figure 5.4: Mean and standard deviation of PSP of reviews having different

ratings in our dataset.

this experiment. We computed sim(di, dj), the similarity between reviews di and

dj , based on PSP [114]. To determine PSP, we first trained a NB classifier based

on the “subjectivity dataset v1.0” in [113] for retaining subjective sentences in

reviews. We then trained another NB classifier based on the “sentence polarity

dataset v1.0” in [114] for identifying positive sentences so that PSP can be

determined. sim(di, dj) is computed as the cosine angle between the two vectors

(PSPi, 1-PSPi) and (PSPj , 1-PSPj), where PSPi denotes the PSP of review xi.

Figure 5.4 shows the relationship between the PSP and user-specified ratings of

the reviews in our dataset.

Previous work found that the user-specified ratings and PSP of reviews

tend to be positively correlated [114, 41]. We observed from Figure 5.4 the

same qualitative result, but apparently with greater standard deviation than those

observed in [114, 41]. This may be attributed to the mixed-author setting of our

dataset (recall that the four corpora used in [114, 41] were author-specific).

We now provide the values of the parameters M, k and α. M is the weight

assigned to labeled training reviews, and we set its value to 108 as in [41]. k is

the size of nearest neighbors of test reviews, while α is the weight assigned to

such neighbors. The test-set-optimal values, which we tuned empirically, of k

and α are respectively 5 and 0.1.

Table 5.8 reports the results of this experiment. The graph-based approach

always produces the lowest MSE values. PREF, however, performs the best in

terms of MAE, and its MSE3 is statistically indistinguishable from that of the
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Table 5.8: Comparison with the graph-based approach [41] to rating inference:

Each training set contains 1,500 reviews, and retained the original class distribu-

tion of the dataset.
3-point 4-point

Algorithm MAE3 MSE3 MAE4 MSE4

1. Majority baseline 0.475 0.625 0.645 1.280

2. PREF 0.326 0.333 0.480 0.686

3. Graph-based approach 0.390 0.322 0.552 0.647

graph-based approach. These results are very encouraging, as they indicate that

the performance of PREF is comparable to or better than that of the graph-based

model in most cases despite its simplicity.

5.5 Integrating PREF and CF

We pointed out that integrating sentiment analysis and CF offers two advantages.

Firstly, it is possible to perform CF even when user-specified ratings are not

available, and secondly, it addresses data sparseness by using reviews as an addi-

tional source of user preferences for CF. We validated our ideas experimentally in

this section. Note that it is possible to integrate other rating inference algorithms

with CF, or integrate PREF with other CF algorithms. In this section, however,

we only present results based on PREF and the classical user-based CF for two

reasons. Firstly, we have already validated the robustness of PREF against related

algorithms as discussed in the previous section. Secondly, we would like to keep

the focus of this work on rating inference. We therefore decided to integrate

PREF with the classical user-based CF model, which is well-acknowledged to be

a promising CF model in the literature.

The experiments were set up as follows. We first sampled three datasets,

denoted by DS1, DS2 and DS3, from our movie review dataset:

• DS1: contains around 15k reviews given by 480 users on 1,415 movies,

with a sparisty level of 97.7%. All reviews in this dataset have user-

specified ratings. This dataset was used to show the performance of

classical CF.

• DS2: contains the same reviews in DS1, but the ratings of the reviews were
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predicted using PREF. This dataset was used to evaluate the recommen-

dation quality of predicted ratings. Note that when using this dataset for

performing CF, the actual ratings given by the users in DS1 are the ground

truth for performance evaluation.

• DS3: contains around 4.5k reviews given by users in DS1, but no user-

specified ratings were available in the original reviews. The ratings in

this dataset were therefore predicted using PREF. This dataset was used

to complement DS1 to demonstrate the effect of augmenting ratings for

existing CF by rating inference.

We then used the above datasets for performing CF. We adopted the best

known user-based CF model [127, 14] in the experiments to keep the focus of

this article on rating inference. Recall that user-based CF predicts the rating of a

given item for a given active user in three steps. They are similarity weighting,

neighbor selection and prediction computation. The similarity weighting step

requires all users in the dataset to be weighted according to their similarity with

the active user. Similarities are reflected in the ratings that users have given

items. Pearson correlation coefficient (Eq. (2.1) on page 20), among others, is

the most popular similarity measure studied in the CF literature, and is therefore

adopted in our experiments. The neighbor selection step selects a number of

k-nn, who are users having the highest similarity weights, of the active user as

item predictors. Finally, the prediction computation step computes the item’s

predicted rating based on some partial information of the active user and the

interests of his/her k nearest neighbors.

We adopted the Collaborative Filtering Engine (CoFE)9 for testing as it pro-

vides a well-tested implementation of k-nn with Pearson correlation coefficient.

Specifically, we prepared our datasets in the format required by CoFE and fed the

datasets into it. The default value of k was 50 in CoFE. The choice of such value

is consistent with the empirical findings of Herlocker et al. [55], which suggest

that setting k to 20 to 50 would produce reasonable performance in real-world

applications.

We reported the experimental results based on 5-fold cross validations using

three evaluation metrics. They are MAE, MSE and coverage (COV), which is

the percentage of items in the test sets for which CF predictions can be made.

9CoFE Collaborative Filtering Engine: http://eecs.oregonstate.edu/iis/CoFE
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Table 5.9: Performance achieved using different datasets for performing CF.
3-point 4-point

Dataset MAE3 MSE3 COV3 MAE4 MSE4 COV4

1. Average baseline 0.513 0.496 100% 0.722 1.098 100%
2. DS1 0.436 0.430 74.3% 0.623 0.949 74.3%

3. DS2 0.477 0.479 87.6% 0.680 1.003 87.9%

4. DS1 + DS3 0.429 0.391 92.3% 0.599 0.836 91.7%

We report MAE and MSE but not decision accuracy metrics such as precision

and recall because the user-based k-nn algorithm generates numerical predicted

ratings as output. Before we describe our results, we point out that the purpose of

this set of experiments on CF is to predict users’ preferences for items they have

not yet observed based on their known preferences. This should not be confused

with the purpose of our rating inference experiments, which is about evaluating

how accurate various algorithms can predict the user-specified ratings of reviews

based on the reviews’ contents.

Table 5.9 reports the performance achieved using the three datasets described

earlier in this section (lines 2-4), and that of the average baseline algorithm

which always assigns the average rating obtained by a given item as its predicted

rating for the active user (line 1)10. As shown in the table, using DS1 produces

better CF predictions than using DS2 in terms of MAE and MSE. This is

reasonable as ratings in DS1 were user-specified. Using only PREF-predicted

ratings for performing CF (DS2) nonetheless produces MAE3, MAE4 and MSE4

that are significantly lower than those of the average baseline. This seems to

suggest that rating inference is a practical enabling technique to CF in case only

reviews, but not user-specified ratings, are available.

Using DS3 to complement DS1 always produces the best results in terms

of MAE and MSE. The improvements it can bring to the performance achieved

using DS1 alone are more significant in the 4-point setting. Further, it raises

COV to approximately 92% using both rating scales, as a result of increasing

the density of the user-item ratings matrix of DS1. These results are very

encouraging as they support our idea that rating inference is a useful technique

10We experimented with three baseline algorithms, including the majority baseline, the

average baseline and the random baseline, in our preliminary experiments. The average baseline

produced the lowest MSE values, and is therefore adopted for benchmarking.
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for addressing data sparseness by augmenting ratings for CF.

5.6 Summary

This chapter describes our work on integrating sentiment analysis and CF. We

collected and analyzed a movie reviews dataset as part of our study. We made

several observations from the use of opinion words in user-generated reviews.

Based on our observations, we identified the weaknesses of existing semantic-

similarity-based methods for determining the SO of opinion words, and proposed

a relative-frequency-based method for performing such task. In addition, we

proposed and described a probabilistic rating inference framework, known as

PREF, which determines the overall SO of a review based on the SO of the

opinion words it contains. We conducted extensive experimental studies for

validating the effectiveness of PREF, which shows superior performance to

various related algorithms. Further, our results suggest that PREF does not rely

on a large training corpus to function, which can be an important concern when

applying sentiment analysis to new domains where labeled (rated) reviews are

limited.

We also studied the effectiveness of PREF in augmenting ratings for CF.

Rating inference is a task that transforms user preferences expressed as un-

structured, natural language texts into scalar ratings. This enables a direct

integration of sentiment analysis and CF, allowing CF to utilize textual reviews

as a source of user preferences. We demonstrated the advantages of this by

integrating PREF with classical user-based CF algorithm. Specifically, we made

use of the predicted ratings of reviews generated by PREF for performing CF.

Encouraging results were observed: the predicted ratings produced reasonably

good CF predictions, and PREF improved the performance of CF significantly

by augmenting ratings from reviews.

We identified two issues to consider when enhancing our work on generating

personalized recommendations using user-generated reviews. Firstly, PREF was

tested on the movie domain, where plenty of reviews associated with user-

specified ratings are available on the Web and where CF has been widely studied

and adopted. We would like to base our continuing work on other domains, such

as tourist attractions, where numerous user-generated reviews are available but

CF-based recommendations are not common.
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Secondly, rating inference can be considered a technique for summarizing

the overall sentiments of reviews and then representing the sentiments as scalar

ratings. This enables a straightforward integration of sentiment analysis and CF

at the expense of detailed preference information. For instance, user preferences

for specific item features can be extracted from the reviews, and can potentially

be useful for generating personalized recommendations.

We continue our discussions on these issues in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Towards Review-based
Recommender Systems: A Case
Study on TripAdvisor

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we proposed a direct and simple method for utilizing

user-generated reviews for CF. Specifically, we proposed a rating inference

framework for determining and representing the overall sentiments expressed

in reviews as numerical ratings. Such ratings can be used by existing CF

algorithms, thereby facilitates a direct integration of sentiment analysis and CF.

This chapter continues to describe our effort on integrating sentiment analysis

and CF. However, instead of simply augmenting ratings from reviews for CF, we

attempt to make use of the detailed user preferences and item features expressed

in reviews for making personalized predictions. Our work is motivated by

our conjecture that such detailed information are more precise and valuable

descriptions of users preferences, and the fact that they have not yet been utilized

for making personalized recommendations or predictions for users. We designed

a set of prediction models along the idea of CF. Those models are designed to

utilize the contents of user-generated reviews for enriching the interest profiles

of users, items and categories to different extents. While the review-based

prediction models make use of review contents for generating recommendations,

our work is different from pure content-based recommender systems, which do

not involve the sentiment analysis of reviews (or textual contents in general).
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We base our study on a set of tourist attraction reviews. As described in

the previous chapter, we would like to extend our study to a new item domain.

This is motivated by two factors. Firstly, we have already achieved successful

results on the movie reviews domain, which is the most well-studied domain in

both sentiment analysis and CF. Secondly, numerous user-generated reviews are

available for travel-related products, but CF-based recommendations for such

products are not common.

The major contributions of this study are two-fold. Firstly, we explored

the use of review contents for deriving similarities between items and item

categories, and the use of the SO (sentimental orientation) of opinion phrases

extracted from reviews for modeling user preferences. Empirical results suggest

that review contents do contain valuable information that can be used for making

personalized recommendations for users. Secondly, recent user studies have

been conducted on the use and effects of travel reviews in the decision making

progress of travelers when planning their trips [131, 46], but our study is the first

one reporting empirical research on how travel reviews can actually be used for

performing personalization.

We point out that our study is not concerned with the travel decision making

process of customers. Instead, our focus is on making personalized predictions

based on user-generated travel reviews. We further point out that the results of

our work is not limited to travel reviews. We chose this domain for our study

mainly because research on personalized recommendations for travel-related

products is not common, and most travel recommender systems are knowledge-

based with a limited degree of personalization [128, 129]. We hope our work can

shed new light on review-based recommender systems research in general.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Chapter 6.2 reviews

existing studies that are related to our work. Chapter 6.3 describes user-generated

reviews on TripAdvisor11. It also details our data collection process and the

characteristics of our dataset. Chapter 6.4 describes the tasks involved in

performing review-based personalization. They include the sentiment analysis of

reviews, the construction of user and item profiles based on review contents and

opinion phrases, as well as the prediction models we used for making predictions

users. We discuss experimental results in Chapter 6.5, and summarize our

findings in Chapter 6.6.

11TripAdvisor: http://www.tripadvisor.com
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6.2 Relation to Other Work

We noticed two studies in the literature that involve the use of user-generated

reviews in recommender systems. The work of Wietsma and Ricci [167] in-

corporates user-generated reviews into a mobile recommender system of tourist

attractions. Their work generates content-based recommendations for tourist

attractions, and displays reviews written by the nearest neighbors of the active

user as a decision making aid. Specifically, their work utilizes reviews to help

explain the recommendations made by their content-based algorithm. It does not

generate item recommendations from review contents as our work does.

The Informed Recommender described in [2, 3] attempts to analyze the

contents of user-generated reviews for generating recommendations. Its focus

is, however, on mapping review contents onto a manually defined ontology of

domain items, which are digital cameras. Such ontology defines the vocabulary

and relationships between words to describe the following information:

• Users’ skill levels in using the digital cameras they reviewed, such as

Beginner or Professional

• Item features that might appear in reviews, such as the Lens and Flash of

cameras.

The Informed Recommender requires the active user to specify the item of

interest (a specific camera model), and select the item features that they are most

interested in when requesting recommendations. It then retrieves the reviews

whose contents are relevant to the specified item or item features with the support

of the ontology, and makes a recommendation based on what other users said

about that item or its features.

Our work is different from the Informed Recommender in two major aspects.

Firstly, the success of the Informed Recommender depends heavily on the

mapping of review contents onto the predefined domain-specific ontology. As

we discuss in Chapter 6.3.3, such a solution that relies on well-defined ontology

or concept hierarchies may not be suitable for review-based recommendations

due to the heterogeneity of domain items. Our work therefore applies sentiment

analysis techniques to automatically identify interesting features from review

contents based on linguistic features, and utilizes such features for making

personalized item predictions. Secondly, the Informed Recommender does not
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take the past experience of the active user into consideration when generating

recommendations. On the contrary, we designed review-based models that make

predictions for users based on their previously expressed preferences, as well as

on the similarities between items and item categories derived from the contents

of user-generated reviews.

6.3 Travel Reviews on TripAdvisor

We chose to use reviews on TripAdvisor because it is one of the most prominent

providers of user-generated travel reviews and ratings. It provides more than 15

million travel reviews contributed by more than 6 million registered members

as of 2007 [154]. Reviews submitted to TripAdvisor are examined by trained

personnel before they are publicly posted on the site.

TripAdvisor allows users to write reviews on hotels, restaurants, cruises,

cities or towns, as well as tourist attractions (Things to Do). Among these five

types of reviews, attraction reviews offer much richer, but fuzzy, information

because “attraction” itself is a fuzzy domain that is not well-defined and well-

structured. In contrast, restaurants and hotels can be described using more

objective characteristics, such as the price range and type of cuisine of a given

restaurant, and the availability of a swimming pool in a given hotel [131].

We therefore decided to base our study on attraction reviews. We expected

that attraction reviews are more challenging to handle, and may reveal new

research issues for the sentiment analysis of user-generated reviews, as well as

for generating review-based recommendations.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work on generating per-

sonalized recommendations with the support of sentiment analysis of attraction

reviews. The work of Wietsma and Ricci [167], as aforementioned, only displays

a set of reviews written by neighbors of the active user as a decision making

aid. We take a data-centric approach in this study, which is experimental in

nature, due to the lack of precedent literature on the task. Figure 6.3 depicts

an attraction review on TripAdvisor. Each review contains a title, a numerical

rating (in a 5-point integer scale), the name of the user who wrote the review, the

user’s location, the date of the review, the number of users who found the review

useful, and the content of the review. Note that information about the attraction

concerned is not shown in the figure, but is available on the webpage containing
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Figure 6.1: A user-generated travel review on TripAdvisor.

that review on TripAdvisor.

In what follows, we detail our data collection method, and describe the

major entities and their relationships in our dataset. We then discuss several

characteristics of our dataset, and their implications for our work on generating

review-based recommendations.

6.3.1 Data Collection and Filtering

We collected a set of reviews on attractions in the United States for this study.

Data collection was done in two rounds:

1. We started by crawling all attraction reviews (as of April 22, 2008) on the

20 most popular cities in the USA. This dataset contains a total of 15,696

reviews by 11,355 users on 2,401 attractions. For experimental evaluation

to be possible, active users must have contributed at least two reviews, so

that we can have at least 1 review for training and 1 review for testing.

Only 6,236 reviews written by 1,895 satisfied this constraint.

2. We then collected reviews on other USA attractions that have been re-

viewed by the 1,895 users. After merging this set of reviews with that

collected in the previous round, we got a total of 2,085 users who con-

tributed at least two reviews. The resulting dataset contains 8,637 reviews

on 2,767 attractions.

We performed the following data filtering on the dataset. Firstly, we dis-

carded reviews written by users who contributed only one review as noted to
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of ratings in our attraction reviews dataset.

facilitate our experimental study. Secondly, we removed reviews on attractions

without a specific attraction type. Specifically, all attractions on TripAdvisor are

classified under a attraction type taxonomy. We removed attractions that belong

only to the attraction type “Other”.

The finalized dataset used in this study contains 8,696 reviews by 2,074 users

on 2,741 attractions, which belong to a set of 148 distinct attraction types. This

yields a sparsity level of 99.85%. Figure 6.2 shows the distribution of user-

specified ratings (associated with the reviews) in our dataset. The distribution is

highly skewed: around 47% (4123/8696) of reviews were assigned the highest

rating of 5, whereas only around 5% were assigned the rating of 1.

6.3.2 Data Model

We now provide a formal data model of our dataset. The data model contains

three major types of entities, namely users, items (attractions) and categories of

items (attraction types), as well as the relationships between them.

Formally, there are three sets of entities, including a set of users U , a set

of items I , and a set of categories G. There exists an active user a ∈ U who

seeks prediction for a target item t ∈ I as in CF. Each item i ∈ I can be

mapped to one or more categories in G, and Gi denotes the set of categories

to which item i belongs. Iu denotes the set of items reviewed by user u. A

review document d ∈ D captures the relationships between a user u and an

item i. Each document d is conceptually a four-tuple: d = 〈u, i, ru,i,
−→
d 〉, where

ru,i denotes the user-specified rating associated with the review,
−→
d represents a
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of review count by user.

feature vector representation of d. Each dimension of
−→
d corresponds to an item

feature extracted from review. Its value is the user’s vote for the corresponding

item feature. We defer the description of the possible methods for determining

users’ votes for item features to Chapter. 6.4.2.

6.3.3 Data Characteristics and Implications

We observed the following characteristics from our dataset:

Data sparseness

After performing the first round of data collection, we immediately observed

that the dataset was extremely sparse. Data sparseness is a well-known issue

in CF, and has been addressed usually various approaches as noted. Given the

fact that we are already considering the 20 most popular cities in the USA,

one shall expect that most attractions in less popular destinations would have

never been reviewed by any user. We may turn a blind eye to this problem by

performing more data filtering, for instance, by restricting our experiments on

users who have contributed a considerable amount of reviews, and on attractions

that have received a certain number of reviews. However, severe data sparseness

is a realistic issue that must be addressed in a practical solution.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4, both exhibiting a power law distribution, help illustrate

the sparseness of our dataset. Figure 6.3 shows the distribution of review

count by user. Around 47% (974/2074) of users have provided only two

reviews, and approximately 81% of users in total provided not more than five
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of review count by attraction.

reviews. Figure 6.4 shows the distribution of review count by attraction. Almost

60% (1629/2741) of attractions have only been reviewed once. This has two

implications. Firstly, classical and promising CF methods operating on co-rated

items would not work for most items in our dataset as shown empirically in

Chapter 6.5.4. Secondly, for a solution to be useful, it must be able to generate

predictions or recommendations for cold-start items.

We point out that it is possible to apply FARAMS and CLARE for addressing

data sparseness and the cold-start problem to our tourist attractions dataset by

using attraction types as the concept hierarchy of items. It may also be possible

to augment ratings for performing CF from additional travel journals without

user-specified ratings using PREF. However, we identified the need to propose

new paradigms for review-based recommendations, as discussed in the next

subsection.

Describing heterogeneous domain items

Most studies on recommender systems deal with only one type of domain items,

such as movies, CDs and books. While these items may be classified into

categories, they can still be described using a common set of attributes. Such

attributes are defined by domain experts or information providers rather than by

end-users.

We found that defining a common set of attributes for describing tourist

attractions is very difficult, if not impossible. While one may consider “tourist

attractions” to be a kind of domain items, different types of attractions may pos-

sess very different characteristics. For instance, commonly-described features
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of a state park include “dam” and “view”, whereas those of a museum include

“exhibit” and “collection”. In other words, the information structure of domain

items is not well-defined.

Note that features mentioned in user-generated reviews and item attributes

defined by domain experts are different in nature. The set of attributes of an item

is “globally the same” for all users in a given system. In contrast, different users

may comment on different features of the same item in user-generated reviews,

as in the case of user-assigned tags [155]. Further, item attributes are usually

concrete, explicit and objective properties of domain items that can be easily

identified. Using the movie domain as an example, attributes for describing

movies on IMDb include their as cast, directors, awards, and genres. A study

on sentiment analysis of movie reviews, however, reveals that features extracted

from movie reviews can be classified into more than 30 different aspects [176],

including those that are not likely to be considered and defined as attributes of

movies. Examples are the “editing” and “social implications”of movies.

The heterogeneity of domain items, as well as the differences between item

attributes and features, have two implications for review-based recommender

systems research. Firstly, instead of looking for a common set of attributes for

describing heterogeneous items (attractions), a more feasible solution would be

to identify interesting features of the attractions directly from the reviews. Sec-

ondly, recommender systems that operate on well-defined concept hierarchies

and ontology may not be suitable for review-based recommendations. While

such systems, including our own work (FARAMS and CLARE) and the Informed

Recommender [3], are interesting contributions in their own right, there is a need

to develop novel recommendation paradigms that can address the characteristics

and fuzziness of information in user-generated reviews.

High-dimensional, evolving feature set

User-generated reviews are free-form texts, and users can comment on any

features about the subject matter concerned in reviews. This, together with

the fact that new user-generated reviews are added to the web everyday, we

shall expect the feature set being mentioned in a reviews dataset to be ever

evolving and expanding. We shall therefore pay attention to the expansion of the

feature set as more reviews are added to the system. Further, feature selection or

dimensional reduction techniques may be essential to help control the complexity
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of the task at hand.

6.4 Generating Item Predictions from Reviews

We address the task of generating rating predictions for items from user-generated

reviews in this study. The experimental setup of our study emulates a real world

situation when a registered user (active user a) of, for instance, TripAdvisor,

clicks on a hyperlink to web page of a certain attraction (target item t) (s)he has

not reviewed or rated before, and our task is to predict pa,t to indicate how much

user a may like item t.

Generating rating predictions from reviews can be decomposed into three

major tasks, involving two different areas of research. The first task is related to

sentiment analysis. It aims at identifying and analyzing interesting features from

reviews for the subsequent tasks. The second task is the construction of user,

item and category profiles, based on which personalized predictions are made.

The third task is concerned with CF, which makes predictions for users. We now

detail the three tasks in the following subsections.

6.4.1 Sentiment Analysis of Reviews

Figure 6.5 depicts the tasks involved in the sentiment analysis of reviews. The

whole analysis process starts with a collection of reviews, which we collected

from TripAdvisor in this study. It then preprocesses the reviews, such as

removes the HTML tags in the downloaded reviews. The feature extraction

task aims at identifying interesting features, including both features of items and

opinions of users, based on various linguistic processing techniques. This task

represents the contents of each review, which were free-form texts, as a list of

“feature:opinion” pairs. The extracted features and opinions are then analyzed,

and are respectively stored in the feature database (Feature DB in the figure) and

the opinion dictionary of the system. They are used to facilitate the construction

of user, item and category profiles in the next step.

We now describe our methods for extracting interesting features and building

the opinion dictionary in detail.
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Figure 6.5: Tasks in the sentiment analysis of user-generated reviews.

Extracting features

There are three possibles approaches for extracting interesting features from

reviews. The first approach is an extensive domain engineering approach. It

relies on domain experts to define interesting features of each attraction or

attraction type. This approach can be very expensive due to the heterogeneity of

attractions. It may also be infeasible in practice due to the tremendous number of

attractions available on TripAdvisor, or items in general in other review portals.

The second approach is to perform statistical analysis or data mining based on

training data for identifying interesting features. Hu and Liu [62], for example,

applied the association rule mining technique to item features and opinions

extraction. We did not consider this approach in view of the sparsity of data.

Further, this approach is generally applied to and tested on one single type of

domain items. It might not be suitable for the tourist attraction domain due to

the heterogeneity of domain items. The third approach performs extraction based

on POS information. We adopted this approach as it is a more general approach

that is less dataset-dependent. Note that POS tagging, however, is a language-

dependent task. Our current work deals with reviews written in English.

We reused some of the review analysis techniques used in PREF for this

study. They include POS tagging and feature generalization. Recall that we
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only considered unigrams (isolated adjectives and nouns) in PREF. In this work,

we slightly modified the feature extraction module of PREF to extract n-grams,

which are n adjacent tokens in a sentence.

We first applied POS tagging to our dataset, and then performed feature

generalization, which aims at generalizing features that may be overly specific.

The feature generalization step identifies and adds a special tag to noun phrases

that represent the names of the attractions being reviewed. We excluded such

generalized features in the feature extraction process, because they are not

features that describe the characteristics of attractions. For instance, while the

proper noun “Museum” refers specifically to the museum being reviewed, it is

obviously not a feature that describes the characteristics of the museum.

After performing POS tagging and feature generalization, we applied a set

of extraction rules to look for noun phrases, which are considered to be item

features, and opinion phrases in the reviews. The extraction rules were defined

based on findings of previous work on sentiment analysis plus some heuristics.

For opinion phrases, we considered not only isolated adjectives, but n-grams

that consist of adjectives, preceded by zero or more adverbs. For instance, the

phrases “good”, “very good” and “not good” are all opinion phrases. We did not

explicitly perform negation tagging as n-grams extraction might be an alternative

way to capture the contextual effects of negation words. For item features, we

extracted n-grams, where n ≤ 3, made up of nouns or proper nouns, but excluded

terms that are generalized features as aforementioned. We stemmed the item

features identified using the well-known Porter Stemmer [122]. For instance, the

word “waterfalls” is reduced to “waterfall” in the stemming process. This helps

identifying common item features among attractions.

This task extracts a list of item features, Fd = {f1, f2, f3, ..., fn}, and a list

of opinion phrases Vd = {v1, v2, v3, ..., vn} for a review d. An opinion phrase

vi is the nearest opinion phrase that is found in the same sentence from which

fi is extracted. If no associated opinion phrase can be identified for fi, then the

corresponding entry vi in Vd is null. The lists Fd and Vd are used in the next tasks

for building user, item and category profiles.

Remarks on computational complexity: This sentiment analysis step has

linear computational complexity. Specifically, the computational complexity of

the POS tagging task is O(|D|), where |D| equals to the number of reviews

and |D| << (|U | ∗ |I|) due to data sparseness. The feature generalization and
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Figure 6.6: Number of distinct features versus number of reviews.

stemming tasks deal with |D| reviews, each containing |F | item features in the

worst case. The computational complexity of both tasks is therefore O(|D| ×
|F |). Note that in practice, the number of item features that can appear in a

single review d ∈ D is small and limited. The longest review in our dataset

contains only 152 appearances of item features.

We suggested in Chapter 6.3.3 that the feature set extracted from reviews

shall be ever expanding. In practice, however, the size of the feature set should

be large but limited to a certain extent for two reasons. The first reason is the

fact that the usable vocabulary range of human has a practical limit. In fact,

the number of distinct features in our dataset increases only as a linearithmic

function of the number of reviews as Figure 6.6 shows. The second reason is

that feature selection or filtering is commonly done in algorithms that deal with

feature terms extracted from text documents. The size of feature set in the system

is therefore controllable and adjustable. Note that performing feature selection

or filtering not only helps maintain the scalability of the task, but also improves

prediction accuracies. In Chapter 6.5.4, we confirm by experiments that using

only a small proportion (for instance, 1%) of the best features for building user,

item and category profiles produces better prediction accuracies than using the

entire feature set.

Building the opinion dictionary

The opinion dictionary contains the set of opinion phrases extracted from

reviews, and their frequency counts in each rating class cj ∈ C. Figure 6.7
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of the contents of the opinion dictionary.

is an illustration of the contents of the opinion dictionary built from our dataset.

Rows and columns in the opinion dictionary are respectively opinion phrases and

rating classes, while elements in the opinion dictionary denote frequency counts

of opinion phrases in the various rating classes. The SO of opinion phrases are

computed from the counts. The reason for keeping the frequency counts instead

of the SO of opinions is that when new reviews are added to the system, we can

update the counts of existing opinion phrases incrementally without having to

rebuild the entire dictionary. Further, new opinion phrases can also be added to

the opinion dictionary easily. We now describe the method for computing the

SO of an opinion phrase from its frequency counts.

We proposed a relative-frequency-based approach to SO and opinion strength

determination in Chapter 5.3.3. In our original approach, we allow an opinion

word to have multiple SO, each with a corresponding opinion strength. In other

words, we compute the opinion strength of an opinion word vi with respect

to each sentiment class cj , denoted by OS(vi, cj), as a local measure. This is

designed to facilitate the rating inference task, which aims at assigning an overall

rating to a review in a fine-grained rating scale. The goal of this work is different

from that of rating inference, as we are interested in the overall SO of an opinion

phrase as an indication of a user’s opinion. Therefore, we adapted our proposed

relative-frequency-based method in PREF to compute SO(vi), which is the SO

of vi with respect to the entire training corpus, as follows:

SO(vi) =

∑|C|
j=1 cj ∗N(vi, cj) ∗ w(cj)∑|C|

j=1 N(vi, cj) ∗ w(cj)
(6.1)

Note that cj in rating inference and in this work is a numerical value (in a 1

to 5 scale in our dataset). N(vi, cj) is the frequency count of vi in cj , and w(cj)
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is a weight used to factor out the effect of uneven class (rating) distribution in

the dataset. Our dataset contains 453 reviews rated as 1 and 4123 reviews rated

as 5 (Figure 6.4). The same opinion phrase is therefore expected to appear more

(resp. less) frequently in reviews rated as 5 (resp. 1), regardless of the importance

of the phrase in those reviews. w(cj) is defined as:

w(cj) = α

∑
k∈C N(Vk)

N(Vj)
(6.2)

where N(Vk) denotes the total frequency count of all opinion phrases in Vk, and

α is a normalizing factor such that the set of w(cj) for all cj ∈ C sums to unity.

6.4.2 Building User, Item and Category Profiles

User, item and category profiles can be built from user preferences data, in terms

of user-specified ratings, item features, as well as SO of opinion phrases. When

utilizing only user-specified ratings, however, the resulting interest profiles of

the three types of entity are simply ratings matrixes used in classical CF. Our

discussions therefore focus on how to build enriched entity profiles based on

review contents in the following.

User profiles

It is possible to build user profiles based on the set of item features extracted

from reviews. In such case, a feature vector representation of the interest profile

of user u, denoted by −→u , is an n-dimensional vector, with each dimension

corresponds to an item feature. The element of the jth dimension is a weight

w(fj, u) that reflects the interestingness of the item feature fj with respect to

user u. There are three methods for determining w(fj, u). The first method

determines w(fj, u) by the frequency count of fj in the reviews contributed by

user u. This mainly reflects the fact that such feature has been mentioned by user

u in reviews. We did not consider this method because it does not capture any

explicit preferences expressed by the user.

The second method weights a feature fj appeared in a review d based on

the user-specified rating (ru,i) associated with that review. In other words, all

features appeared in the same review are given the same weight. We illustrate

this with an example. The following sentence is extracted from a review in our

dataset:
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“Poor traffic flow when crowded, but interesting stuff.”

Our feature extraction method described in the previous subsection identified

two feature-opinion pairs from the above sentence: “traffic flow-poor” and

“stuff-interesting”. The user-specified rating of the original review is 3. This

method therefore weights both opinion phrases “poor” and “interesting” based

on the rating of 3. If a feature fj is mentioned in different reviews, we take the

average of all ratings it obtained in all reviews written by user u.

The third method weights fj based on the SO of the opinion phrase vi

associated with it. If no associated opinion phrase can be identified for it, then

it is weighted based on ru,i. Different item features in the same review may be

assigned different weights using this method. Referring to the previous example,

the estimated SO of “poor” is 1.8 while that of “interesting” is 3, computed using

our SO determination method described in Eq. (6.1) and Eq. (6.2). Note that the

same item feature may appear in the same review, or different reviews written

by the same user, more than once. In such case, we take the average of the

weights obtained by fj across all of its appearances in user u’s reviews as the

value of w(fj, u). Recall that one motivation of our work is that user-generated

reviews contain detailed preferences information that are seemingly useful, but

have not yet been utilized for performing personalization. We therefore believe,

and demonstrate empirically, that using this method to build interest profiles of

users is indeed useful, and is able to make more accurate predictions than using

the overall user-specified ratings only (Chapter 6.5.4).

Item and category profiles

Item profiles are constructed for deriving item similarities, to be used for making

predictions for items. In classical rating-based CF, the similarity between two

items i and t is determined based on ratings they received from users who

rated both items. In our work, we attempt to derive the similarity between

the two items based on the item features users used to describe the items in

reviews. Such a similarity measure can be considered to be content-based, but

the content information about items comes from user-generated reviews rather

than from item attributes defined by information providers. In other words, users

collaborate to provide items features for constructing item profiles.

The profile of item i is constructed by aggregating item features appeared in
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reviews on i. Similar to the case of user profiles, a feature vector representation

of an item i, denoted by −→
i , is an n-dimensional vector. Each dimension

corresponds to an item feature. As we are capturing content similarity between

items rather similarity between user preferences, the weight w(fj, i) reflects the

importance of the item feature fj with respect to item i, and it is computed

as the normalized frequency count of fj in all reviews of i. Note that this

representation of item profiles actually simplifies the original multi-dimensional

relationship between an item, an item feature, and a user due to the simplicity

of CF. Specifically, an item profile models an item by the set of features that

have been used to describe an item, but does not consider which user uses which

feature terms to describe it.

Category profiles are constructed in a similar way as item profiles. We

aggregate all feature terms used to describe items belong to g in order to construct

the profile of a category g.

6.4.3 Making Predictions

We experimented with eight prediction models in our study, summarized in

Table 6.1. Each model is assigned a model number Mn for easy reference.

Table 6.1: Brief descriptions of prediction models.

Model Description Preference Data

M1 User-based CF. U× I

M2 Item-based CF. U× I

M3 Makes predictions based on user a’s average

rating on g ∈ Gt (categories of item t).

U× G

M4 Adapted from M2, computes item similarities

based on review contents.

U× I + I× F

M5 Generalized version of M4, computes category

similarities based on review contents.

U× F + U× G + G× F

M6 Makes predictions based on based on user a’s

preferences for features of Gt.

U× F + G× F

M7 Majority baseline, not personalized. U× I

M8 Random baseline, not personalized. –

We describe the design of Models M1 to M8 in the following subsections.
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We also discuss how the models scale with the numbers of users (|U |) and items

(|I|) in the system. The models can be classified into three types based on the

preference data they used for making predictions: pure rating-based models (M1,

M2, M3), review-based models (M4, M5, M6), and non-personalized models

(M7, M8). Note that M7 and M8 are only baseline models to help indicate the

effectiveness of the other models. All models produce a predicted rating pa,t, a

numerical rating showing how much the active user a may like the target item t,

as output.

Rating-based Models

Rating-based models, as the name implies, are those that make predictions solely

based on ratings users have given items. They operate on user preferences

captured in the U × I ratings matrix.

Model M1 is equivalent to the classical user-based CF algorithm. It first

computes similarity between users based on ratings data. It then selects the set of

k-nn of the active user a as predictors for the target item t. This model depends

heavily on the existence of co-rated items between the active user and his/her

neighbors. Recall that the user-based CF algorithm predicts pa,t as (Eq. (2.2)):

pa,t = ra + α
∑

u∈knn(a)

w(a, u)(ru,t − ru)

where ra is the mean rating user a has given items in the training data, u ∈
knn(a) denotes the k-nn of a determined based on w(a, u), which is the similar-

ity weight between users a and u. α is a normalizing factor such that the absolute

values of similarity weights w(a, u) sum to unity. ru,t denotes the rating user u

has given item t.

We model user, item and categories as feature vectors as described in the

previous subsection. It is therefore natural to compute w(a, u) as the vector

similarity between−→a and−→u , which are the vector representations of the interest

profiles of users a and u respectively. One widely adopted vector similarity

measure is the cosine similarity measure:

w(a, u) = cos(−→a ,−→u ) =
−→a · −→u

||−→a ||2 ∗ ||−→u ||2 (6.3)

where the dot (·) indicates the dot-product of the two vectors. Note that in this

model, feature vectors are constructed using user-specified ratings. In other
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words, the jth element in −→a is user a’s rating on the jth item, and similar for
−→u .

Model M1 needs to compute |U | × (|U | − 1) similarities between users in

U , each potentially requires |I| operations. The upper bound of the computation

complexity of Model M1 is therefore O(|U |2 × |I|). Due to data sparseness,

however, the number of co-rated items between most pairs of users is very

limited, meaning that the actual complexity required is much smaller than the

specified upper bound. The rating prediction step of Model M1 has a complexity

of O(k) because it depends on the number of neighbors considered. Note that

k << |U | in reality. Herlocker et al. suggest that in a neighborhood size of 20 to

50 would produce reasonable performance in real-world situations [54].

As our experimental study is based upon a static dataset, we are able to break

down the operations required by Model M1 into a model construction (similarity

computation) phase and a rating prediction phase. In traditional user-based CF,

however, the so-called model construction phase is done in real-time, which

would add complexity to the rating prediction phase. Making a prediction for

the active user a requires computing the similarity between the user and all other

users, resulting in a computational complexity of O(|U | × k).

Model M2 is the item-based CF algorithm, which exploits the similarity

between items based on the ratings they received from users. It makes a

prediction based on how the active user has rated items that are similar to the

target item t. The success of this model depends on whether the active user has

rated the target item’s neighbors. Recall that the item-based CF model predicts

pa,t as (Eq. (2.4)):

pa,t = α
∑

i∈knn(t)

w(t, i)(ra,i)

where i ∈ knn(t) denotes the set of k-nn of item t, ra,i denotes the active user’s

rating on item i, and α is a normalizing factor such that the absolute values

of similarity weights w(t, i) sum to unity. Similar to Model M1, w(t, i) is the

similarity between items t and i, computed using the cosine similarity measure

described in Eq. (6.3). Feature vectors in this model are also constructed using

user-specified ratings, but with items taking the role of users, and vice versa. The

jth element in the feature vector−→t is the rating item t received from the jth user

in the training set.
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The computational complexity of Model M2 in the model construction phase

is O(|I|2×|U |) as it needs to compute |I|×(|I|−1) similarities, each requires at

most |U | operations. As aforementioned, the actual complexity is much smaller

due to the lack of co-rated items in user profiles. The complexity of the rating

prediction step of Model M2 is O(k).

Model M3 utilizes higher-level information about domain items, denoted

by categories G, for making predictions. We chose to make use of categories

information for two reasons. Firstly, both Models M1 and M2 depend heavily

on co-rated items, which are not likely to exist for many users and items in a

real-world application due to data sparseness. This also happens in our real-

world dataset collected from TripAdvisor as noted. Precedent work in CF

indicates that the use of item taxonomy, or is-a hierarchies, can lessen the

problem of data sparseness and improve recommendation quality (e.g. [109]).

We therefore considered the categories of items, which are attraction types, in

this work. Secondly, we hope to maintain the applicability of our work to other

domains in the future. Specifically, item categories exist in most application

domains, although the mapping between items and their categories is domain

specific. Note that we did not deal with the construction of item taxonomy in

this work. We used the attraction types taxonomy collected from TripAdvisor

as-is, although it is possible to refine its taxonomy by, for examples, defining

sub-types or combining existing attraction types if necessary.

In Model M3, we first computed users’ mean ratings for each category, given

the rating matrix U × I and the mapping between items and categories. The

prediction pa,t is then computed for user ua as:

pa,t =
1

|Gt|
∑
g∈Gt

ra,g (6.4)

where Gt denotes the set of categories to which t belongs, and ra,g is the mean

rating a has given items that belong to g in the training data.

The model construction phase of Model M3 involves computing |U | average

ratings for |G| categories, each requires at most |I| operations. Note that |G| <<

|I| < |U | in reality. Model M3 has a computational complexity of O(|U | × |I|)
for model construction. Its rating prediction phase depends on the number of

categories to which t belongs, and has a computational complexity of O(|Gt|).
The largest value of |Gt| is 9 in our dataset.
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Review-based models

We designed three review-based models (M4, M5 and M6) for generating

personalized predictions. These models are mainly adapted from Model M2, the

item-based CF model, but make use of reviews in different ways. They involve an

additional sentiment analysis step, which has a linear computational complexity

as discussed in Chapter 6.4.1. They build user, item and categories profiles based

on item features extracted from reviews. The set of features appeared in reviews

can be potentially large. Its size, however, has a practical limit and is controllable

by means of feature weighting and filtering as aforementioned.

Model M4 is similar to Model M2 which performs item-based CF, but it

computes w(t, i) between items t and i based on review contents rather than

on ratings. Note that in a pure CF setting, similarity between two items t and

i, or w(t, i), can be derived only if they have been rated by the same user.

In Model M4, however, w(t, i) can be derived if the two items share common

item features. This model addresses the problems of data sparseness and non-

transitive association [70], because common features mentioned in the reviews

of different items help linking items that may be related or similar to each

other, but have never been rated by the same user in the system. This model is

expected to improve the coverage rate of Model M2, or the classical item-based

CF algorithm.

The model construction phase of Model M4 mainly scales with |I|, and has a

computational complexity of O(|I|2) for computing item similarities. The rating

prediction phase of the model has a computational complexity of O(k).

Model M5 can be viewed as a generalized version of Model M4. It takes

G into consideration as an effort to address the problems of data sparseness

and cold-start recommendations. We expect that this model can boost coverage

rate because it is capable of generating predictions for cold-start items whose

categories are known, but have not been rated by any user yet.

Note that the process of k-nn selection in this model is slightly different from

that in the previous models. An item can belong to multiple categories, and each

category has its own set of k-nn. It is therefore possible for a certain category gk

to be the nearest neighbor of more than one g ∈ Gt. In this case, we sum up the

weights of gk as it might be more closely related to item t. Algorithm 6.4.1 gives

an overview of the knnG() algorithm for determining the k-nn of Gt.
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Algorithm 6.4.1 Algorithm knnG() for determining the k-nn of a set of cate-

gories Gt.

Inputs: k (the number of nearest neighbors to return),

Gt (the set of categories to which item t belongs).

Output: k-nn across the set of categories in Gt

Steps:

1. KNN ← ∅;

2. for each g in Gt do

3. for each gk ∈ knn(g) do

4. if KNN contains gk then

5. add w(gk, g) to w(gk) in KNN;

6. else

7. w(gk) ← w(gk, g);

//weights of gk with respect to different g’s are combined

8. add (gk, w(gk)) to KNN;

9. end if

10. end for

11. end for

12. return the k elements in KNN with the highest weights;

After computing the similarities between categories from reviews, Model M5

predicts pa,t as:

pa,t = α
∑

g∈knnG(Gt)

w(g)(ra,g) (6.5)

where w(g) is the weight of g computed across the set of all neighbors of Gt

(lines 5, 7 of Algorithm 6.4.1).

The model construction phase of Model M5 requires computing the similar-

ities between categories based on a controllable number of item features. It also

needs to computes users’ average ratings for G based on I . Its computational

complexity is therefore O(|U |×|I|). Model M5 determines the set of knnG(Gt)

in the rating prediction phase. It has a computational complexity of O(Gt × k),

but k is small (5 in our work), and the maximum value of |Gt| is also small (at
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most 9 as aforementioned).

Model M6 makes use of opinion phrases and item features extracted from

reviews to build user and category profiles. It makes a prediction for item t

based on the active user a’s preferences for features of Gt. We consider features

of Gt rather than those of target item t in view of severe data sparseness and

the considerable number of cold-start items in reality. This model has a more

direct utilization of review contents, as compared to the other two review-based

models (M4 and M5) which do not make use of detailed review contents for

building user profiles. Further, this model is not neighborhood-based.

Note that if a user has showed preference for a feature fn of item i, it does not

necessarily imply that (s)he would have the preference for the same feature of

another item j. However, if a user tend to express positive sentiments on certain

feature terms, it may imply that the user is interested in those features in general.

We try to make use of such coarse-grained preference information in this model.

In fact, our evaluation results show that this model is the most promising one

among all prediction models.

This model can also make predictions for cold-start items, as long as the

items belong to some categories that possess features on which the active user

has previously expressed opinions. It does not involve the similarity weighting

between pairs of users, items or categories as in Models M2 to M5. It computes

pa,t by reflecting how much user a has liked the features associated with Gt.

Formally, it computes pa,t as:

pa,t =
1

|Gt|
∑
g∈Gt

(
1

|N |
∑
n∈N

w(fn, a)·w(fn, g)

)
(6.6)

where N denotes the set of common features associated with g and the interest

profile of user u. w(fn, a) is the weight of fn in the interest profile of a,

determined based on overall ratings or SO of opinion phrases as described

in Chapter 6.4.2. Similarly, w(fn, g) is the weight of fn with respect to the

category g. It can be estimated by standard feature weighting schemes, such as

information gain and χ2. It reflects the importance of fn to g.

This model maintains both user profiles and category profiles based on

features extracted from reviews. Its model construction phase mainly depends

on the sentiment analysis step, which as a linear computational complexity as

noted. Model M6 is therefore more scalable and efficient than the other quadratic
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prediction models, including Models M1, M2 and M4. Its rating prediction phase

has a complexity of O(|F |). The actual complexity is again likely to be much

smaller because of data sparseness, and the fact that the value of |F | is limited

and controllable due to feature selection.

Baseline models

Baseline models, including Models M7 and M8, generate non-personalized

predictions, with or without using information about the U × I ratings matrix.

They are included in our study to help indicate the effectiveness of the various

prediction models.

Model M7 is the Majority baseline, which simply predicts pa,t to be the

majority vote in the training data. Almost half (47.93%) of the reviews in our

dataset had the majority vote of 5. We therefore expected this simple baseline

model to produce reasonable prediction accuracy.

Model M7 determines the majority rating in the dataset with a computational

complexity of O(|U |×|I|). It makes a prediction with a constant time complexity

of O(1).

Model M8 is a Random recommender which, as its name implies, assigns a

random rating within the given rating scale (1 to 5 in our dataset) as pa,t. Models

that cannot beat the this Random model would not be desirable.

Model M8 does not require model construction, and makes a prediction with

a constant time complexity of O(1).

6.5 Experimental Study

The main goal of this experimental study is to compare the prediction quality

of rating-based prediction models, which make use of user-specified ratings for

making predictions as in classical CF, and that of review-based models, which

make predictions based on user-generated reviews.

Most models are adapted from item-based CF, which was proposed in view

of the scalability issue of user-based CF. Hence, the actual computational re-

quirements of the various models are not the focus of our study. We aim at

systematically evaluating the usefulness of prediction models that make use of

user-generated reviews for making predictions.
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We now describe the experimental setup and then discuss the results.

6.5.1 Method

The dataset we used contains attraction reviews we collected from TripAdvisor

as noted. We employed the all-but-1 protocol in this study. Specifically, for each

active user a in our dataset, all except 1 reviews written by a are used as the

training set, based on which predictions for the hidden reviews in the test set are

made. Note that our task at hand is to make prediction for a given user-item pair

(a, t). The contents of the hidden review on t are not available to the prediction

models. This experimental design emulates the situation when a registered user

(a) of, for instance, TripAdvisor, clicks on a hyperlink to web page of a certain

attraction (t) (s)he has not reviewed or rated before, and our task is to compute a

predicted rating pa,t to indicate how much user a may like item t.

We adopted MAE, MSE and coverage for evaluating the performance of the

various models. Coverage in this work is defined as the percentage of withheld

ratings in the test set for which predictions can be made. All reported results are

averaged results obtained from five randomly created training-test splits. In the

subsequent discussions, when we state that results are significant, we mean so

statistically based on the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, which is a non-parametric

alternative to the paired t-test, at a 5% significance level.

6.5.2 Existing Tools Adopted

We adopted two existing tools for performing some tasks in our work. We used

MontyLingua [92] to assign POS tags to reviews. It yields tagging accuracy of

around 97%. Moreover, we adopted RapidMiner12, formerly known as YALE, to

compute feature weights based on IG and χ2. As we discussed in Chapter 2.4.3,

IG(fi, cj) and χ2(fi, cj) of a feature fi are computed locally with respect to a

given class cj . RapidMiner estimates IG(fi) (and similarly, χ2(fi)) as a global

measure by first computing IGsum(fi). It then normalizes all features having

non-zero weights by the maximum IGsum(fi) obtained by the feature set. We

followed the same strategy when computing the TF-IDF of a feature fi as a

global measure.

12RapidMiner: http://www.rapidminer.com
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6.5.3 Parameters

Four prediction models compute pa,t based on the set of k-nn of the active user

(Model M1) or the target item (Models M2, M4, M5). Herlocker et al. suggested

in [54] that using a neighborhood size of 20 to 50 would be reasonable for a

real-world application. We performed a set of preliminary experiments based on

Models M1 and M5, and varied the value of k within the suggested range. We

observed no significant difference between the results obtained, and we therefore

set the value of k to 50 in the four aforementioned models.

Model M6 predicts pa,t based on the k-nn of categories G. Our dataset

contains a total number of 148 categories (excluding the category “Other”). This

number is much smaller than the numbers of users (2,074) and items (2,741)

in the dataset. We therefore used a smaller neighborhood for Model M6. We

varied the value of k within the range of 3 to 10 in our preliminary experiments.

Once again, the resulting prediction accuracies of the model are not sensitive to

the changing values of k. We picked the value of 5 for k in our experiments on

Model 6.

6.5.4 Results and Discussions

In what follows, we first present results on the effects of using SO, followed by

a set of experiments that help us select an appropriate feature weighting scheme

and feature selection (FS) level for the subsequent experiments. We then discuss

and compare the prediction quality produced by the various prediction models

described in the previous section.

Effects of using SO

This experiment studies the effects of using SO for building user profiles.

Recall that one motivation of our work is that user-generated reviews contain

detailed user preferences that are seemingly useful, but have not yet been utilized

for personalization purpose. Our first experiment therefore aims at validating

whether such user preferences, which are first extracted as opinion phrases and

then quantified as SO, are indeed useful.

We used Model M6 described in Eq. (6.6) in this experiment, because it

makes predictions directly from the active user’s preferences for item features.

We built two sets of user profiles as w(fn, a), one based on SO of opinion
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phrases, another one based on user-specified ratings associated with the original

reviews. We used the three feature weighting schemes described before, namely

IG, χ2 and TF-IDF, as w(fn, g).

Figure 6.8 summarizes the results of this experiment obtained using the

various feature weighting schemes, at FS levels of 100% and 1%. Note that

χ2 is displayed as “Chi” in all figures presenting results. Detailed FS results

are given in the next subsection. Labels on the x-axes marked with asterisks (*)

indicate that the differences between the results generated using SO and those

generated using user-specified ratings are statistically significant (p < 0.05). As

a complement to Figure 6.8, Table 6.2 lists the percentage of improvement in

MAE and MSE produced using SO, as compared to those produced using user-

specified ratings. The first row of the table, for example, shows that using IG

as the feature weighting scheme and a FS level of 100%, the MAE produced

using SO for building user profiles is 8.2% lower than that produced using user-

specified ratings.
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Figure 6.8: Summary of results achieved using SO and user-specified ratings.
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Table 6.2: Relative improvements in MAE and MSE achieved using SO.

Improvement in (%)

Feature Weighting FS Level MAE MSE

IG 100% 8.2 25.8

Chi (χ2) 4.4 18.1

TF-IDF 1.3 6.4

IG 1% 10.3 30.7

Chi (χ2) 9.1 28.6

TF-IDF 6.1 21.4

The absolute MAE and MSE values produced under different experimental

settings are not of interest here, but rather the comparison between using SO

and using ratings for building user profiles. Results show that using SO always

makes better predictions than using user-specified ratings. The improvements

it brings are significant in most cases as can be seen from Figure 6.8. Further,

using SO yields great improvements in prediction accuracies in terms of MSE,

especially when only the top 1% important features are used to make predictions

as Table 6.2 shows.

To sum up, results of this experiment suggest that the detailed user prefer-

ences expressed in reviews effectively improve prediction accuracies and help

reduce large prediction errors. These results are very encouraging, and confirm

the value of our work on studying review-based recommendations. In the

subsequent experiments, we report our results generated using SO for building

user profiles in Model M6.

Effects of feature weighting and selection

This experiment evaluates the effects of the three feature weighting schemes,

namely IG, χ2 and TF-IDF. The purpose of this experiment is to help us

determine an appropriate scheme and FS level for the subsequent experiments.

We first calculated feature weights based on the aforementioned feature

weighting schemes. In each experiment, s% of the most important features

(those with the highest weights) are used for building item profiles in Model

M6. The set of values of s tested is {100, 90, ..., 20, 10, 5, 2, 1}. The setting s

= 100 means that features were weighted, but no feature selection was actually
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performed. Figure 6.9 shows the results.
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Figure 6.9: Summary of results achieved using various feature weighting

schemes and feature selection levels.

We first observed from the results that prediction accuracies produced by

the various feature weighting schemes decline gradually as more features are

considered. This trend is more obvious when s is relatively small (≤ 20).

This suggests that using only more important features produces better prediction

accuracies.

The three feature weighting schemes generate varying prediction accuracies.

Overall speaking, IG is consistently the best performing feature weighting

scheme at all FS levels, followed by χ2, and then TF-IDF. At more rigorous

FS levels (when s ≤ 10), however, the MAE and MSE values produced using IG

and χ2 are statistically indistinguishable. At s = 1, for instance, χ2 outperforms

IG very slightly in terms of MAE (0.993 vs. 1.005, p ≤ 0.310) and MSE (1.756

vs. 1.811, p ≤ 0.056).
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Using TF-IDF for weighting features yields poor prediction accuracies, even

if only the 1% most important features are retained. It produces a lot of large

errors as reflected by its MSE values, which at least doubled those produced by

IG at s ≥ 10.

All the three weighting schemes yield coverage rates of over 98% when s ≥
20, with IG always performs the best. χ2 is more sensitive than the other two

schemes to the changing values of s. Its coverage rates decline rapidly when s is

small. For example, when s = 5, 2 and 1, the coverage rates of χ2 are respectively

95.2%, 90.1% and 80.2%, whereas those of IG are respectively 98.4%, 97.9%

and 96.5%.

To sum up, using only the more important features as item descriptors makes

better predictions. IG yields the best results in terms of MAE and MSE in

general, but χ2 produces comparable results when s ≤ 5. IG also performs

the best in terms of coverage. Note that there is not a single feature weighting

scheme and FS level setting that can give an optimal performance. On the one

hand, the lowest absolute values of MAE and MSE are achieved by χ2 at n =

1. However, those achieved by IG are statistically indistinguishable from the

best when n ≤ 5. On the other hand, IG always beats χ2 in terms of coverage

significantly at n ≤ 10. Taking all MAE, MSE and coverage into account,

we adopted IG for weighting features with a FS level of 1% in the subsequent

experiments.

Performance analysis of prediction models

We now analyze the performance achieved using the various prediction models,

summarized in Figure 6.10. In the figure, labels on the x-axis of each sub-plot

are model names. Models that produced the best results, or results statistically

indistinguishable from the best, are marked with asterisks (*). We now discuss

our findings from this set of experiments.

The best performing models: We first observed from the first sub-plot of

Figure 6.10 that Model M7, the majority baseline, gives the lowest absolute MAE

value of 0.982. This should not be too surprising because almost half of the

reviews in our dataset were associated with the majority rating, which is 5 as

aforementioned.

Model M6, which makes use of detailed SO extracted from reviews for

making predictions, produces a MAE of 1.005. This value is statistically
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indistinguishable from the best (p ≤ 0.015). Model M6 also performs the best

in terms of MSE (1.811), and gives a slightly-less-than-perfect coverage rate of

96.46%. This coverage rate is obtained at a FS level of 1% as noted. Model M6

is able to provide a 98.79% coverage when no feature selection is performed.

Note that the perfect coverage rates given by the two baseline models M7 and

M8 are actually not meaningful. They are only non-personalized models that can

generate “predictions” for any items and any users.

The worst performing models: Model M8 gives the highest MAE (3.123),

which is not surprising. Model M3 gives a MAE of 1.256, a MSE of 3.164, and a

coverage rate of 40.2%. It performs worst among all personalized models based

on all three metrics. This indicates that mean ratings on categories alone are too

general for making predictions, and are not sufficient for addressing the problem

of data sparseness. For instance, if user a has not rated any items in Gt, this

model will not be able to make a prediction for t.

Rating-based models: Model M1, which is the user-based CF model,

always outperforms the other two rating-based models in terms of MAE and

MSE. It is unable to beat the non-personalized Model M7 in terms of MAE, but

its MSE value of 2.3 is significantly lower than the MSE of Model M7. This

means that Model M1 produces fewer large errors than the majority baseline.

Note that all three rating-based model suffers severely from data sparseness, as

can be seen from the poor coverage rates they achieved. This emphasizes the

need to utilize additional preference data along with the user-specified ratings

used in existing CF-based systems for making personalized recommendations.

Review-based models: Model M6, which builds user profiles based on

users’ SO for item features, and derives similarities between categories based on

item features as well, always gives the best performance statistically. The other

two review-based models, Models M4 and M5, produced mixed performance.

Both models show inferior prediction accuracies as compared to the majority

baseline (M7), but Model M5 yields an excellent coverage rate of 99.32% as a

result of utilizing category similarities for making predictions.

The excellent coverage rates achieved by the three review-based models

indicate that we effectively address the problems of data sparseness and cold-

start recommendations by enriching user, item and category profiles using review

contents.

Comparisons between related prediction models: We compared two
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groups of related prediction models, summarized as follows. The first group

of models we compared consists of Models M2, M4 and M5. Recall that Model

M2 is the item-based CF model. Model M4 is similar to Model M2, but uses item

features extracted from reviews for computing similarities between items. Model

M5 is a generalized version of M4. Instead of computing similarities between

items, it considers similarities between the categories of items. Such similarities

are also derived from item features extracted from reviews. Figure 6.10 shows

that the three models produce indistinguishable MAE and MSE, but Models M4

and M5 yield much better coverage rates than Model M2. In other words, these

two review-based models can greatly increase the number of recommendable

items in the system with no loss of prediction accuracy.

The second group of models we compared consists of Models M5 and M6.

Both models derive similarities between categories based on reviews, but M6

predicts a rating with respect to the active users’ SO on features. We observed

from our first experiment (Chapter 6.5.4) that using SO of opinion phrases

for building user profiles yields better prediction accuracies than using user-

specified ratings in Model M6. The advantage of using SO is even more obvious,

especially in terms of MSE, when we compare the performance of Models M5

and M6 in this experiment. Once again, we conclude that our experimental

results are very encouraging.

6.6 Summary

This chapter presents a closer look at the use of user-generated reviews for

generating personalized recommendations. In view of the success of our work

on rating inference in the movie domain, and the fact that CF-based recom-

mendations are not common in travel-related domains, we based this study on

an attraction reviews dataset collected from TripAdvisor. We identified three

characteristics of user-generated travel reviews from the dataset. The first and the

most noticeable characteristic is severe data sparseness, which is also a crucial

challenge to traditional rating-based CF. This implies that a practical review-

based recommendation algorithm must address data sparseness, and should be

able to generate cold-start recommendations. The second characteristic is the

heterogeneity of domain items. Specifically, “tourist attractions” is not a single

item domain, as different types of attractions can be totally different in nature and
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possess very different properties. The third characteristic is that the feature set

used to describe domain items in user-generated reviews shall be ever evolving

and expanding as a large volume of reviews (or contents in general) are added to

the Web everyday.

To facilitate our experimental study on review-based recommender systems,

we applied sentiment analysis techniques for identifying item features and

opinion phrases from the user-generated reviews, as well as to determine the

SO of the opinion phrases. We explored the use of the SO of opinion phrases

for building interest profiles of users, and the use of item features extracted

from reviews for deriving similarities between items and those between item

categories. We then designed a variety of prediction models that predict how

much an active user would like a given item (attraction).

Our study is experimental in nature, and is the first study reporting empirical

results on the use of review contents for generating personalized recommen-

dations. Due to the lack of precedent literature, we adopted in our work the

classical user- and item-based CF models, based on which we developed several

variants of the item-based CF models for generating review-based recommenda-

tions. Despite the simplicity of the models, results suggest that user-generated

reviews do contain valuable user preferences that can be utilized for making

personalized recommendations. Further, deriving similarities between items and

those between item categories based on item features extracted from reviews

effectively addresses data sparseness and the cold-start problem. Specifically,

classical user- and item-based CF models operating on the original U × I ratings

matrix can only make predictions for approximately 40% of items in the test set.

Enriching user, item and category profiles by user-generating reviews, however,

produces almost perfect coverage rates.

One limitation of our work is related to the sentiment analysis of user-

generated reviews. We adopted a POS-based approach to feature term and

opinion phrase extraction because such approach is domain-independent, and it

has been adopted in various studies in sentiment analysis. We have not explicitly

evaluated the precision of such approach in this study. However, we point out

that our study is still fair and is able to achieve its goals because we use the same

set of feature terms and opinion phrases for training the various review-based

prediction models.

Another limitation of our experimental study is that it is based on a static
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dataset, meaning that we have not yet addressed the evolving feature set char-

acteristic of user-generated reviews. In the review-based prediction models,

feature weights with respect to items and categories need to be recalculated

when new reviews are added to the system. A simple method to address this

issue to recalculate feature weights, as well as retrain user, item and category

profiles regularly to capture the effects of the newly-added features. However,

training and retraining based on huge and high-dimensional datasets can be com-

putationally expensive. While research on algorithms that allow for incremental

training is beyond the scope of this thesis, such algorithms would be desirable

for performing review-based recommendations.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

We addressed in this thesis the crucial challenges in CF, in particular the

problems of data sparseness and cold-start recommendations, along two different

dimensions. Firstly, we proposed novel methods for integrating content informa-

tion about domain items into the CF process. Secondly, we investigated into the

use of user-generated reviews for generating personalized recommendations. We

summarize our contributions, and reflect on possible future research directions

in the following subsections.

7.1 Summary of Contributions

On hybrid CF- and content-based recommendations

We proposed two ARM-based recommendation techniques, namely FARAMS

and CLARE. ARM allows for the flexibility to integrate concept hierarchies into

the rule mining process. By taking advantage of this, and by utilizing taxonomies

as well as attributes of domain items, we addressed the problems of data sparse-

ness and cold-start recommendations in CF. We showed experimentally that our

proposed techniques outperform related techniques in terms of recommendation

accuracies.

Chapter 3 describes FARAMS, a CF recommendation framework based on

fuzzy association rule mining and multiple-level similarities between items

in item taxonomies. FARAMS extends existing studies on ARM-based CF

algorithms. It addresses the sharp boundary problem, which arises from the

boolean discretization of numerical ratings data, by modeling ratings data using
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the fuzzy set concept. It also approaches the problem of data sparseness in CF by

taking advantage of multiple-level similarities that are implicit in the taxonomies

of items. Results on FARAMS show that FAR mining is more effective on

datasets containing continuous ratings and that FARAMS outperforms existing

techniques in similar experimental settings.

Chapter 4 presents CLARE, a novel cold-start recommendation algorithm de-

veloped based on FARAMS. CLARE operates on a preference model comprising

both user-item (ratings data) and item-item (item attributes) relationships. It

applies the CAR mining technique to discover interesting associations between

domain items and the attributes posses by a given target item. CLARE is

capable of recommending cold-start items, which are not recommendable in

a pure CF setting. It shows superior recommendation accuracies to related

cold-start recommendation algorithms, including MS-based and pure content-

based algorithms. Furthermore, it achieves high coverage rates regardless of the

number of cold-start items in the system.

On utilizing user-generated reviews for personalized recommendations

Our work in this area bridges the gap between sentiment analysis and CF. On

the one hand, CF can be considered an application that utilizes the outputs of

sentiment analysis for personalization purpose. On the other hand, sentiment

analysis enables CF algorithms to make use of user-generated reviews as a source

of user preferences along with user-specified ratings. Our work marks a starting

point for review-based personalized recommendations from either perspective

by integrating sentiment analysis and CF.

Chapter 5 presents our initial effort on integrating sentiment analysis of CF.

CF is concerned with user preferences, therefore we are particularly interested in

users’ expressed opinions in reviews. We observed that the semantic similarity

between opinion words does not necessarily imply their sentimental similarity.

This, however, has been the underlying assumption of a class of SO determi-

nation techniques, such as those described in [61, 62, 72, 68]. We further

observed that the relative frequencies of opinion words across different sentiment

classes might be useful indicators of the opinion words’ SO and strength.

Based on these observations, we proposed a relative-frequency-based method

for determining the SO and strength of opinion words as part of our rating

inference framework, PREF. PREF aims at understanding the overall sentiments
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of reviews and mapping such sentiments onto a multi-point rating scale. We

empirically demonstrated the rating inference approach to the integration of

sentiment analysis and CF by using the predicted ratings generated by PREF for

performing CF. We observed the following encouraging results: the predicted

ratings produce reasonably good prediction accuracies, and PREF improves the

performance of CF significantly by augmenting ratings from reviews.

Chapter 6 investigates further into the use of user-generated reviews for

generating personalized recommendations. In CF, user profiles are constructed

from users’ ratings on items, while in hybrid recommendations algorithms, user

and item profiles may be built upon ratings as well as item attributes. Our

work described in Chapter 6 attempts to construct user profiles based on their

preferences for item features extracted from reviews. It also makes use of item

features to derive similarities between items and those between item categories.

We performed an experimental evaluation of eight prediction models, two of

them being non-personalized baseline models. The evaluation has two major

goals. Firstly, it aims to show that sentiments extracted from reviews are more

precise descriptions of user preferences than user-specified ratings. Secondly, it

compares the effectiveness of prediction models that generate predictions based

on user-generated reviews, and those that perform rating-based predictions.

Results suggest that user-generated reviews do contain valuable user preferences

that can be utilized for making personalized recommendations. Further, review-

based models improve the coverage of rating-based models, with comparable or

significantly better prediction accuracies. This indicates that deriving similar-

ities between items and those between item categories based on feature terms

extracted from reviews effectively addresses data sparseness and the cold-start

problem.

7.2 Suggestions for Future Research

Research on CF has been focusing on more scalable and accurate algorithms,

but our work in this thesis represents an important pioneering step towards the

development of a novel review-based CF paradigm. Future research on CF

shall continue to explore the use of user-generated reviews, or other types of

Web 2.0 contents, for CF. Further, we pointed out in Chapter 6.3.3 that user-

generated reviews are characterized by a high-dimensional and evolving feature
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set. Algorithms that can handle this by, for instance, allowing incremental

training of user, item and category profiles would be desirable for supporting

reviews-based recommendations.

Regarding research on sentiment analysis, we see an emerging trend in

the paradigm shift from binary sentiment classification to multi-point rating

inference. Recent studies, including ours, suggest that rating inference shall

not be tackled as a classical multi-category classification task because the con-

tinuity and ordering of class labels in the rating inference task are essential

[112, 114, 41]. This opens up an interesting direction in ordered multi-category

classification for future research.

Another interesting step to consider is the to recommend reviews for users to

read according to their interest profiles. Several user studies suggest that user-

generated reviews do play an important role in the online purchasing behavior

of users [131, 78, 46]. Specifically, when a user makes a decision about an

online purchase, (s)he tends to consult reviews written by other users who have

purchased or examined the product concerned. Instead of recommending to

users what to buy, it might also be useful to recommend what reviews to read

to facilitate the users’ decision making processes. The work of Wietsma and

Ricci [167] incorporates reviews written by the neighbors of the active user as a

decision making aid, but it does not involve the sentiment analysis of reviews in

the recommendation process. This actually reveals a gap between the state-of-

the-art in review-based recommendations and sentiment analysis.
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